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Abstract

In the first chapter of this report, I discuss some of my work of the past 7 years,
since I joined the geodynamo team at ISTerre as a CNRS researcher. This work
most often involves numerical simulations with codes that I have written.

An important step forward in the efficiency of simulations based on the spher-
ical harmonic transform has come from the matrix-free SHTns library I have de-
signed and written (Schaeffer, 2013).

Numerical simulations linked to the magnetized spherical Couette experiment
DTS have been performed to understand its peculiar turbulence (Figueroa et al.,
2013) and try to characterize the effect of the small turbulent scales on the in-
duction processes (Cabanes, Schaeffer, and Nataf, 2014a; Cabanes, Schaeffer, and
Nataf, 2014b).

Related to the Earth’s core dynamics, my simulations helped to characterize
the effects of the magnetic field on short timescale flows, leading to strong ar-
guments for quasi-geostrophic (columnar) flows at large spatial scales (& 10 km)
and short timescales (. 10 years) in the core (Gillet, Schaeffer, and Jault, 2011).
Smaller length scales evade the rotational constraint because inertial waves are
getting too slow. At longer length scales more research is needed, but we have
already explored the implications of a deformation of the columns by magnetic
fields (Schaeffer, Lora Silva, and Pais, 2016). We have also shown that near the
equator, where the columnar flows were expected to wither, the quasi-geostrophy
seems strong in the Earth’s core (Schaeffer and Pais, 2011).

Prompted by observations, we studied the propagation and reflection of tor-
sional Alfvén waves in the core, and showed the importance of the value of the
magnetic Prandtl number (Schaeffer, Jault, et al., 2012). Moreover, an extension
of this work to include a conducting solid layer at the top of the core suggests the
existence of such a layer with a rather strong conductance in the Earth.

More recently, and as a logical follow-up, I have produced turbulent geody-
namo simulations, with interesting implications that will be reported in a future
publication, but several facts are already presented in appendix D and will also
be discussed here. These simulations have also fed the reflection that resulted in
our chapter on core turbulence in the second edition of the Treatise on Geophysics
(Nataf and Schaeffer, 2015).

In the second chapter, I present synthetically my ongoing work and projects
that develop even further the topics above, but also new projects on the dynamo
of the early Moon and further numerical developments.
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Chapter 1

Research summary of selected
work

1.1 Introduction

1.1.1 Motivation
Describing and understanding the Deep Earth

The Earth deep interior is impossible to observe directly, but it is possible to
probe it using several tools. The seismic waves traveling through our planet
yield most of the information we have on its structure, through the travel
speed and reflection at the interfaces of the compression and shear waves, but
also through the frequency and attenuation of the seismic normal modes. The
Earth’s rotation variations, which respond to gravitational torques, depend
not only on its moment of inertia (the mass distribution), but also whether
there are fluid layers and the coupling between the fluid layers and the solid
ones. A good example of the usefulness of these measurements is the success
of the PREM model (Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981), which included data
from seismology (both travel time and normal modes) as well as total mass
and moment of inertia.

The magnetic field of our planet is produced by fluid motion in its core,
and as such it gives away information about the flow in the core. This flow
is arguably driven by convection due to the slow cooling of the Earth. It is
also influenced by the magnetic field itself, but also by some details of its
boundaries. It is also important to keep in mind that if the mantle near
the core-mantle boundary is slightly conducting, there will be some electro-
magnetic coupling of the core and mantle, which may be important to under-
stand Earth’s rotation variations, such as nutation. During the evolution of
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the Earth, its magnetic field has been recorded by rocks, sediments or even
human artifacts for the latest part. These recording may also constrain the
Earth’s history.

Planetary magnetic fields

Regarding its magnetic field, the Earth is no exception. Indeed, most planets
of the solar system exhibit magnetic fields, with various characteristics (see
Jones, 2011, for a review). In the absence of seismic information, these
magnetic fields and their dynamics give us important informations on their
internal structure. Some peculiar features, such as the strong axisymmetry of
Saturn’s field are sometimes hard to explain, challenging our comprehension
of the planetary magnetic field generation. Similarly, hints toward a strong
dynamo on the early Moon currently escapes explanation (Weiss and Tikoo,
2014).

By extensive use of numerical simulations, Christensen and Aubert, 2006
proposed empirical scaling laws for the magnetic field strength of planets.
Those numerical simulations were (as all planetary dynamo simulations) op-
erating with parameters remote from the actual viscosities and magnetic
diffusivities. The remarkable success of such simulations to reproduce the
Earth’s field (e.g. Aubert, Finlay, and Fournier, 2013) remains largely unex-
plained, and the validity of the obtained scaling laws has been questioned
(e.g. Oruba and Dormy, 2014).

1.1.2 Governing equations
We consider the following equations that govern the magneto-hydrodynamics
(MHD) of an incompressible fluid in a reference frame with angular rotation
rate Ω0. We use the Boussinesq approximation and treat the density ρ as
constant, except in the buoyancy force that arise from small variations of ρ,
written using a codensity c. For example if thermal convection is considered,
we take c = αT , with T the temperature and α the constant thermal ex-
pansion coefficient Note also that the magnetic field is measured in units of
(Alfvén) velocity so that the magnetic field in Tesla is √µ0ρ b, with µ0 the
magnetic permeability. The equations governing the evolution of the velocity
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field u, the magnetic field b and the codensity then read:

∂tu + (2Ω0 +∇× u)× u = −∇p∗ + ν∆u + (∇× b)× b + cg (1.1)
∂tb = ∇× (u× b) + η∆b (1.2)

∂tc+ u.∇(c+ C0) = κ∆c (1.3)
∇u = 0 (1.4)
∇b = 0 (1.5)

The important fluid properties are its kinematic viscosity ν, its magnetic
diffusivity η = (µ0σ)−1 (where σ is its conductivity), and the diffusivity of
the codensity κ (the thermal diffusivity in the case of thermal convection).
p∗ is a dynamic pressure (including terms that can be written as a gradient,
such as centrifugal force, hydrostatic gravity, ...) and C0 is the imposed base
codensity profile.

Several non-dimensional parameters derive from these equations, for a
given length-scale L, typical velocity U and magnetic field B (in velocity
units). The following non-dimensional numbers are also used to review some
of the physics of planetary interiors.

1.1.3 Control Parameters
The four following parameters are control parameters as their values are
required to solve the above equations; they control the physics. However,
from a geophysical point of view, some are difficult to determine for the
Earth’s core, not te speak about other planets, because their values depend
on the material properties of the fluid. Not all relevant material properties
are well known (Olson, 2015).

The Ekman number
E = ν

ΩL2 (1.6)

measures the ratio between viscous and Coriolis force. It is typically very
tiny in planets (E ∼ 10−15 for the Earth’s core). In rotating fluids, thin
boundary layers develop where viscous and Coriolis forces balance. These
Ekman layers have a thickness of

√
ν/Ω which scales as E1/2.

The Rayleigh number

Ra = g∆cL3

νκ
(1.7)

compares the strength of the unstable stratification compared to damping by
viscous and thermal effects. It can be seen as the ratio of thermal diffusion
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time τκ = L2/κ to the time it would take for a fluid parcel to travel a distance
L at its terminal velocity τu = L/u with u ∼ L2g∆c/ν. Here ∆c is a typical
variation of c across the domain. For Ra > Rac, convection occurs. In the
case of rapidly rotating convection (E � 1), Rac depends on the Ekman
number as Rac ∼ E−4/3 (e.g. Busse, 1970; Dormy et al., 2004; Jones, 2015).

It is not so easy to estimate the Rayleigh number in the liquid core,
because most of the temperature contrast between the top of the core and its
base is due to compression via the equation of state (Olson, 2015). This part
defines the adiabatic (or isentropic) temperature profile, and only the density
variations in excess of it should be included in c. Since heat conducted along
the adiabat is large, it is possible that the Rayleigh number is subcritical
(Ra < Rac) in part of the core. However, as soon as the density profile
departs from the adiabat, the Rayleigh number can be very large.

The magnetic Prandtl number

Pm = ν

η
(1.8)

compares the kinematic viscosity to the magnetic diffusivity. For liquid met-
als it is always small: Pm ∼ 10−5.

The thermal Prandtl number

Pr = ν

κ
(1.9)

compares the kinematic viscosity to the thermal diffusivity. For liquid metals
in the lab we have Pr ∼ 0.1. For the core, according to Olson (2015), it is less
clear cut, with Pr . 1. Note that if one considers chemical convection (due
to variable light element concentration), we have Pr � 1 which is now called
the Schmidt number. Most numerical models of the geodynamo combine the
effect of thermal and chemical convection into one codensity variable, with
a single diffusivity. The choice of Pr = 1 then seems reasonable, especially
when turbulent transport is invoked. However, the role of a truly double
diffusive convection in the Core has gained some renewed interest (e.g. Breuer
et al., 2010; Simitev, 2011; Net, Garcia, and Sánchez, 2012; Takahashi, 2014),
maybe driven by the findings of Busse (2002).

1.1.4 Diagnostic Parameters
These parameter depend on typical values U , B of the velocity and mag-
netic fields. They are therefore not known a priori. Understanding of the
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physics leading to relationships between control and diagnostic parameters,
or even empirical laws relating them together are of broad interest to pre-
dict the behavior of magnetic fields and flows found on different natural
objects. Christensen and Aubert (2006) proposed such scaling laws, based
on numerical simulations. They have been successful at explaining planetary
and maybe even stellar fields, but some concerns and criticism remain and
alternative approaches have been proposed (e.g. Stelzer and Jackson, 2013;
Davidson, 2013; Oruba and Dormy, 2014).

The magnetic Reynolds number

Rm = UL

η
(1.10)

compares at the largest scale the induction term ∇× (u× b) to the magnetic
diffusion. This number is the key parameter for dynamo action, because only
if Rm > Rmc can a magnetic field grow from an infinitesimal seed. The value
of Rmc depends on the details of the flow, but is found in the range 10 to 100
for most efficient flows. Note also that not all flows can generate magnetic
fields, regardless of their Rm.

The kinetic Reynolds number

Re = UL

ν
(1.11)

compares at the largest scale the advection term u × ∇u to the viscous
dissipation. It is a key parameter for characterizing turbulence. The huge
values of Re found in geophysical systems imply a broad range of active flow
scales. For planetary cores with a dynamo magnetic field, we must have
Rm & 100 to ensure dynamo action. Because in liquid metals Pm ∼ 10−5,
it implies Re & 107.

The Rossby number
Ro = U

LΩ (1.12)

measures the importance of the non-linear advection term over the Coriolis
force. It is often small in geophysical contexts (Ro ∼ 10−6 for the large
scale flow of the Earth). It is also the ratio of material speed to Inertial
Wave speed, and as such is an analogue of the Mach number for inertial
waves. Its low value means that the Coriolis force constrains the flow for
a broad range of scales, possibly all scales, as it is argued by Nataf and
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Schaeffer (2015, also reproduced in appendix B.7). Note that in laboratory
experiments, rotating turbulence is mostly studied at moderate values of
Rossby numbers (Ro ∼ 0.1), possibly not so relevant for Ro � 1. In the
absence of magnetic field, a low Rossby number implies anisotropic flows
with elongated structures aligned with the rotation axis. This is reminiscent
of the Taylor-Proudman theorem: Ω0.∇u = 0 for an inviscid stationary
flow at Ro = 0, with forces deriving from a potential only.

The Lehnert number
Le = B

LΩ (1.13)

measures the ratio of Alfvén speed to Inertial Wave speed. When small, as
in the core where Le ∼ 10−3, the effect of the Coriolis force is felt well before
that of the magnetic field. This leads to short time-scales unaffected by the
Lorentz-Laplace force (Jault, 2008; Gillet, Schaeffer, and Jault, 2011).

The Lundquist number
S = 2BL

η + ν
(1.14)

compares the Alfvén wave speed B to their damping time. Alfvén waves can
be observed only for S � 1 (Alfvén, 1942). In the Earth’s core S ∼ 105, but
due to the small Lehnert number Le, Alfvén waves are only manifest in the
form of Torsional Waves which are geostrophic motions (Braginsky, 1970;
Jault and Légaut, 2005; Roberts and Aurnou, 2011; Jault and Finlay, 2015).

The Elsasser number
Λ = B2

ηΩ (1.15)

compares the Lorentz-Laplace force to the Coriolis force assuming a quasi-
static equilibrium and uncorrelated u and b. These assumptions are valid
for systems with an imposed magnetic field at low Rm and low S. In the
geophysical context it is also an important number but it does not give
the real Lorentz-Laplace to Coriolis force. Soderlund, King, and Aurnou
(2012) introduce an improved measure and argue that almost all numerical
simulations are only weakly influenced by the magnetic field. This contrasts
with Jones (2011) who shows a strong effect of the magnetic field on the flow
in simulations. In section 2.1.1, we will try to shed some light on this issue.
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The Hartmann number
Ha = BL

√
ην

(1.16)

is the square-root of the ratio of the Lorentz force to the viscous force. The
thickness of the Hartmann boundary layer (where viscous stress balance elec-
tromagnetic stress) is proportional to its inverse. When Pm � 1, we have
S ' Ha

√
Pm.

The Alfvén number
A = U

B
(1.17)

compares material velocities to Alfvén wave speed. It is also the square-root
of the ratio between kinetic and magnetic energies. In the Earth’s core, we
have A ∼ 0.01 so that we are far from the equipartition between kinetic and
magnetic energies which is often found in non-rotating dynamos at moderate
Pm.

1.1.5 Open questions
Here we list some open questions on how planetary dynamos operate.

• How does the magnetic field affect the flow at various time and length
scales? Can we build a reduced model?

• Do the small turbulent scales participate in the dynamo process?

• How relevant are the current numerical geodynamo simulations for
planetary cores? What are the implications for the sclaing laws?

• Are there other ways to produce magnetic field in planetary cores, that
do not rely on convection (e.g. precession driven dynamos)?

• Is there a stably stratified layer at the top of the core? How does it
affect the dynamics?

• Is there an important effect of realistic double-diffusion convection in
planetary cores?

Some contributions relevant to these questions are presented in the rest of
this document.
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1.2 Numerical simulations in spherical geom-
etry

Numerical simulations of planetary interiors is a widely used tool to under-
stand their complex dynamics. At first order, planetary interiors have a
spherical shape and this simple geometry is suitable for spectral methods.
Indeed, spherical harmonic expansions are convenient to describe a band-
limited function f(θ, φ) on a sphere using a discrete set of complex coefficient
fm` :

f(θ, φ) =
L∑
`=0

∑̀
m=−`

fm` Y
m
` (θ, φ), (1.18)

where Y m
` (θ, φ) are the spherical harmonics; ` and m are the harmonic degree

and order respectively. Moreover, since Y m
l are eigenfunctions of the Laplace

operator on the sphere, the three-dimensional Laplace operator reads

∆f = 1
r
∂rr(rf)− 1

r2 `(`+ 1)f. (1.19)

A variety of Magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) simulation codes in sphere
take advantage of the spherical harmonic decompositions, and they have been
benchmarked in several studies (Christensen, Aubert, Cardin, et al., 2001;
Marti et al., 2014; Matsui and Heien, 2014). These pseudo-spectral methods
transform, at each time-step, the fields back and forth between the spectral
domain where the fields really live and evolve and the spatial domain where
the non-linear terms can be conveniently evaluated. Details are given by
Christensen and Wicht (2015).

Large resolutions are needed not only for non-linear turbulent cases, but
also for linear studies where thin vortices or internal shear layers develop at
small viscosity.

The viability of spectral methods in the era of massively parallel comput-
ing has been questioned in the past. However, as a matter of fact, cartesian
spectral simulations of turbulence (using Fourier transform in the three di-
mensions) are still running with success on world’s largest computers. In
the unbounded, periodic cube, the fast Fourier transform (FFT) allows to
perform the spectral to spatial transforms reasonably quickly, with a number
of operation scaling as Nd log(N), where N is the number of spectral modes
in one dimension and d the dimension of the problem. However, in spherical
geometry, the existing codes do not use fast spherical transforms, and the
number of operation scales as N3 for the spherical harmonic transform part,
instead of N2 log(N) if it would be as efficient as the FFT.
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1.2.1 Is it possible to improve the SHT?
Several authors have proposed algorithms for Fast Spherical Harmonic trans-
forms (Driscoll and Healy, 1994; Potts, Steidl, and Tasche, 1998; Mohlenkamp,
1999; Suda and Takami, 2002; Healy Jr, Kostelec, and Rockmore, 2004;
Tygert, 2008). However, they are complicated or unstable and cannot be
used in practice. This was already the conclusion of Lesur and Gubbins
(1999). Since the FFT can already be used in the longitudinal direction, the
problem lies in finding a fast Legendre transform. We remind that

Y m
` (θ, φ) = Pm

` (cos θ)eimφ (1.20)

with

Pm
` (x) =

{
pm` (x), for even m√

1− x2 pm` (x), for odd m
(1.21)

and pm` (x) is a polynomial.
Evaluating pm` (cos θ) can be done using the Discrete Cosine Transform

(DCT), leading to the semi-naive approach of Healy et al. (2003). In order
to improve the DCT-based transform, I introduced the use of a Clenshaw-
Curtis quadrature (Clenshaw and Curtis, 1960) for the forward transform,
which reduces by a factor of two the number of collocation grid points com-
pared to the usual sampling theorem. The Clenshaw-Curtis quadrature needs
Nθ > Lmax+1, almost the same requirements as the Gauss-Legendre quadra-
ture. However, when transforming quadratic products, dealiasing constraints
lead to Nθ > 2Lmax + 1, instead of Nθ > 3Lmax/2 for the Gauss-Legendre
quadrature.

Furthermore, for large m, the so-called polar optimization (see e.g. Scha-
effer, 2013, also reproduced in appendix B.4) leads to improved efficiency for
large order m, because Pm

` (x) is vanishingly small for |x| > xc(m), with xc
decreasing when m increases. Thus all the values for |x| > xc can be treated
as zero.

As a result, the DCT accelerated transform is efficient for low m and
quasi-linear computations where dealiasing is not required. Besides being
advantageous only at m � L, these DCT transforms have another draw-
back: they need a lot of costly precomputations and storage. This limits
their practical interest. Furthermore, using the vector capabilities of mod-
ern computers (which means they can apply the same operation on several
numbers packed together), the DCT loses its advantage completely.

I implemented the Legendre transform using the Gauss quadrature. In-
stead of storing the coefficients needed to transform from spectral to spatial
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space, I recompute them when needed, on the fly using the basic recurrence
relations. Because the performance bottleneck today is memory access, this
leads to significant performance gain, especially with hand vectorized code.
And as a very welcome side-effect of the on-the-fly computation, the memory
requirements have been drastically reduced, opening the possibility of very
high resolution simulations based on spherical harmonics. The SHTns library,
which is freely available1, has been successful in significantly improving the
performance of simulations code. Indeed, the whole PARODY code runs two
times faster since it makes use of SHTns, even at low spherical harmonic
resolution (private communication of Julien Aubert).

1.2.2 Improving the performance of spherical codes
Building on top of the efficient spherical harmonic transform, I needed a
spherical code that I would enjoy working with2. I took inspiration from
the axisymmetric code of Dominique Jault, as well as from the numerical
methods described by Dormy (1997).

The first version was written in plain C, using shared-memory paralleliza-
tion (OpenMP) and solving only MHD equations (without buoyancy). It has
been used in Gillet, Schaeffer, and Jault (2011, also reproduced in appendix
B.1).

It later and progressively evolved to a C++ code, with concentric shells
distributed across multiple processes (using MPI) and with the temperature
equation (1.3) added. XSHELLS participated in the performance benchmark
effort initiated by the american CIG working group (Matsui and Heien, 2014),
where it was found to be the fastest code based on finite-differences in radius:
for a given number of cores, it is three times faster than the second (which was
PARODY before relying on SHTns). Comparison to codes using Chebychev
expansions in radius is not straightforward, but I would argue that to solve
a given problem, there is still a gap (about a factor of 2 at least).

Although SHTns and XSHELLS work best on intel machines, they have
also been ported to the Blue Gene/Q architecture. Figure 1.1 shows the
parallel performance on these two types of machines. XSHELLS scales very
well up to 1 core per radial shell. This is achieved thanks to a custom radial
solver, that only needs communications with nearest neighbors and keeps an
optimal low latency (see appendix C.6.2). Scaling beyond this limit (using
several cores per radial shell) requires to exploit parallelism within a shell,
which is done using the multithreaded spherical harmonic transform provided

1https://bitbucket.org/nschaeff/shtns
2I dislike Fortran.
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Figure 1.1: Performance scaling of XSHELLS in year 2015, on three french
supercomputers with different architectures: SandyBridge on Curie (thin
nodes, TGCC, about 21 Gflops/core), Haswell on Occigen (CINES, about
42 Gflops/core), and Blue Gene/Q on Turing (IDRIS, about 13 Gflops/core).
The ideal scaling for each machine is represented by the dashed black lines.
On each computer, a geodynamo simulation was run with 1024 or 1152 radial
grid points and spherical harmonics truncated after degree 893.

by SHTns in addition to standard OpenMP work sharing within a shell in
the XSHELLS code. More details of the code and some specific features can
be found in appendix C. XSHELLS is released under the CeCILL Licence
with a user manual and a public code repository3

It is also interesting to note that XSHELLS can work in full spheres
(without inner-core) although load-balancing issues prevent a good scaling
in this case. This feature was however used by Monteux et al. (2012) to
compute dynamos in sinking spherical diapirs.

3XSHELLS code repository: https://bitbucket.org/nschaeff/xshells
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1.3 Simulations of the DTS experiment
Figueroa et al. (2013, also reproduced in appendix B.5) performed and ana-
lyzed three-dimensional numerical simulations of the DTS (Derviche Tourneur
Sodium) experiment (see Brito et al., 2011, and references therein). The
conducting solid shells were included in theses simulations at low magnetic
Prandtl number (Pm ∼ 0.001). Note that the fluid is not forced into mo-
tion by thermal convection, but rather by differential rotation of the inner
and outer sphere, in the so-called spherical Couette configuration (see Wicht,
2014, for the non-magnetic case). This implies that we do not need to solve
for the temperature perturbation (eq. 1.3).

We found that turbulent fluctuations were strong near the outer shell,
where the magnetic field is weak, and weak near the inner sphere permeated
by a strong magnetic field. Nevertheless, magnetic field fluctuations follow
the opposite trend, with weak fluctuations in the outer region and strong
ones in the inner-region. This is due to the amplitude of the imposed dipolar
magnetic field, varying by a factor of more than 20 between the inner sphere
and the outer shell. We also showed that, if observed for a long enough time,
the turbulent spectra in the simulations exhibit similar bumps as the one
observed in experimental spectra (Schmitt et al., 2008). To do this we have
performed Fourier transforms in time t and azimuth φ of full spatio-temporal
fields records. Our results suggest that modes can be excited and observed
in developed turbulence.

During the PhD thesis of Simon Cabanes (Cabanes, 2014), we have used
XSHELLS to solve the induction equation in a DTS configuration (also in-
cluding the solid conducting shells). It was the direct model for the frame-
work build by Cabanes, Schaeffer, and Nataf (2014a) to invert the large
measurement collection of DTS runs. In particular, at high rotation rate,
the Doppler velocity measurements are lost (due to centrifugation of the im-
purities that reflect ultrasounds), and Simon was able to constrain the mean
flow using the other types of measurements (electric potential probes and
magnetometers) and its inversion procedure.

In an attempt to go beyond the determination of the mean flow 〈U〉,
Cabanes, Schaeffer, and Nataf (2014b, also reproduced in appendix B.6)
added mean electro-motive force (EMF) represented by an α and β coefficient
to account for the effect of turbulence on the mean induction equation. In
the mean-field theory framework, the mean magnetic field 〈B〉 obeys:

∂t〈B〉 = ∇× (〈U〉 × 〈B〉+ E) + η∆〈B〉 (1.22)

Furthermore, provided there is a scale separation between turbulent and
mean flows (which seems to be the case in the numerics, see 1.2), the EMF
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Figure 1.2: Azimuthal flow in a meridional cut of a direct numerical simu-
lation of the DTS experiment (Re = 2πfr2

o/ν = 2.9 × 104, Rm = 29, Pm =
10−3), showing the decomposition of the flow uφ(t) = 〈uφ〉 + u′φ(t). Left:
instantaneous snapshot uφ(t); Middle: mean flow 〈uφ〉; Right: fluctuations
u′φ(t).

can be approximated by the use of α and β tensors. For simplifications, we
decided to approximate the EMF E by

E = α(r)〈B〉 − β(r)∇× 〈B〉. (1.23)

where α(r) and β(r) are scalars, leading to

∂t〈B〉 = ∇× (〈U〉 × 〈B〉+ α〈B〉 − (η + β)∇× 〈B〉) (1.24)

Accordingly, we have introduced these α(r) and β(r) terms into XSHELLS
to account for them in the inversion of the experimental measurements. We
found that the non-rotating DTS is described by a relatively weak α(r) and a
strong negative β(r) (almost 50% reduction in effective magnetic diffusivity).

Rodion Stepanov alerted us on the fact that for our antisymmetric im-
posed dipolar field, our parameterization leads to anti-symmetric contribu-
tions by α and symmetric contributions by β to the EMF. We thus also
tested an alternate parameterization of the EMF E , where α and β give rise
to symmetric contributions if 〈B〉 is anti-symmetric. Namely:

E = α(r) er × 〈B〉 − β(r)∇× 〈B〉. (1.25)

which can be seen as the contribution of the antisymmetric part of the α
tensor. The β(r) profile was barely changed, and the misfit to the data was
slightly worse.
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In addition, we have performed direct numerical simulations (without α
and β) of the DTS experiment with a realistic magnetic Reynolds number
Rm = 29 at Pm = 10−3 leading to a rather turbulent regime at Re =
2πfr2

o/ν = 2.9 × 104, where f is the rotation frequency of the inner-sphere,
while ro is the outer radius. In this simulation, field snapshots were recorded
and the mean EMF computed. We then have extracted the best fitting α
and β.

Note that in the paper published in PRL, we made a confusion in the
sign of β. After checking the codes, it appears that the β inverted from the
experiments has the correct sign. Only very recently did we realize that the
β obtained from direct numerical simulations was plotted with the wrong
sign in Cabanes, Schaeffer, and Nataf (2014b, figure 2). We corrected the
mistake in an Erratum (Cabanes, Schaeffer, and Nataf, 2015) as well as in
appendix B.6. This removes the strong support of the numerical simulations
to the negative β in the interior region, and calls for further investigation of
this effect in DTS.
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1.4 Simulations motivated by observations
Hannes Alfvén first showed the theoretical existence, in an inviscid fluid of
infinite electrical conductivity, of hydromagnetic waves that couple fluid mo-
tion and magnetic field (Alfvén, 1942). The propagation of torsional Alfvén
waves (TAW) in the Earth’s fluid core was thereafter predicted by Braginsky
(1970). Such waves arise in rapidly rotating spheres or spherical shells in
the presence of a magnetic field. In torsional Alfvén waves, the motions are
geostrophic and consist in the rotation ωg(s) of nested cylinders centered on
the rotation axis. They thus depend only on the distance s to the rotation
axis.

Torsional waves with much shorter periods have now been extracted from
time series of core surface flows for the time interval 1955-1985 (Gillet, Jault,
et al., 2010). If this discovery is confirmed, the period of the fundamental
modes is of the order of 6 years and, as such, is much shorter than initially
calculated. In their study, the TAW seemed to originate near the inner-core
(s = 0.35) and propagate toward the equator (s = 1), as can be seen in figure
1.3. However, no reflection could be clearly identified.

1.4.1 Reflection of Alfvén waves
This prompted us to study the reflection of TAW, that we published in
Schaeffer, Jault, et al. (2012, also reproduced in appendix B.3). First, we
recall some of the results of Schaeffer, Jault, et al. (2012) obtained in the

Figure 1.3: Time versus cylindrical radius map of angular velocity in the
Earth’s core, filtered around a 6 year period, as obtained by Gillet, Jault,
et al., 2010, their figure 2b.
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case of an insulating wall, before extending them to conducting walls.
We first introduce the problem through the example of simple Alfvén

waves, transverse to a uniform magnetic field in an homogeneous and elec-
trically conducting fluid, hitting a solid wall perpendicular to the imposed
magnetic field (Roberts, 1967). The imposed uniform magnetic field B0 is
along the x-axis, while the induced magnetic field b(x, t) and the velocity field
u(x, t) are transverse to this field, along y. Assuming invariance along y and
z axes, the problem reduce to a 1-dimensional problem, u and b depending
only on x. Projecting the Navier-Stokes equation and the induction equation
on the y direction (on which the pressure gradient and the non-linear terms
do not contribute), one obtains the following equations:

∂tu =B0∂xb+ ν∂xxu (1.26)
∂tb =B0∂xu+ η∂xxb (1.27)

where η is the magnetic diffusivity and ν the kinematic viscosity. Note that
magnetic fields are scaled to Alfvén speed units (see sec. 1.1.2).

Elsasser variables

Much comprehension can be gained by transforming the above equation set
with the introduction of the two Elsasser variables h± = u± b. Equation of
momentum and of magnetic induction combine into

∂th± ∓ VA∂xh± −
η + ν

2 ∂xxh± = ν − η
2 ∂xxh∓ (1.28)

where VA = B0 is the Alfvén wave speed. It is already apparent that when
ν = η, the right hand side of the previous equation vanishes, in which case
h+ and h− are decoupled. One can also show that h− travels in the direction
of the imposed magnetic field, while h+ travels in the opposite direction.

Introducing a length scale L and the time-scale L/VA, the previous equa-
tions take the following non-dimensional form:

∂th± ∓ ∂xh± −
1
S
∂xxh± = 1

S

Pm− 1
Pm+ 1∂xxh∓ (1.29)

where we recall the Lundquist number S and the magnetic Prandtl number
Pm are defined as:

S = 2VAL
η + ν

and Pm = ν

η

The propagation of Alfvén waves requires that the dissipation is small enough,
which is ensured by S � 1.
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The fact that (Pm−1)/(Pm+1) = −(Pm−1−1)/(Pm−1 +1) establishes
a fundamental symmetry of these equations: when changing Pm into Pm−1,
only the sign of the coupling term (right hand side of equations 1.29) changes.

For Pm = 1 the equations for h+ and h− are fully decoupled, regardless
of the value of S:

∂th± = ±∂xh± + 1
S
∂xxh± (1.30)

Then, only the boundary condition can possibly convert h+ to h−, leading
to reflection.

Insulating wall

These equations must be completed by boundary conditions. If the wall is
electrically insulating, and the fluid velocity vanishes at the solid boundary
(no-slip boundary condition), we have b = 0 and u = 0, leading to h± = 0.

This boundary condition does not couple h+ and h−. As a result, re-
flection is not allowed at an insulating boundary when Pm = 1, because
reflection requires change of traveling direction, and thus transformation of
h+ into h− and vice versa. The energy carried by the wave has to be dissi-
pated in the boundary layer.

For Pm 6= 1 the equations are coupled: for very small diffusivities (that
is large Lundquist number S), the coupling will be effective only in a thin
boundary layer. In addition the coupling will be more efficient as Pm is
far from 1. This gives a mechanism for reflection of Alfvén waves on an
insulating boundary when Pm 6= 1.

Another combination of boundary conditions inhibits reflection for Pm =
1: for a stress-free (∂xu = 0) and perfectly conducting wall (∂xb = 0), which
translates into ∂xh+ = 0 and ∂xh− = 0, the fields h+ and h− are decoupled,
as for a no-slip insulating wall.

Schaeffer, Jault, et al. (2012) go further and compute the reflection coef-
ficient R, which reads, for a no-slip and insulating wall,

R = 1−
√
Pm

1 +
√
Pm

(1.31)

.

Conducting wall

We now insert a solid conducting layer of thickness ε between the solid in-
sulator and the conducting fluid. A schematic setup is shown on figure 1.4.
Equations 1.26 and 1.27 in the fluid must be complemented with

∂tb = ηW∂xxb (1.32)
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Figure 1.4: Schematic one-dimensional setup for the propagation of Alfvén
waves interacting with a conducting wall. The imposed field B0 is normal to
the wall, which has a thickness ε. The fluid and the solid wall have respective
magnetic diffusivities η and ηW . The incoming wave has wavenumber +k1
and the reflected wave has wavenumber −k1. Everything is independent of
y and z.

in the solid wall of magnetic diffusivity ηW .
At the solid-liquid interface (x = 0), the velocity vanishes: u(0) = 0. The

magnetic field is continuous, [b] = 0 and the electric field also. Since the
electric field E is related to the electric current j = jez = ∂xbez by Ohm’s
law, and because u(0) = 0, we have: [j/σ] = 0 which translates into

ηW ∂xb|x=0− = η ∂xb|x=0+ (1.33)

At the insulator, we have b(−ε) = 0.
We seek solution in the form of plane waves u, b = u0, b0 exp(iωt + ikx)

at a given frequency ω. Following Schaeffer, Jault, et al. (2012) we define
the reflection coefficient R = u−/u+, which is the ratio of the outgoing fluid
velocity amplitude over the incoming one, at the wall. Matching the solution
in the solid conducting region and the liquid conducting region, we find the
following expression:

1 +R

1−R =
√
SW
2 F

(
ε

λ

) ( 1
S
− i

)
(1 + i) +

√
Pm (1.34)

with

F (x) = 1− e−2x(1+i)

1 + e−2x(1+i) λ =
√

2ηW
ω

SW = V 2
A

ωηW
S = V 2

A

ωη

In the case of an electrical conductor good enough for Alfvén waves to
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Figure 1.5: Graphic representation of the real and imaginary parts of function
F (x) that enters the reflection coefficient of Alfvén waves on a conducting
wall (eq. 1.34). For x . 0.3, it is well approximated by F (x) ∼ x(1 + i)

propagate (S � 1), it reduces to a complex-valued reflection coefficient:

1 +R

1−R '
√
SW
2 F

(
ε

λ

)
(1− i) +

√
Pm

The function F (x) is represented in figure 1.5. When the thickness ε is
small compared to the electromagnetic skin-depth λ, we can use the approx-
imation F (x→ 0) ∼ x(1 + i). This leads to a simple reflection coefficient in
the case of a thin, low conductivity wall:

R ' 1−QW −
√
Pm

1 +QW +
√
Pm

for ε . 0.3λ (1.35)

where
QW = VAε

ηW
= VA µ0σW ε (1.36)

is a Lundquist number constructed with the Alfvén speed in the fluid but
with the wall thickness and the wall magnetic diffusivity. Note that in this
case R is a real number between −1 and +1, and is independent of the
frequency ω. When σW = 0 we have QW = 0 and we recover the reflection
coefficient of the insulating wall. In this limit, QW depends only on the wall
conductance σW ε.

In the case of a liquid metal, we may consider the case
√
Pm � QW

which reduces further to
R ' 1−QW

1 +QW
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Figure 1.6: Reflected energy of an Alfvén wave as a function of the con-
ductance of the wall. We set VA = 3.6 × 10−3 m/s corresponding to
B0 = 4 × 10−4 T and Pm = 10−5, which are representative for the Earth’s
core.

and is now independent of the fluid conductivity. It also shows that when
QW ∼ 1, no reflection will be observed.

Application to Torsional Alfvén Waves in the Earth’s core

Schaeffer, Jault, et al. (2012) have shown that the one-dimensional plane
wave theory was relevant for Torsional waves in the spherical geometry of
the Earth’s core, although there are some differences. Hence, they argued
that in the case of numerical simulations, all performed with Pm ∼ 1, there
will be no significant reflection of Torsional Alfvén waves. This also prevents
the existence of eigen-modes, which will be damped.

In the case of the Earth, since we do not observe reflection of the torsional
waves, we argue that QW should be close to 1, which places a constraint on
the conductance of the conducting layer at the base of the mantle. Indeed,
taking Earth-like values, the reflected energy has a minimum for a layer at
the base of the mantle with a conductance of around 108 Siemens, as seen in
figure 1.6. This would translate to a layer of about ε ∼ 100 meters with the
same conductivity as the core. We check that in that case the skin-depth is
λ = 8km, leading to ε/λ ∼ 0.01, validating our approximation of F (x).

With Alexandre Capron (Master student), we performed numerical simu-
lations of the propagation of a torsional Alfvén wave pulse in a spherical shell
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Figure 1.7: Reflection coefficient R as a function of parameter QW measured
for torsional Alfvén waves in a spherical shell numerical simulation. With
Pm = 0.01 and three values of the Lundquist number S. The black curve
corresponds to equation 1.35 which assumes S � 1.

permeated by a externally applied axial quadrupole magnetic field. These
simulations are the same as the ones done by Schaeffer, Jault, et al. (2012,
reproduced in appendix B.3), except for the conducting solid layer surround-
ing the fluid. We have used various conductivities for this layer, and the
reflection coefficient is in agreement with the simple 1-dimensional Alfvén
wave hitting a wall at S →∞, especially for QW ∼ 1 as shown by figure 1.7.

1.4.2 Quasi-geostrophic flows in the Earth’s core?
Geostrophic flows decribe a perfect balance between Coriolis and pressure
(possibly including other forces deriving from a potential, see e.g. Greenspan,
1968):

2Ω0 × u = −∇p. (1.37)

In a sphere, the only geostrophic flows are stationary zonal azimuthal flows
invariant along the rotation axis.

Flows dominated by this balance, but where other forces are present at
next order are called quasi-geostrophic (QG). An emblematic one is probably
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the flow at the onset of thermal convection in a sphere (Busse, 1970), which
are known as ”Busse columns”. These columns are symmetric with respect
to the equator: the velocity field perpendicular to the rotation axis (the z-
axis) is (almost) invariant along the rotation axis, while the axial velocity is
anti-symmetric, varying (almost) linearly with z.

I want to emphasize that another mode for thermal convection has been
studied by Roberts (1968) which has the opposite symmetry, relevant for the
convection inside the Tangent Cylinder (the cylinder tangent to the inner-
core and parallel to the rotation axis), where the gravity is (almost) parallel
to the rotation axis, a setup widely studied, leading to a reduced set of
equations in the asymptotic limit of high rotation rate (Sprague et al., 2006).
It appears that the reduced quasi-geostrophic model of Sprague et al., 2006,
which derives from a multi-scale analysis is hard (if not impossible) to fit
properly into a spherical shell.

Inspired by Busse (1970), a simpler, two-dimensional quasi-geostrophic
model (or columnar model) has been used for rotating thermal convection
(Cardin and Olson, 1994; Aubert, Gillet, and Cardin, 2003; Gillet et al.,
2007a; Calkins et al., 2012), for rotating magnetoconvection (Gillet et al.,
2007b), for kinematic dynamos (Schaeffer and Cardin, 2006) and for inferring
core flows from geomagnetic data (Pais and Jault, 2008; Gillet, Schaeffer,
and Jault, 2011). This two-dimensional quasi-geostrophic model, described
in details by Gillet, Schaeffer, and Jault (2011, also reproduced in appendix
B.1) has a few shortcomings: (i) it accounts only for the symmetric part,
and is therefore irrelevant inside the Tangent Cylinder; (ii) it is valid for
small slopes only, and is thus expected to fail when approaching the equator,
where the slope of the sphere becomes very large; (iii) it does not allow
any deviations to rigid columns, which are due to the action of other forces
(buoyancy and Lorentz for example).

Are such columnar flows a significant component of core flows?

Schaeffer and Pais, 2011, also reproduced in appendix B.2 use numerical sim-
ulations to show that depending on the symmetry of the forcing, symmetric
or anti-symmetric QG flows are observed. We thus produced core flow maps
at the surface of the core, and examine the distribution of symmetric and
antisymmetric energy as a function of latitude.

Table 1.4.2 shows a trend for large scales (` ≤ 10) to be more symmetric
than small scales. It also shows remarkably that inside the TC, the symmetric
flow is much less pronounced than outside, and that, maybe surprisingly, the
equator remains fairly symmetric. Note that no special assumption were
made within the tangent cylinder: the whole core surface is treated equally.
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`tr 6 10 13 18 26
inside TC 0.63 0.79 0.38 0.27 0.22

outside TC 0.84 0.80 0.77 0.71 0.68
equator 0.91 0.91 0.83 0.67 0.65

Table 1.1: Ratio of symmetric kinetic energy over total energy for the core
flow of Schaeffer and Pais (2011) truncated at different spherical harmonic
degree `tr and integrated over the whole core surface, inside the Tangent
Cylinder (TC), and also over a band centered on the equator and spanning
40◦ of latitude.

It is thus also remarkable that our core flows exhibit a sharp transition at
the location of the tangent cylinder, suggesting that the geomagnetic data is
sensible to the polar vortex already found by Olson and Aurnou (1999).

How does the magnetic field affect QG flows?

In another paper (Gillet, Schaeffer, and Jault, 2011, also reproduced in ap-
pendix B.1), I use direct numerical simulations to complement the geophys-
ical evidence that core flows using the QG assumption reproduce equally
well the data using less free parameters. These simulations, at low viscosity
and magnetic diffusivity (S � 1) follow the propagation of a torsional wave
through a non-axisymmeric magnetic field, at low Rossby and Lehnert num-
ber, as in the Earth’s core. Note that there are no buoyancy force taken into
account here.

An example of flow in a meridional section is represented in figure 1.8. It
shows that where the magnetic field is strong, small-scale Alfvén waves can
propagate, but otherwise inertial waves quickly enforce quasi-geostrophy. I
want to emphasize that this is a short time-scale behavior. For long time-
scales, Buoyancy forces and Lorentz forces are expected to play an important
role, leading to thermal winds and magnetostrophy (Aubert, 2005). The
time-scale of the transition is not known, but the Alfvén time-scale might be
relevant.

Beyond quasi-geostrophy

Sreenivasan and Jones (2011) introduce the effect of the Lorentz force in
the classic asymptotic model of thermal convection (e.g. Jones, Soward, and
Mussa, 2000; Dormy et al., 2004). The typical time-scale of the thermal
convection flow considered here is τconv ∼ E−1/3 TΩ, where TΩ is the rotation
period. For the Earth’s core, this means τconv ∼ 100 years. This is much
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Figure 1.8: Meridional slice showing the cylindrical radial component of the
flow (perpendicular to the rotation axis, which is vertical in the figure),
when torsional waves travels through a non-axisymmetric magnetic field. The
simulation (case A of Gillet, Schaeffer, and Jault, 2011) has input parameters
Le = 2.9× 10−4, Λ = 1.5, S = 1.6× 104, Pm = 1, E = 5.7× 10−8. The flow
shown here has Ro ∼ 10−7.

larger than the Alfvén time of 6 years in the core (Gillet, Jault, et al., 2010),
and our previous argument for QG flows in the presence of strong magnetic
field (Gillet, Schaeffer, and Jault, 2011) does not hold anymore. On cente-
nial time-scales the Lorentz force can balance the Coriolis force, and strict
quasi-geostrophy may not be the best ansatz. Indeed Sreenivasan and Jones
(2011) show that for Elsasser number Λ ∼ 1 the columns are deformed and a
magnetic-pumping flow is introduced. Schaeffer, Lora Silva, and Pais (2016,
also reproduced in appendix B.8) use their analytical results to crudely pa-
rameterize the effect of the Lorentz force on the quasi-geostrophic columns.
We compute a surface core flow inverted from geomagnetic field data, that
is downward continued into the bulk using our new parameterization. The
resulting flow (see figure 1.9 for an example) is put into a kinematic dynamo
code.

Not that by solving only the induction equation we can also use realistic
parameters (Rm ∼ 1000), unlike full featured geodynamo simulations. We
observe growing magnetic fields in a region delimited by Rm > 90 and Λ >
0.25. Since our flow does not contain scales smaller than about 800 km, our
kinematic dynamo calculations show that the geodynamo does not need to
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Figure 1.9: Meridional cut showing the flow (component perpendicular to
the plane) deformed by the magnetic pumping introduced by Schaeffer, Lora
Silva, and Pais (2016) at Λ = 0.9.

rely on small-scales to produce a magnetic field comparable to the one we
observe. In particular, there is no need for turbulent electro-motive force.

Temporary conclusion

We have shown, through dedicated numerical simulations, that short time-
scale and large length-scale flows are likely to be quasi-geostrophic in the
Earth’s core, despite the strong magnetic field (Jault, 2008; Gillet, Schaeffer,
and Jault, 2011). The effect of buoyancy at theses short time-scale is arguably
small, at least near the onset of convection. Short time-scale is still fuzzy,
but period of a few years or less should qualifiy.

On centennial time-scales, the flow may be considered quasi-static, and
the Elsasser number controls the deformation of columns. This deforma-
tion enhances flow helicity and the generation of dipolar magnetic field
(Sreenivasan and Jones, 2011; Schaeffer, Lora Silva, and Pais, 2016). A
self-consistent parameterization of this deformation, as well as the effect of
buoyancy would be a great addition to the current quasi-geostrophic model,
resulting in a model that could account for a wide range of time-scales.
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1.5 Turbulence in the Core
Earth’s magnetic field is generated by a turbulent flow of liquid metal in the
core. Estimates of viscosity, electrical conductivity, as well as core flow and
internal magnetic field estimations (Olson, 2015; Gillet, Jault, et al., 2010)
draw the picture of a turbulent core spanning many time- and length-scales.
Nataf and Schaeffer (2015, reproduced in appendix B.7) discuss the expected
turbulent state of the core based on length-scale dependent non-dimensional
numbers (e.g. replace L with the length-scale ` of your choice in the number
defined in sections 1.1.3 and 1.1.4). We have also introduced a new kind
of regime diagrams that present the same information than turbulent spec-
tra, but using actual length-scales and time-scales instead, enabling direct
correspondence to real physical systems.

1.5.1 Waves
To introduce the rather complicated diagram for the Earth’s core, we have
represented what we know in figure 1.10, putting an emphasis on waves.
Waves are responses to perturbations, and transmit the corresponding in-
formation across the system. For instance, sound waves transmit pressure
unbalance, which is restored once the waves have traveled across the system.
Hence, slow enough flows can be considered incompressible (or anelastic in
the presence of strong stratification). This is translated into an horizon-
tal line in figure 1.10, which represents the time for a sound perturbation
to propagate across the core. Similarly, we argue that above the ”Iner-
tial” line, quasi-geostrophy rules (Jault, 2008; Gillet, Schaeffer, and Jault,
2011). The presence of a magnetic field leads to Magneto-Coriolis waves
with a fast branch corresponding to almost unaltered inertial (and Rossby)
waves and a slow branch (Magnetostrophic waves, labeled ”Slow MC”) at
Le = B0/`Ω � 1. These branches progressively merge into Alfvén waves at
Le & 10−2 (e.g. Schmitt, 2010; Galtier, 2014; Canet, Finlay, and Fournier,
2014). It is not yet clear what happens at longer time-scales, on which the
magnetic field can act (above the Alfvén line ?) Indeed, there are too many
constraints for them to be satisfied simultaneously.

For a flow u(`), staying above the ”Inertial” lines means

Pd(`) < u(`)L
Ω`2 = 1 (1.38)

This Proudman number (let’s call it that way), which compares the time to
form a Taylor column to the vortex turn-over time, may control the transition
from columnar flow to anisotropic and still rotation-dominated turbulence (in
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Figure 1.10: Regime diagram for the Earth’s core, highlighting the various
possible transitions. Thick lines are core transit times for different waves of
length scale ` (non-dispersive waves result in horizontal lines). Sound waves
propagate at ∼ 10 km/sec, so that they need a few minutes to cross the
core. Alfvén waves need ∼ 4 years to cross the outer core (Gillet, Jault,
et al., 2010). Inertial waves are dispersive, with a group velocity ∼ `Ω.
Slow Magneto-Coriolis waves have group velocity ∼ B2

0/`Ω. Dashed lines
mark the magnetic and viscous diffusive times. Above the ”Sound” line, the
flow can be considered incompressible. Rotationally constrained turbulence
(anisotropic) is expected above the ”1 Day” line (Ro < 1). Quasi-geostrophic
(columnar) motion is expected in the triangle labeled ”QG” (short time-
scale at Le(`) < 1, see Jault, 2008; Gillet, Schaeffer, and Jault, 2011). In
the upper-right part, where the large-scale core flow is observed, constraints
from both magnetic field and rotation may matter. ”Observed core flow”
corresponds to a large-scale flow at 15 km/year.
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the absence of magnetic field or buoyancy force), as suggested by figure 1.10.
For Pd < 1, the material speed is slower than Rossby waves (slow inertial
waves with k.Ω ∼ 0) at the same scale, and therefore these waves should
make up the flow, leading to some Rossby wave turbulence.

1.5.2 Inferred regimes for the core
These τ − ` diagrams also make it easy to determine the dissipated power,
which can in turn be compared to actual constraints we have on natural
systems. Speculating above the turbulent spectra in the core, the figure 8 of
Nataf and Schaeffer (2015) (reproduced here in figure 1.11) gives a plausible
diagram for the Earth’s core, which satisfy the constraints on dissipated
power. We want to emphasize that according to the observed core flow and
estimated field strength, the flow time-scale is always very longer than a day
(small local Rossby number), excluding three-dimensional turbulence at all
spatial scales. The u-line (τu = `/u) is almost always above the Rossby line,
meaning that quasi-geostrophic columns could span the whole core (the flow
time-scale is larger than the time T = L/`Ω to form the Taylor column). Note
also that in order to keep the total dissipation comparable to the estimated
heat flux extracted from the core (a few TW), it could not be otherwise.

1.5.3 Turbulence in geodynamo simulations?
In most numerical simulations, turbulence is weak or absent because it is
technically challenging to obtain turbulence with today’s computers. Indeed,
to reach the dynamo regime we need Rm & 100, and because Rm = RePm,
large Re are needed for the low Pm regime relevant for the core.

In their pioneering work, Glatzmaier and Roberts (1995) have obtained a
self-sustained magnetic field from a self-consistent geodynamo model. Their
model, limited by the computing power of that time, was restricted to the
large scales and they employed hyperviscosity to damp the small scales of the
fields. They also used a magnetostrophic balance argument to remove iner-
tia, effectively filtering out inertial and Alfvén waves. Arguably, their model
was adequate to represent the long-term balance of the geodynamo, including
reversals, which was a remarkable feature of their simulation. More recently,
high resolution simulations have pushed the parameters toward more real-
istic ones (Kageyama, Miyagoshi, and Sato, 2008; Sakuraba and Roberts,
2009), but most of the papers focus on reproducing observable features of
the geomagnetic field (e.g. Aubert, Labrosse, and Poitou, 2009; Christensen,
Aubert, and Hulot, 2010; Christensen, 2011; Aubert, Finlay, and Fournier,
2013) while sacrificing the small-scale flow and rapid dynamics. Figure 1.12
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Figure 1.11: Regime diagram for the Earth’s core (figure 8 of Nataf and
Schaeffer, 2015, see also appendix B.7). The slopes are rather arbitrary since
we do not know much about turbulence in this kind of system. Yet, based
on time-scales observed for large-scale flow (turn-over time of 300 years) and
magnetic field (Alfvén time-scale of 6 years), and the total dissipation (a few
TW) we are able to predict roughtly what time-scales and length-scales are
expected for the flow.

shows a broad selection of geodynamo simulations in two planes of the param-
eter space. A rather convincing trend is that when lowering Em = E/Pm,
small A are achieved (ie large relative magnetic fields). Small discs tend to
have smaller A, at least for Pm > 1. Looking at the A vs Pm representation,
it rather difficult to state that most geodynamo simulations are in the correct
asymptotic regime. However, some recent efforts by Sheyko (2014) as well as
our own ongoing work (labeled Highway, see appendix D) seem to start to
reach out to the Earth’s core.

When trying to compute numerical simulations of the geodynamo as close
as possible to the parameters of the Earth’s core, the computation cost in-
creases not only because of the higher and higher spatial resolution required,
but also because the time-step is smaller and smaller compared to the mag-
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netic diffusion time. Hence, in order to reach a statistically stationary dy-
namo regime, the time needed for a simulation to run increases prohibitively.

To reach extreme parameters in our simulations, we propose a technique
that avoids to compute long transients by choosing initial conditions that
are close to the statistical equilibrium state. Those initial conditions are
obtained by applying previously established scaling laws to the output of a
lower resolution simulation at parameter further from the Earth’s core. This
procedure can be repeated to achieve simulations that are closer and closer
to the conditions of the Earth’s core, paving the road of a numerical highway
to the Earth’s core.

We have been able to reach strongly forced dynamos at low Ekman num-
ber, where the magnetic energy becomes larger than the kinetic energy. Fast
variations of the magnetic field can be observed at the Earth’s surface, while
the flow exhibits tall and thin structures under the effect of the strong global
rotation, with a wide range of excited scales. Analysis of these simulations is
ongoing work and some preliminary results are discussed in section 2.1, while
more details and a gallery of interesting features can be found in appendix D.

The regime diagram (see Nataf and Schaeffer, 2015) of our most turbulent
simulation is represented in figure 1.13. The intersection of the ”Inertial” line
with the `/u line happens at

Pd(`) = u(`)L
Ω`2 = 1 (1.39)

This Proudman number (let’s call it that way), which compares the time to
form a Taylor column to the vortex turn-over time, may control the transition
from columnar flow to anisotropic and still rotation-dominated turbulence (in
the absence of magnetic field or buoyancy force), as suggested by figure 1.10.
For Pd < 1, the material speed is slower than Rossby waves (ie slow inertial
waves with k.Ω ∼ 0) at the same scale, and therefore these waves should
make up the flow, leading to some Rossby wave turbulence.
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Figure 1.12: Numerical simulations reaching towards the Earth’s core. The
Alfvén number A (see eq. 1.17) is on the y-axis and the magnetic Reynolds
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Chapter 2

Research projects and ongoing
work

2.1 Understanding Turbulent dynamos
There are several open questions arising as to how do turbulent dynamos
operate in planetary cores. Does the magnetic field generation happen at
large scales? Do the small scales contribute? How does the magnetic field
affect the rotating turbulence? Is it possible to produce a useful reduced
model? What kind of force balances govern the various time and length-
scales?

In the context of the ANR AVSGeomag and in collaboration with Alexan-
dre Fournier, Dominique Jault and Julien Aubert, I have produced numerical
simulations at low viscosity and strong convective forcing leading to rather
turbulent spherical dynamos. Our simulations can contribute to the answer
at the previous open questions. We are currently analyzing the large amount
of data (about 4 Tb), and as a teaser some figures are collected in appendix D.

2.1.1 Force balances
Unlike standard, non-rotating, non-magnetic turublence, there are several
additional terms in our Navier-Stokes equation (eq. 1.1). An interesting
output of our simulations is the force balance as a function of frequency and
length scales, which may guide us to develop reduced models and improve
our understanding. In practice, we compute and store the various curl of
force densities (ie terms in the vorticity equation) for a collection of fields at
different times (with constant time interval). Taking the curl allows to elim-
inate the main geostrophic balance between Coriolis and pressure gradient.
As in Figueroa et al. (2013), we then compute temporal Fourier transform
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Figure 2.1: Force balance vs frequency considering large scales of the fields
only (which were truncated at spherical harmonic degree ` = 30 before com-
puting the forces). Note that boundary layers were also removed. Simula-
tion parameters are E = 10−6, Pm = 0.2, P r = 1, Ra/Rac = 4500 (jump 1
in table D.1). We represent the rms value (integrated over the whole spa-
tial domain) of the curl of the following force densities: Coriolis (curl cori),
buoyancy (curl buoy), Lorentz-Laplace (curl lapl), advection (curl advc), ∂tu
(curl dudt), viscous diffusion (curl visc). The black vertical line marks the
Alfvén frequency, and the blue vertical line marks the Coriolis frequency.

of the full curled force fields. Preliminary results considering only the large
scales of the fields (truncated to spherical harmonic degree ` ≤ 30 before
computing the forces) are represented on figure 2.1.1. It appears that the av-
erage (long-term) balance in the vorticity equation is an equilibrium between
Coriolis and buoyancy. It contrasts with the short time-scale balance which
implies ∂tω and Coriolis, suggesting that inertial waves (which include the
slow quasi-geostrophic Rossby waves) dominate at these scales. The Lorentz-
Laplace force is always sub-dominant, although less so at shorter time scales
where it overtakes buoyancy. Advection and viscous terms are almost neg-
ligible at theses scales. Although it is more difficult because of the large
amount of storage and memory required, small spatial scale balances will be
computed similarly and analyzed soon.
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2.1.2 Mean fields
There are interesting features in these dynamo runs. Considering the mean
axisymmetric flow (time and φ-averaged), it appears that both the meridional
and azimuthal components are progressively suppressed outside the tangent
cylinder as the viscosity is reduced (see figure D.3). A strong polar vortex is
confined inside the tangent cylinder (the cylinder touching the equator of the
inner-core) while small-scale convection stirs the outside (figures D.2-D.2).
Similarly, the mean toroidal field concentrates in the polar regions while
the poloidal field is stronger outside the tangent cylinder. This suggests
that the strong poloidal magnetic field inhibits the zonal flows seen in other
studies (e.g Aubert, 2005) and that the thermal wind balance is restricted
to the tangent cylinder. To confirm this, we plan to compute force balances
separately inside an outside the tangent cylinder.

Turning to the non-axisymmetric mean flow, we were quite pleased to
observe the formation of large scale, non-zonal flows in our most turbulent
case (see figure D.3). This suggest the presence of an inverse cascade from
the energetic small-scale convection to large eddies. Interestingly, the flow
seems to follow magnetic field features. Does it minimize the induction ? Is it
possible to derive constraints that could replace the arbitrary regularizations
used to invert the flow at the surface of the Earth’s core from geomagnetic
field variations ?

It is also interesting to note that these large scales are fairly symmetric,
except in some places were the magnetic field is strong, suggesting that quasi-
geostrophy is challenged by the magnetic field at these large time-scales. As
we have advocated in Schaeffer, Lora Silva, and Pais (2016, also reproduced
in appendix B.8), a quasi-geostrophic model that accounts for the effect of
a moderate magnetic field would be a great tool, and I hope to be able to
contribute to it.

2.1.3 Can we do better?
Pushing the parameters even further will be hard. Our E = 10−7 dynamo,
probably the most turbulent dynamo ever computed, spans 1600 rotation
periods, which also corresponds to about 30 turn-over times of the small
convective scale, 2.5 Alfvén times, but only 1.5% of a magnetic diffusion
time (see table D.1 and figure 1.13).

However, it seems that the large scale flow generation and the correct or-
dering of all time and length-scales suggest that we may have almost reached
a regime where the viscosity does not dictate all the dynamics. I think that
pushing the parameters further will require improved numerical methods,
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especially the time scheme. See section 2.6 for some propositions.

2.2 MagLune: the dynamo of the Moon
The ANR funded project ”MagLune” aims at improving our knowledge on
the former dynamo of the Moon. The Moon has a mean radius of 1737 km,
a liquid iron core of about ro = 330± 20 km and a solid inner-core of about
ri = 240± 10 km (Weber et al., 2011). The aspect ratio ri/ro = 0.7 is much
larger than in the Earth.

Although there is no hint for a magnetic field on the Moon today, mea-
surements on lunar rock samples retrieved by the Apollo missions suggest
the presence of a strong magnetic field (about 20 to 30 times stronger than
the current field at the Earth’s surface) about 4 billion years. This magnetic
field inferred from rock samples requires a dynamo in the small iron core of
the Moon, but the scaling laws of Christensen and Aubert (2006) predict
a field that is smaller by at least an order of magnitude. Moreover, at re-
cent epochs, a weaker field has been recorded in lunar rocks. This change of
regime is intriguing and calls for an explanation. Could it be associated with
the nucleation of the inner-core? In the case of the Earth’s history, Aubert,
Labrosse, and Poitou (2009) conclude that the inner-core nucleation had no
significant effect on the surface field. More details about the lunar dynamo
are given by Weiss and Tikoo (2014).

During this 4 year project, which has started in 2015, one team will make
new measurements on Apollo samples to improve our confidence in the past
field. With David Cébron, we plan to run new numerical simulations of
convection powered by the crystallization of the lunar core on one hand and
precession on the other hand. By varying the size of the inner-core from no
inner-core (full sphere) to large inner-core (the current moon has a plausible
relative radius ratio of 0.7), we will cover the whole range of lunar history.

2.2.1 Convective dynamos
Laneuville et al. (2014) use thermodynamic arguments to suggest that a
dynamo powered by the crystallization of the inner-core of the moon could
provide a long lasting dynamo. The remaining problem is that of the too low
intensity and that of the stopping of the dynamo. We plan to revisit thermal
convection driven dynamos (Pr � 1) in full-sphere as well as the dynamos
driven by light-element release (Pr � 1) at the inner-core boundary by the
freezing process, with various sizes of the inner-core.

The effect of inner-core nucleation in the Earth has been studied by
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Aubert, Labrosse, and Poitou (2009), who found that it did not influence
significantly the field seen at the Earth’s surface. However, they did not
consider the influence of the Prandtl number.

For large Pr dynamos, Simitev and Busse (2005) suggest that stronger
dipole field are obtained, which is a desirable feature for the Moon. This
may well be a way to obtain a strong-field magnetostrophic dynamo regime
at low Pm.

We also plan to study the effect of realistic double-diffusive convection dy-
namos. Indeed, Busse (2002) suggest that double-diffusive effects can lower
the threshold of convection significantly. There are only a few dynamo sim-
ulations with two different equations for composition and temperature. On
one hand Glatzmaier and Roberts (1996) and Roberts and Glatzmaier (2001)
include realistic boundary conditions for temperature and composition equa-
tions, but use the same (turbulent) diffusivities1. On the other hand there
are studies considering different diffusivities for thermal and compositional
equations, but with simplified boundary conditions that impose indepen-
dent composition and heat fluxes at the inner-core boundary (e.g. Manglik,
Wicht, and Christensen, 2010). Low viscosity dynamo models in a realistic
double-diffusive regime are yet to be produced.

2.2.2 Precession dynamos in spherical shells
Only little is known on precession dynamos (Tilgner, 2005; Tilgner, 2015).
We plan to do a wide parameter survey, varying the precession rate, the
precession angle, the viscosity, and the magnetic diffusivity, for different sizes
of the inner-core, reflecting various epochs of a planet’s history.

The goal is multiple: (i) to map the parameter region where dynamo
action is possible; (ii) to gain physical insights in the possibly various mech-
anism found; (iii) to derive scaling laws that could be applied for planets and
the moon. An example of the magnetic field obtained in a precessing sphere
is shown on figure 2.2. Some feature are reminiscent of the diapir dynamos
studied by Monteux et al. (2012).

It is not straightforward that the resulting magnetic fields are geophys-
ically relevant. Indeed, a small-scale dynamo as the one shown in figure
2.2 is not a good candidate to explain the large-scale magnetic field at the
surface of the moon. In addition, the time-scale of magnetic field variations
should also be long enough to prevent being filtered out by a slightly con-
ducting mantle (Tilgner, 2015). We hope that at the end of this project we

1Note that Roberts and Glatzmaier (2001) use rather extreme parameters with Pr =
Pm = 725 !
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Figure 2.2: Radial magnetic field obtained in three precessing dynamos with
no inner-core (left), small inner-core (middle) and large inner-core (right).
Parameters were set to E = 3 × 10−5, Pm = 1, with a precessing rate of
0.1Ω0 and a precessing angle of 90◦.

can depict precession driven dynamos in an asymptotic regime relevant for
planetary interiors.

2.3 Simulation of experiments
The DTS experiment has just restarted in the rapidly rotating regime, with
unprecedented instrumentation. With Elliot Kaplan, we are currently run-
ning simulations to accompany these experiments.

2.3.1 DTS
The strong turbulence in the outer region limits our parameter range. We
could adopt an approach similar to Cabanes, Schaeffer, and Nataf (2014b) by
adjusting a turbulent viscosity depending on the radius, in order to reproduce
the experimental results. Such a turbulent viscosity would be a crude model
of sub-grid scale turbulence.
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data assimilation

Since it is impossible to simulate the real parameters, data assimilation seems
an interesting way to analyze experimental data. Usually (as in meteorol-
ogy), the numerical model is not too bad, and the initial conditions are the
variables that are assimilated, also because the model is not run longer than a
typical correlation time. In our type of experiments, the initial conditions are
forgotten quickly, and we are interested instead in the statistical equilibrium
and the fluctuations around it.

We plan to go one step further than Cabanes, Schaeffer, and Nataf
(2014b), and use a full dynamical model (including both Navier-Stokes and
induction equation) in which we would use data assimilation to adjust the
control parameters and possibly inhomogeneous diffusivities. This would re-
quire to build a robust assimilation framework on top of XSHELLS, probably
using Python and PETSc. Furthermore, allowing diffusivities to vary not
only along the radius but also with angle would require more generic implicit
schemes, probably matrix-free. This needs some effort to adapt the current
version of XSHELLS, but would also be useful for other sort of studies.

Note that we have also proposed to apply such kind of data assimilation
technique on the Big Sister experiment (this is how we call the 3 m diameter
spherical Couette experiment in Maryland).

2.3.2 ZoRo
The rapidly rotating convection experiment dedicated to the study of the for-
mation of zonal jets in non-linear convection will also benefit from numerical
simulations. The quasi-geostrophic model of Guervilly (2010) can produce
these alternating zonal jets. A validation by 3D simulations would add some
weight to it. In the geodynamo team and in collaboration with Mathieu
Dumberry, we are currently planning a strategy to develop a common tool
and model for quasi-geostrophic simulations of convection, possibly using the
Dedalus code2.

2.4 Eigenmodes with magnetic fields
Following the discussion of sections 1.4.2 and 1.5, it is not clear how the
magnetic field affects the flow structure and dynamics in the Earth’s core.
Computing eigenmodes influenced by a magnetic field at low viscosity would

2http://dedalus-project.org/
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shed some light on the issue. Of course, one must not forget that in a dynamo
regime, the magnetic field is not imposed but dynamically linked to the fluid.

With PhD student Jéremie Vidal, we have computed gravito-inertial
modes in spherical shells (Vidal and Schaeffer, 2015). The numerical method
uses sparse matrices with the PETSc and SLEPc libraries (Hernandez, Ro-
man, and Vidal, 2005) and is therefore scalable, allowing to compute modes
at very low viscosity. We have also added the effect of a magnetic field, but
calculating the non-zero matrix entries describing the coupling is tedious and
error-prone, even assisted by computer algebra systems, and must be carried
out again if the imposed magnetic field is changed. Schmitt (2010) used a
dense matrix formulation, which is very convenient for arbitrary magnetic
fields, but is not parallel and cannot reach the low viscosities relevant for the
core.

A possible solution would be to use iterative matrix-free methods. This
would allow much more flexibility. The results of such a study could guide
us to take into account the effect of the magnetic field in quasi-geostrophic
dynamic models.

2.5 From spheres to ellipsoids
Mechanically driven flows (precession, libration, tides, ...) are significantly
different if the container is a sphere or an ellipsoid. Then, because of the non-
symmetric shape, pressure torques can efficiently entrain the fluid, instead of
the weak viscous coupling in the case of the sphere. Currently, local methods
are used to compute the fluid dynamics in ellipsoids (e.g. Favier et al., 2015).
If we could extend the efficient spectral methods to ellipsoids without loosing
their significant speed advantage, we would have a tool to study efficiently
MHD and dynamo action in these bodies.

Lorenzani and Tilgner (2001) applied a global homothetic transformation
to map a spheroid onto a sphere. The major inconvenience with this method
is that the ellipticity is constant across the domain: no smooth match to a
spherical domain is possible, nor having different ellipticities for the man-
tle and the inner-core. In addition the method does not generalize well to
ellipsoids, and the implementation of magnetic field boundary conditions is
problematic.

At least two alternate ways exist. First, a non-orthogonal coordinate
system (also known as Clairaut coordinates, see e.g. Kopal, 1980; Ivers and
Phillips, 2001; Rogister and Rochester, 2004; Rieutord and Espinosa Lara,
2013) could be used and mapped to the sphere in order to use spherical
harmonics. The resulting equations are complicated but seem tractable. The
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numerous couplings introduced by such an approach for the ellipsoid would
almost certainly require an iterative matrix-free solver. This method could
also be generalized to arbitrary topography at the boundaries.

Second, modified boundary conditions could also be used in principle
(Rieutord and Zahn, 1997). They have the main advantage that they would
change only the boundary conditions (in a non-trivial way) requiring only
matrix-based generalized solvers in the spheroidal case. Note however that
this method is an approximation expected to be valid only for small defor-
mations, whereas the previous one is exact.

An important part of the PhD of Jérémie Vidal is dedicated to design
and implement this kind of method, and to apply it to general topography
and mechanically forced dynamos in non-spherical shells.

2.6 Improving the numerical methods

2.6.1 More flexible implicit time-schemes
Almost all geodynamo codes treat the Coriolis force explicitly. This results
in a stringent CFL condition because of the fast inertial waves that must be
resolved, resulting in small time-steps. Treating the Coriolis force implicitly is
possible, although the matrix to inverse now becomes complex and a general
LU solver must be employed, at the cost of increased memory requirements
and computation time. Hopefully the increased computation time for one
time step is more than compensated by the increased size of the time-step.
However there are other terms in the equations that can limit the time-step if
treated explicitly, such as the Lorentz-Laplace force or a small grid size in the
boundary layers. Treating the magnetic field implicitly will be difficult and
would most certainly require a non-linear fully implicit solver. This kind of
fully-implicit methods have already been implemented for Cartesian dynamos
(Schmalzl and Hansen, 2000), plasma physics (Chacón, 2008; Lütjens and
Luciani, 2010). In the geodynamo context, some effort has also been reported
(Zhan et al., 2014).

If the time-step is limited by the small boundary layers, a possible so-
lution would be to parameterize the Ekman layers, using the formulas of
(Greenspan, 1968) and that I have already implemented in a quasi-geostrophic
model (Schaeffer and Cardin, 2005). The main problem to overcome in a
spherical shell is the singularity at the equator. I plan to study the feasibil-
ity of this idea.

Even if we treat the non-linear terms (including Lorentz-Laplace) explic-
itly, having a generic semi-implicit solver that does not rely on a banded-
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matrix structure (which is the structure of the diffusion operator) would
also enable interesting features like non-spherically symmetric diffusivities
or complex boundary conditions coupling different fields or harmonic de-
grees. Non-spherically symmetric diffusivity will have interesting applica-
tions in further studying the effect of mantle conductivity on the velocity and
magnetic fields (see Jault, 2015). Complex boundary conditions are needed
for realistic double-diffusion convection and also to approximate spheroidal
boundaries.

2.6.2 Matrix-free implicit methods
Couplings between harmonic degrees as well as orders (as an ellipsoidal shape
would require) will not be possible using matrix based methods. Indeed, the
matrices would become very large, and the efficient parallelization will be
difficult for both matrix solvers and the computation of non-linear terms.

Iterative solvers only require a function that compute the result of ap-
plying a linear operator on a vector. The function could be complicated,
with spherical transforms involved, although it would make it costly. This
makes it possible to design matrix-free time schemes, where no matrix is ever
formed, saving a lot of memory. One must however bear in mind that itera-
tive methods like GMRES are efficient only if we have a good preconditioner
(an approximate of the inverse of our linear operator). Generic precondition-
ers (like ILU) require a matrix representation of the linear operator, which
we would rather avoid. Or we could leave the azimuthal coupling outside the
preconditionner to keep small enough local matrices. We also plan to inves-
tigate other types of preconditioners in collaboration with Ludovic Métivier
(LJK, Université de Grenoble).
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Vitae

Nathanaël Schaeffer, 37 years.
Currently chargé de recherche (CR1) at CNRS – ISTerre UMR 5275

Studies and diplomas

Juin 1996 : Bac S, mention bien.

1996-98 : CPGE à Strasbourg (PC*), intégration de l’ENS Lyon.

1998-01 : Magistère des Sciences de la Matière à l’ENS Lyon, mention bien.

2000-01 : DEA en Mécanique des Fluides (Centrale Lyon / EPF Lausanne), men-
tion très bien.

2001-04 : Thèse : Instabilités, turbulence et dynamo dans une couche de fluide
cisaillée en rotation, (LGIT, Grenoble) avec Philippe Cardin et Henri-
Claude Nataf, soutenue le 10/12/2004.

Academic career

2005 : Post-doc at LGIT (Grenoble) : Quasi-geostrophic turbulence. (10
months).

2005-06 : Post-doc at IRPHE (Marseille) : Elliptic instability (1 year).

2006-07 : Post-doc at CEA Cadarache : Plasma stability in Tokamaks (13 months).

déc. 2007– : Chargé de Recherche at ISTerre (ex-LGIT), Grenoble.
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A.1 Teaching & advising
PhD theses

• Simon Cabanes, 2011–2014, TUE, H-C Nataf + N Schaeffer : Contri-
butions des fluctuations turbulentes au champ magnétique induit dans
une expérience en sodium liquide.

• Jérémie Vidal, 2014–, TUE, N Schaeffer + D Cébron : Forçages mécaniques
et déformations topographiques dans les noyaux planétaires: écoulements
et dynamo.

Post-docs

• Aldo Figueroa 2011, H-C Nataf + N Schaeffer. Simulations numériques
de l’expérience DTS (Couette sphérique magnétisé en sodium liquide).

• Elliot Kaplan 2015, H-C Nataf + N Schaeffer. Simulations numériques
et turbulence dans l’expérience DTS.

Internships

• Marie Drouard 2011, M2R TUE, F Plunian + N Schaeffer : Régime
de propagation d’ondes dans un modèle de noyau terrestre.

• Jérémie Vidal 2014, M2R TUE, N. Schaeffer : Ondes quasi-géostrophiques
en présence de stratification à l’interface noyau-manteau.

• Marie Parrens 2009, M1 TUE, N Schaeffer : Les inversions du champ
magnétique terrestre.

• Marie Parrens 2009 M1 TUE, F Plunian + N Schaeffer (stage d’été
optionnel) : Prédiction du nombre de tâches solaires

• Alexandre Capron 2013 M1, Ondes de torsion d’Alfvén dans le noyau
terrestre : influence de la conductivité du manteau.

• Patrick Zitzke 2014 M1 ENS Lyon, F Plunian + N Schaeffer : Analysis
and editing of geodynamo simulation data.

• Rizka Zakiah Drajat 2015 M2R TUE, L Métivier + N Schaeffer :
Comparison of Numerical Time-stepping Schemes for Inertial Waves
Model in the Earth’s Core.
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Lectures

2009-2014 : Lecture ”Dynamique des Fluides Géophysiques” in the M2R TUE of
Université Joseph Fourier (Grenoble).

2010 : Lecture ”Géodynamo” for l’école doctorale TUE (Grenoble).

2010 : Invited lecture for l’École thématique systèmes complexes, Rennes (France)
: ”Magnétohydrodynamique & Dynamo : Turbulence et Ordre”

A.1.1 Other responsibilities
Team leader of the geodynamo team since September 2012. On January
the 1st, 2015, the team was made of 8 researchers, and 3 engineers.

Reviewer for Geophysical Research Letters, Geophysical Journal Interna-
tional, Journal of Fluid Mechanics, Earth and Planetary Science Letters,
Physics of the Earth and Planetary Interiors, Physics of Fluids, Progress in
Earth and Planetary Science, Astronomy & Astrophysics.

Communication correspondant for the laboratory from 2009 to 2011.

A.2 Publications
• 18 articles published in peer-reviewed journals (rang A)

• 276 citations (google scholar)

• h-index 9 (google scholar)
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Schaeffer, N., Lora Silva, E., Pais, M. A., (2016). “Can Core Flows in-

ferred from Geomagnetic Field Models explain the Earth’s Dynamo?” In:
Geophysical Journal International.

Pais, M. A., Morozova, A. L., Schaeffer, N., (2015). “Variability modes
in core flows inverted from geomagnetic field models”. In: Geophysical
Journal International 200.1, pp. 402–420.

Vidal, J., Schaeffer, N., (2015). “Quasi-geostrophic modes in the Earth’s
fluid core with an outer stably stratified layer”. In: Geophysical Journal
International 202.3, pp. 2182–2193.
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diffusion mechanisms in a liquid sodium spherical Couette experiment”.
In: Physical Review E 90.4, p. 043018.
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Monteux, J., Schaeffer, N., Amit, H., Cardin, P., (2012). “Can a sinking
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Schaeffer, N., Cardin, P., (2005b). “Rossby-wave turbulence in a rapidly
rotating sphere”. In: Nonlinear Processes in Geophysics 12.6, pp. 947–
953.

Schaeffer, N., Manga, M., (2001). “Interaction of rising and sinking mantle
plumes”. In: Geophysical research letters 28.3, pp. 455–458.

A.2.2 Book chapter
Nataf, H.-C., Schaeffer, N., (2015). “8.06 - Turbulence in the Core”. In:

Treatise on Geophysics (Second Edition). Ed. by G. Schubert. Second
Edition. Oxford: Elsevier, pp. 161–181.

A.2.3 Invited talks
Schaeffer, N., Fournier, A., Jault, D., Aubert, J., (2015a). “High resolution

geodynamo simulations with strongly-driven convection and low viscos-
ity”. In: EGU General Assembly. Vienna (Austria), p. 7376.

— (2015b). “High resolution geodynamo simulations with strongly-driven
convection and low viscosity”. In: AGU/CGU Joint Assembly. Montreal
(Canada).

Schaeffer, N., (2015). “Geodynamo Simulations with XSHELLS + SHTns”.
In: Geodynamo Benchmarking Workshop. Boulder, Colorado.

Schaeffer, N., Fournier, A., Aubert, J., Jault, D., Plunian, F., Zitzke,
P., (2014). “Rotating dynamo turbulence: theoretical and numerical in-
sights”. In: Mathematics of Turbulence: Geophysical and Astrophysical
Turbulence. IPAM, Los Angeles (USA).

Fournier, A., Schaeffer, N., Aubert, J., (2012). “Fast transients in 3D dy-
namo models”. In: AGU Fall Meeting. San Francisco (US).

Schaeffer, N., Drouard, M., Gillet, N., Jault, D., Pais, A., Plunian, F.,
(2011). “Quasi-Geostrophic Flows in the Earth Core as a Source for the
Secular Variation”. In: EGU. Vienna (Austria).

A.2.4 Software
Developed and distributed under the free software CeCILL Licence:

SHTns is a high performance library for Spherical Harmonic Transform
written in C, aimed at numerical simulation (fluid flows, mhd, ...) in spherical
geometries. This library is used by researchers from various fields, as shown
by the citations to the associated paper (Schaeffer, 2013).
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XSHELLS is a high performance simulation code for the rotating Navier-
Stokes equation in spherical shells, optionally coupled to the induction and
temperature equation. A user manual is available.

A.2.5 Participation to conferences
I attended many international conferences. For the past 5 years, I have
been to EGU (2015), AGU/CGU (2015), ETC14 (2013), SEDI (2012), EGU
(2011), EPSC-DPS (2011), and CNFGG (2010).
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a b s t r a c t

We present arguments supporting the hypothesis that the flow in the Earth’s core, for the time scales of
the historical secular variation, is well described by a quasi-geostrophic (QG) model, almost invariant
along the rotation axis. A previous study showed that for axisymmetric motions, the dimensionless num-
ber appropriate to compare magnetic and rotation forces is independent of magnetic diffusivity, increases
with decreasing length scales, and takes value much smaller than unity for lengths about 106 m. Here, we
extend this result to non-axisymmetric motions, and give a criterion for QG to hold based on length scale,
rotation rate and magnetic field intensity. The numerical simulations exhibit a columnar behaviour at
parameters representative of the Earth’s core, supporting the quasi-geostrophic hypothesis for fast, large
length-scale motions. In addition, we present the results of several inversions of the core flow from
geomagnetic field models, showing that (a) the energy of the motions symmetrical with respect to the
equatorial plane represents about 80% of the total energy when no symmetry is assumed a priori; (b)
for the same number of parameters, an equatorially symmetric (QG) flow model explains more of the
secular variation than a flow without specified geometry.

� 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Background geophysical knowledge

Combining the accuracy of satellite observations (Lesur et al.,
2008; Olsen et al., 2009) and the quasi-geostrophic (QG) hypothe-
sis for rapid core flows has made possible a much improved
description of the core surface flows responsible for the secular
variation (SV) of the Earth’s magnetic field. Thus, Pais and Jault
(2008) argued for the presence of a planetary scale, eccentric and
anticyclonic gyre within the Earth’s fluid core. Also, using an
ensemble approach to account for the large scale (harmonic degree
less than 13) secular variation produced from the invisible small
scale radial magnetic field gave a realistic estimate of the variance
of the core flow coefficients (Gillet et al., 2009). Moreover, using
magnetic field data from the pre-satellite era together with the
quasi-geostrophic hypothesis, gave indications on the temporal
spectrum of the core flows (Gillet et al., 2010a). Finally, the QG
hypothesis has been shown to be compatible with abrupt secular
variation changes recorded at observatories (Gillet et al., 2009).

However, the QG hypothesis can be challenged. Recent studies
about either the chemical interactions between the Earth’s lower
mantle and the fluid outer core (Buffett and Seagle, 2010), or the

density of the topmost 300 km of the outer core inferred from ob-
served seismic wave speeds (Helffrich and Kaneshima, 2010), have
sparked renewed investigations of a stratified layer at the top of
the core. If the stratification is strong enough, the motions in the
layer should be decoupled from the interior flow with small hori-
zontal scale (Takehiro and Lister, 2001). There is also some evi-
dence that the heat flux at the core-mantle boundary is not
laterally uniform (Lay et al., 2008). Then, a steady thermal wind
could be driven at the top of the core (Amit et al., 2008) and may
contribute to the geomagnetic secular variation. Finally, it has been
suggested, on the basis of geodynamo numerical simulations, that
magnetic diffusion plays an important role in the geomagnetic sec-
ular variation (Amit and Christensen, 2008). But it is in the context
of negligible magnetic diffusion that the QG core flow hypothesis
has been advocated (Jault, 2008).

Therefore, we find it important to introduce new empirical tests
of the quasi-geostrophic core flow hypothesis. We follow different
lines of argument. At the core surface, QG flows are particular tan-
gentially geostrophic (TG, Le Mouël, 1984) core flows that are sym-
metrical with respect to the equatorial plane outside the trace C, at
the core surface, of the tangent cylinder (the cylinder tangent to
the inner core and parallel to the rotation axis). Furthermore, QG
flows do not cross the two curves C. Hence, we can compare how
well QG and TG core surface flows individually predict the ob-
served secular variation for different epochs. From calculations of
TG core flows, we can also simply investigate whether QG flows
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are predominant in the TG solutions. Furthermore, we can study
whether the proportion of QG flows among the calculated TG flows
increases with the accuracy of magnetic field data. For that latter
purpose, we have found it necessary to use a magnetic field model
which includes the last decades and accurately records the succes-
sive improvements of observatory series.

Lehnert (1954) introduced the number

k‘ ¼
B

‘X
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiql0
p ; ð1Þ

which measures the ratio between the inertial wave period and the
Alfvén wave period, and gives the magnitude of the magnetic force
relative to the rotation force when magnetic diffusion is unimpor-
tant (Xez is the rotation vector with ez the unit vector along the
rotation axis, ‘ is the characteristic length-scale, B the magnetic
field strength, q the density and l0 the free space magnetic perme-
ability). The Lehnert number k‘ is of the order of 510�4 in the Earth’s
core for ‘�106 m and B of the order of a few mT (Aubert et al., 2009;
Gillet et al., 2009, 2010a). Jault (2008) gave different examples
drawn from the literature of the occurrence of axially invariant
flows in spherical shells for small values of k‘. He also investigated
numerically the fluid response, in a rapidly rotating spherical shell
permeated by an axisymmetric (with respect to ez) magnetic field,
to an impulsive rotation of the inner sphere. That transient response
amounts to the propagation of two geostrophic shear layers from
the tangent cylinder towards the equator of the outer sphere on
the one hand and the rotation axis on the other hand. It contrasts
with the zonal motions produced by a steady forcing, in which case
the appropriate number to compare magnetic and rotation forces is
the Elsasser number K = rB2/qX instead of the Lehnert number (r
is the electrical conductivity). For K > O(1), the contours of equal
differential rotation tend to follow the magnetic field lines of force,
following Ferraro’s law. In this paper, we generalize the study of
Jault (2008) to non axisymmetric magnetic fields. We obtain again
geostrophic shear layers propagating away from the tangent cylin-
der but also, superimposed on the geostrophic circulation, motions
that are not axisymmetric. We find that they are mostly quasi-geo-
strophic for k‘� 1.

After a brief introduction of the quasi-geostrophic approxima-
tion, we devote the following section to the numerical study,
whereby we document the emergence of transient quasi-geo-
strophic flows for k‘� 1. We argue in the fourth section that our
core flow inversions support the QG hypothesis. The description
of the magnetic field model that we have used for this study is left
for the Appendix C. In the last section, we discuss important open
questions.

2. The quasi-geostrophic approximation

The quasi-geostrophic approximation was first developed in the
context of thin fluid geophysical envelopes (ocean, atmosphere, see
e.g. Gill, 1982). It was later on adapted to thick spherical shells
such as the Earth’s outer core (Hide, 1966). QG models have given
physical insight into the dynamics of rotating systems with varying
height parallel to the axis or, in the case of thin shells, varying incli-
nation of the rotation vector with respect to the local vertical. That
latter ingredient is at the origin of phenomena such as Rossby
waves, or generation of zonal motions through anisotropic turbu-
lence (Smith and Waleffe, 1999; Read et al., 2004). It sets the QG
model apart from a simple two-dimensional Navier–Stokes flow.

The quasi-geostrophic equations govern the evolution of
the geostrophic velocity field ug that satisfies the geostrophic
equilibrium:

2Xez � ug ¼ �rPg ) ug ¼ 1
2X

ez �rPgðs;/Þ: ð2Þ

(es, e/, ez) are unit vectors in the cylindrical coordinates (s, /, z), and
Pg is the reduced geostrophic pressure. The so-called barotropic
flow ug satisfies to the Proudman–Taylor constraint, oug/o z = 0.
The flow and pressure fields are completed by an ageostrophic (or
baroclinic) component ua and Pa:

½u;P�ðs;/; z; tÞ ¼ ½ug ;Pg �ðs;/; tÞ þ ½ua;Pa�ðs;/; z; tÞ: ð3Þ

We find from (2) that ug is divergence-free, which implies

r � ua ¼ 0: ð4Þ

The QG model offers a way to investigate dynamics in a spherical
shell, such as the Earth’s core. It is formally justified for small Rossby
numbers Ro ¼ U

X‘, where U is the typical velocity. The Coriolis term
associated with the ageostrophic flow ua in the momentum equation
cannot remain unbalanced. The QG approach consists in neglecting the
ageostrophic contributions in the momentum equation that regroups
the main perturbations to(2), except for the Coriolis and pressure terms:

dug

dt
þ 2Xez � ua ¼ �rPa þ F

q
þ mr2ug : ð5Þ

F stands for the bulk forces and m is the kinematic viscosity.
Note that baroclinic instabilities are filtered in the above momen-
tum equation. However, even in contexts where it does not for-
mally apply (Ro � 1, presence of baroclinic waves), the QG
approximation happens to give a useful framework, as shown by
Williams et al. (2010).

Taking the curl of (5), in order to eliminate the pressure gradi-
ent, averaging along the z component, and taking advantage of the
incompressibility condition (4), permits to write an equation for
the geostrophic pressure:

d
dt
r2Pg þ b

s
@Pg

@/
¼ X

qH

Z þH

�H
ez � ðr � FÞdzþ mðr2Þ2Pg ; ð6Þ

for which we have used the boundary condition

u � erjz¼�H ¼ 0) 8ðs;/Þ; uzj�H ¼ �
dH
ds

ug
s : ð7Þ

HðsÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2

o � s2
p

is the half-height of a fluid column, (er, eh, e/)
are unit vectors in spherical coordinates (r, h, /), and r0 is the outer
core radius. The slope of the container, which enters the expression
for the parameter b(s) = (2X/H)(dH/ds), is at the origin of Rossby
waves.

Eq. (6) must be coupled to an equation for the source term (den-
sity anomaly for buoyancy, magnetic field for the Lorentz force).
Some variants of the QG set of equations for magnetized fluids,
in which variations of the magnetic field with respect to z are ig-
nored, have been put forward (Hide, 1966; Busse and Finocchi,
1993; Diamond et al., 2007). They formed the basis of numerical
models of the outer core rapid dynamics (Hide, 1966) and of the
solar tachocline (Tobias et al., 2007). Canet et al. (2009) relied on
the z-averaging of the Lorentz forces, as Gillet et al. (2007) before
them, in order to write modified QG equations valid for a more
general magnetic field in a spherical shell. Their model requires
k‘� 1 and that the field is much weaker at the fluid boundaries
than in the interior. It has not been studied numerically yet.

As derived above, the QG model also gives an insight on the age-
ostrophic flow: crossing (5) with ez before taking the z-derivative
and eliminating the pressure term, through another application
of (5), gives:

@ua
e

@z
¼ 1

2qX
ez � reFz �

@Fe

@z

� �
: ð8Þ

This is the thermal or magnetic wind equation, depending on F.
In the presence of axial variations of the magnetic field, the flows,
which participate to the magnetostrophic balance (Taylor, 1963;
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Fearn, 1998) between Coriolis and magnetic forces, also present
variations with respect to the z coordinate. Nonetheless, these
can be considered as part of the QG model defined above. In the
QG framework, the contribution of the magnetostrophic flows
toou/o tis omitted.

Neglecting the vertical shear in (8) implies that ua
z varies line-

arly with z, as a result of (4). Then using (7), we are able to describe
the vertical flow not only at the boundaries, but also in the core
interior:

8ðs;/; zÞ;ua
zðs;/; zÞ ¼

z
H

dH
ds

ug
s ðs;/Þ: ð9Þ

Here, we have considered a fluid element outside the cylindrical
surface tangent to the inner core (see Pais and Jault, 2008 for the
QG equations valid inside the tangent cylinder). In some sense, by
using (2) and (9) to describe the flow we focus on the rapidly chang-
ing barotropic motions.

Hence, from a kinematical point of view, a QG velocity field is
characterized by (i) equatorial components us and u/ independent
of z, and (ii) a vertical component uz that obeys Eq. (9). Pais and
Jault (2008) (see their section 4.3) show that theses two conditions
imply the tangential geostrophy constraint at the core-mantle
boundary:

rH � ðu cos hÞ ¼ 0: ð10Þ

At this point, we have enough information to continue the
velocity fields u(h, /) calculated at the core surface into the core
interior, provided (i) that the surface velocity obeys (10), (ii) that
it is symmetrical with respect to the equatorial plane outside the
tangent cylinder, and (iii) that

uh arcsin
ri

r0

� �
;/

� �
¼ 0; ð11Þ

where ri is the inner core radius.
Schaeffer and Cardin (2005) proposed an alternative derivation

of the QG approximation in a sphere, whereby the equatorial flow
ue is assumed to be z-invariant, the vertical flow uz is still deduced
from us using (9), but

r � ue ¼ �
@uz

@z
; ð12Þ

whereas definition (2) yields r � ug
e ¼ 0 instead. At the core surface

and outside the tangent cylinder, (12) and (9) imply the constraint
rH � u = 2 tan huh, first derived by Amit and Olson (2004) as the
‘‘columnar flow’’ constraint (see their Appendix A). Pais and Jault
(2008) remarked that (9) and (12) imply a different constraint (their
expression A8) inside the tangent cylinder TC. Thus, a consistent
implementation of (12) requires either two different descriptions
of the velocity field, respectively, inside and outside TC or ignoring
the solid inner core altogether. Outside the tangent cylinder, Pais
and Jault (2008) have found no major difference between flow mod-
els derived using either (2) or (12).

3. Quasi-geostrophic transient motions

We already know from the previous study of Jault (2008) that
transient axisymmetric motions that arise in a sphere permeated
by an axisymmetric magnetic field are geostrophic and thus
remarkably invariant along the rotation axis, even though the
imposed magnetic field is not. Here, we extend this result to
non-axisymmetric flows and magnetic fields. All the numerical
experiments involve an electrically conducting fluid that occupies
a spherical shell that is rotating at angular velocity X and is im-
mersed in an imposed steady magnetic field B0. From a state of rest
in the rotating frame (neglecting a possible background flow U0),
we then perform a small and short displacement of the conducting
inner sphere around the axis of rotation. The angular velocity of the
inner sphere reaches a maximum value DX and slows down back
to rest during a few global rotation periods TX = 2p/X. In contrast
with the previous study of Jault (2008), B0 is not purely axisym-
metric, leading to non-axisymmetric fluid motions.

Our three-dimensional spherical code (using second order finite
differences in radius, pseudo-spectral spherical harmonic expan-
sion and an Adams–Bashforth scheme in time) performs the
time-stepping of the momentum equation of the fluid and of the
induction equation, both in the conducting solid inner body and
in the fluid spherical shell. We use no-slip boundary conditions.
The region outside the spherical shell is electrically insulating
and the solid inner body has the same electrical conductivity as
the liquid in the spherical cavity.

Table 1
Parameters for the numerical experiments. K and k are based on the maximum value of the magnetic field in the fluid domain. The root-mean-squared values of these numbers is
displayed for information. nmax and mmax are the truncation degree and order of the spherical harmonic expansion, Nr is the number of radial grid points.

Case nmax mmax Nr Em K Krms k krms S

A 240 20 600 5.7 � 10�8 15 1.5 9.1 � 10�4 2.9 � 10�4 1.6 � 104

B 240 20 600 5.7 � 10�8 2 0.2 3.4 � 10�4 1.1 � 10�4 6.0 � 103

C 240 20 1000 1.0 � 1.0�8 12 1.2 3.4 � 10�4 1.1 � 10�4 3.4 � 104

Fig. 1. Meridional cross-section of the imposed magnetic field, in max(|B0|) units. From left to right the cylindrical components (s, /, z) of the magnetic field at / = 25�.
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Choosing the outer core radius ro as the length-scale, B0 =
max(|B0|) as the magnetic field unit, the Alfvén time sa ¼
ro

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiql0
p

=B0 as the time-scale, and B2
0=l0 as the pressure unit, we ob-

tain the following non-linear dimensionless equations for the per-
turbations of the fluid velocity field u and of the magnetic field b:

du
dt
þ 2

kr0

ez � u ¼ �rPþ ðj þ J0Þ � ðbþ B0Þ � J0 � B0

þ pm

S
r2u ð13Þ

@b
@t
¼ r� ½ðuþ U f Þ � ðB0 þ bÞ� þ 1

s
r2b; ð14Þ

where P is the reduced pressure, j =r � b and J0 =r � B0 are the
electrical currents associated respectively with the induced and im-
posed magnetic field. The imposed velocity field of the solid inner
sphere is Uf(t) = r sin hDXexp[ � (t/Tf � 3)2]e/ for r < ri with Tf = 5TX.
Since the amplitude of DX is tiny, the nonlinear inertial term
(u � r )u does not play any important role. Note also that the model
does not include the Lorentz force J0 � B0 that drives the back-
ground flow U0 omitted in this study.

The Lundquist number S ¼ sg=sa ¼ roB0=g
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiqlp

, ratio of the
magnetic dissipation time sg ¼ ro2=g to the Alfvén wave time-
scale, is of the order of 105 in the Earth’s core, with g the magnetic
diffusivity. The magnetic Prandtl number Pm = m/g, which is the ra-

Fig. 2. Equatorial cross-section of azimuthal component of the total (left) and non-axisymmetric (right) velocity field u/ at t = 183TX after the impulse (case A). The velocities
are in units of roDX/1000.

Fig. 3. Meridional cross-sections of the velocity field. From left to right: the non-axisymmetric components of the velocity field us (cylindrical radial) and u/ (azimuthal) at / =
25�; and the axisymmetric component um¼0

/ . Velocities are in units of roDX/1000. Top: case A at t = 183TX after the impulse. Bottom: case B at t = 366TX after the impulse.
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tio of the viscous over magnetic dissipation times, is of the order of
10�5 in the Earth’s core. To keep as close as possible to the Earth,
we use an aspect ratio ri/ro = 0.35. The magnetic field intensity is
chosen such that 10�4 	 k 	 10�3, the magnetic diffusivity such
that 103 	 S 	 104 and K = O(1). These three parameter values
are chosen to be similar to those found in the Earth’s core. As a con-
sequence we reach magnetic Ekman number Em ¼ k=S ¼ g=Xro2 <

10�7. To keep the problem computationally tractable, we set
Pm = 1. Table 1 gives the parameter values for the different numer-
ical experiments.

The imposed magnetic field B0 is composed of an axisymmetric
part (1/3 of the magnetic energy) and a non-axisymmetric part
(2/3 of the magnetic energy) that has an azimuthal wave number
m = 4. There are no other symmetries imposed (the field contains
both equatorially symmetric and antisymmetric components, see
Appendix A for details). Meridional cross sections of the imposed
field B0 are displayed in Fig. 1.

At the very beginning, just after the short displacement of the
inner-core, most of the signal consists of inertial waves mainly
propagating inside the tangent cylinder. Their effect is to quickly
(in a few rotation periods TX = 2p/X) form two strongly z-invari-
ant, mostly axisymmetric and zonal jets, that propagate slowly as
torsional Alfvén waves (Braginsky, 1970) away from the equator
of the inner core. As already shown by Jault (2008), the axisymmet-
ric component is geostrophic. We thus focus on the non-axisym-
metric part of the flow, which arises because of the non-zonal
component of the imposed magnetic field. It is illustrated with
the equatorial cross-section shown in Fig. 2 for case A.

Fig. 3 displays meridional cross-sections of the non-zonal flow
for the cases A and B, respectively 183 and 366 TX after the im-
pulse. The flow contours are almost z-invariant: the quasi-
geostrophic hypothesis holds well for transient non-axisymmetric
motions, even though the Elsasser number K reaches values up to
15 (see Table 1).

There are, however, localized motions which are not z-invari-
ant. Fig. 4 shows, for the cases A and B, the cylindrical radial veloc-
ity at the same time but in another meridional cross-section where
the magnetic field is locally about ten times stronger than in the
cross-sections previously shown in Fig. 3. The QG hypothesis is
locally violated in areas where the Elsasser number is about 10
and the local Lehnert number (based on the local length scale of
the flow) is about 0.01.

For the same meridional plane, a more quantitative description is
given by the velocity profiles of Fig. 5 for the strongest magnetic field
case (case A, / = 0, where the Elsasser number based on the maxi-
mum Bs in this plane would be about Kloc = 6.3). It seems that the
large scales of the flow are more z-invariant than its small scales.

Fig. 6 (case A) further contrasts the large scale and the small
scale motions. The former are outstandingly z-invariant whereas
the latter manifestly deviate from quasi-geostrophy. This result
can be interpreted in terms of the value of the local Lehnert num-
ber (Eq. (1)), which depends on the length scale. Quasi-geostrophy
holds well, in Fig. 6, for length scales larger than 0.08 which means
k‘ [ 0.01. Of course, this also corresponds to an Elsasser number,
and in order to discriminate between a limit given by the Elsasser
number or by the Lehnert number, we use a filtering technique
(see Appendix B) to determine the length scale above which the
flow is QG. The results, reported in Table 2, show that non-QG flow
arise when the local Lehnert number kloc [ 0.01, with no influence
of the Elsasser number. A similar estimation is provided by Jault
(2008) in the axisymmetrical case. Applied to the Earth core, we
would expect the liquid iron flow of length scale larger than
5 � 104 m to be strongly QG, corresponding to a spherical har-
monic degree at the core surface of about 200.

We have thus exhibited flows that are both quasi-geostrophic
and non axisymmetric, excited by an impulse on the rotation of
the inner core. We find that the flows are even more QG when they
are large length-scale as anticipated from the expression (1) for the
Lehnert number. This also implies that the small scale, non-QG
flows dissipate faster than the large scale QG flow. All our findings
support the idea that the large scale flow in the Earth core should
be quasi-geostrophic. In the following section, we search for
empirical evidence of quasi-geostrophy of the large scale core
flows inferred from geomagnetic data.

Fig. 4. Meridional cross-section at / = 0
, where the magnetic field almost reaches its strongest intensity. Left: cylindrical radial component of the imposed magnetic field.
Middle to right, cylindrical radial component us for cases A and B, respectively at t = 183TX and t = 366TX after the impulse. The magnetic field is in max(|B0|) units. Velocities
are in units of roDX/1000.
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Fig. 5. Velocity profiles (us) as a function of cylindrical radius for different fixed
height (�0.8 	 z 	 0.8 with steps of 0.2, from blue to red) after 366TX, and at / = 0�
for case A. The shaded area indicates the location of the main torsional wave, and
the velocities are in units of roDX/1000. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)
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4. Tangentially versus quasi-geostrophic surface core flow
models

From the magnetic model obtained in Appendix C, we derive
time-dependent core flow models spanning from year 1840.5 to
2008. The spherical harmonic representation m(t) of the Earth’s
magnetic field is considered as ‘‘data’’. It is used only up to
degree Nb = 11, since high degree coefficients are controlled by
damping. The flow is calculated at the core surface. There, its
toroidal and poloidal expansions (see e.g. Holme, 2007) uðtÞ ¼
fts;c

nmðtÞ; ss;c
nmðtÞgn�½1;Nu �;m�½0;n�, truncated at degree Nu = 22, are ex-

panded in time onto the same cubic B-spline basis as that used
for the magnetic model. We follow an ensemble approach (Gillet
et al., 2009), with ensemble size K = 20, to account for the impact
on the secular variation of unresolved main field coefficients of de-
gree n e [Nb + 1, . . ., 3Nb]. We generate a set of random, time-corre-
lated small-scale magnetic field models f ~mkðtÞgk¼1; . . . ;K. For each
realization in the ensemble, flow coefficients are linked to mag-
netic field coefficients through the forward problem

@tm ¼ Aðmþ ~mkÞuk þ ek; ð15Þ

where ek is the secular variation errors vector. We use a strong form
(Jackson, 1997; Gillet et al., 2009) to impose the tangentially geo-
strophic constraint (10) (Le Mouël, 1984). Extra topological con-
straints on the core surface flow derived from the QG

approximation (equatorial symmetry outside the tangent cylinder
plus zero cylindrical radial flow at the tangent cylinder) are applied
with a weak form (Pais and Jault, 2008; Gillet et al., 2009). We then
minimize a penalty function of the form

JðukÞ ¼ 1
te � ts

Z te

ts

f @tm� Aðmþ ~mkÞuk
�� ��2

cm

þ akukðtÞk2
R þ lkukðtÞk2

Qgdt ð16Þ

with the generic notation kvkM2 ¼ vTM�1v. A constant noise level of
10 (nT/y)2 at the Earth surface has been considered to calculate the
covariance matrix Cm. Diagonal elements of the regularization ma-
trix R are proportional to (2n + 1)/[n(n + 1)]2, i.e. we use a penaliza-
tion function intermediate between the kinetic energy norm and
the ‘‘strong’’ norm (Holme, 2007). The TG and QG models analysed
in the remaining of this section have been obtained with Eq. (16)
and a coefficient a multiplying the regularizing norm set as
a = 10�5. We have previously noticed that the average of the ensem-
ble of realizations, obtained using this norm, presents weak sensi-
tivity to the damping parameter a over a wide range of a for
degrees n 	 10 (Gillet et al., 2009). TG flows are obtained with
l = 0, whereas for QG flows l is set to a value large enough so that
the solution does not vary when l is further increased.

We first investigate the equatorial symmetry of the calculated
TG flows. We note that the relative proportion of the flow compo-
nent symmetrical about the equatorial plane (ES) increases with
time as the data become more accurate (Fig. 7). We also plot the
kinetic energy spectra for recent epochs (Fig. 8). The energy of
the flow component antisymmetrical about the equatorial plane
(EA) is smaller than the energy associated with ES coefficients at
low harmonic degrees (n < 10), as was already qualitatively re-
marked, 20 years ago, by Hulot et al. (1990) who wrote that their
EA flows present no apparent global organization. We also find that
most of EA coefficients are not resolved, since their dispersion is
larger than their average value.

Then we compare the ability of TG and QG flows to account for
the observed SV. We calculate surface core flows and then only
keep the coefficients of degree n 	 N of the resulting models. The
part of the SV which is not explained by the flow models – the mis-
fit – decreases with N. We thus obtain a relationship between the

Fig. 6. The data of Fig. 5 in the range s�½0:42; 0:78� (top), after filtering out the scales
smaller than 0.08 (middle), and the residual small scales (bottom). The bold grey
curve is a z-average excluding the two most differing curves. Most of the departure
from QG is contained in the small scales.

Table 2
For the three different parameter set, we have determined the length scale dQG above
which the flow is QG, and the corresponding Lehnert number (expression (1)). Even
though the Elsasser number spans almost one decade, kd does not vary significantly.

Case Em K k dQG kd

A 5.7 � 10�8 15 9.1 � 10�4 0.10 9.1 � 10�3

B 5.7 � 10�8 2 3.4 � 10�4 0.04 8.5 � 10�3

C 1.0 � 10�8 12 3.4 � 10�4 0.05 7.5 � 10�3
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Fig. 7. Time evolution of the fraction of ES kinetic energy for average TG flow
models built from gufm1 (red), xCHAOS (black) and the model proposed in
Appendix C (green). In grey: time evolution of the fraction of ES kinetic energy for
all the realisations of flow obtained with our model. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
the article.)
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number P of coefficients of the truncated flow model and the misfit
(see Appendix D for the calculation of P for TG and QG flow mod-
els). Fig. 9 shows that for the same value of P, QG flows show a bet-
ter fit to SV data than TG flows. This result is significant as the
average flow models do not depend on the damping parameter
for the resolved low degrees. As a consequence there is no diffi-
culty for QG flows to predict sharp SV changes at observatory loca-
tions, as illustrated in Fig. 10, and the delays observed for such
events that depend on the observatory latitude or longitude (see
e.g. Pinheiro and Jackson, 2008) cannot be used as an argument
against the QG hypothesis.

We have already observed that the ES component of TG flows is
enhanced when the quality of geomagnetic data, thus the accuracy
of geomagnetic models, improves. Assuming this equatorial sym-
metry when calculating QG flows, we also find that the average
of the ensemble of core flow models becomes more and more ener-
getic as data quality increases, leaving less and less flow coeffi-
cients unconstrained. This is illustrated in Fig. 11 that displays,

as a function of time, the ratio between kinetic energies in the dis-
persion and the average of the ensemble, a kind of noise/signal ra-
tio in the flow reconstruction. The decrease in the dispersion in the
ensemble indicates that SV models are more easily predicted under
the QG hypothesis when they are better constrained by geomag-
netic data: when SV models are better constrained by geomagnetic
data, less dispersion is observed in the ES component. We have
checked that this observation does not depend on the choice of
damping parameter a. Gillet et al. (2009) had already pointed out
this improving ability of QG flows at predicting SV data for the per-
iod 1960–2002, looking at the time evolution of the misfit between
SV data and predictions. We extend here this analysis over the past
150 years. Our diagnostic is more rigorous than that used by Gillet
et al. (2009), since the normalized quantity shown in Fig. 11 is less
impacted by the 60–80 years apparent pulsation present in geo-
magnetic time series (Roberts et al., 2007).

5. Geophysical and methodological perspectives

Our numerical models do suggest that large scale transient
flows in the Earth’s core are mostly quasi-geostrophic. We have
not, however, accounted for the magnetostrophic velocity, which
is formally part of the QG model (Eq. (8)). Extensions of our numer-
ical model are thus desirable. Before restoring the J0 � B0 term that
we have neglected, we need to ensure that the prescribed magnetic
fields used for the numerical experiment is in a Taylor state,
namely that the circulation of the Lorentz force along geostrophic
contours vanish when integrated over any geostrophic cylinder
(Taylor, 1963; Livermore et al., 2010). Otherwise, fast geostrophic
torsional waves will first develop. It would enable us to specify
both the length scale and time scale at which the flow ceases to
be axially invariant. We may also estimate the range of parameters
for which the QG hypothesis holds by studying freely decaying tur-
bulence or the response to a small scale turbulent forcing. As an
example, one can wonder whether dipole changes on centennial
time scales can be the result of QG dynamics (see the difficulty
to reproduce the dipole trend from TG flow predictions according
to Jackson, 1997).

For the purpose of this study, we have focused on the z-invari-
ance of the motions that arise in our numerical experiment. How-
ever, as we pointed out in Section 2, there are two different
variations of the quasi-geostrophic model, leading to slightly dif-
ferent constraints on core-surface flows, especially in the equato-
rial region and in the vicinity of the tangent cylinder. Three-
dimensional numerical simulations will be useful in pondering
the validity of these constraints.

The ensemble technique of Gillet et al. (2009) was originally
developed for satellite magnetic field models. In that context, there
is a relatively well defined truncation level Nb w 13 above which
the magnetic field emanating from the core experiences too much
geometric attenuation to be measurable at the Earth’s surface in
the presence of the crustal field. Here, we have only changed Nb

to Nb = 11 to adapt the technique to a model derived from observa-
tory and land survey data. That modification does not suffice to
take the poor distribution of this type of data into account satisfac-
torily. Our suggestion is to forgo the customary but non-physical
strong regularization of magnetic field models (as noted by Backus,
1988) and to generate the ensemble of magnetic field models used
to calculate core flows from the covariance matrix of the field coef-
ficients (following the stochastic approach of McLeod, 1996). That
approach requires prior information on the magnetic field coeffi-
cients. A solution consists of extrapolating the empirical spatial
spectra of the magnetic field and its secular variation calculated
for low spherical harmonic degrees from recent satellite data to
all degrees up to an arbitrarily large truncation degree. We plan
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then to reconsider the comparison between the observed and pre-
dicted length-of-day (LOD) changes over the 20th century. Indeed,
the ensemble of core flows that are discussed in this paper tend to
over predict the actual LOD changes. This is an indication that the
largest scales of our time-varying flows have too high a velocity,
probably as a consequence of the physically unjustified penaliza-
tion of the small scale flows. As noted by Gillet et al. (2010b), the
high degree SV coefficients of models derived from land data are
less variable than the low degree coefficients which may unduly

yield too variable large scale modelled core flows. Hopefully, intro-
ducing a priori information on the variability of the Gauss coeffi-
cients may counter that undesirable effect.
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Appendix A. The imposed magnetic field

Explicitly, we set B0 =r�r� (Pr) with

P ¼ ðj1ðb11rÞ � 0:3j1ðb12rÞ Y0
1 þ a

1
81

r2Y4
9

� �

� 0:2j3ðb31rÞ Y0
3 þ a

1
144

r2Y4
12

� �
ðA1Þ

ðr; h;/Þ are the spherical coordinates. The jn’s are the spherical Bes-
sel functions of the first kind, with bnk the k-th root of jn�1. Ym

n ðh;/; Þ
is the Schmidt semi-normalized spherical harmonic of degree n and
order m. Finally, a is a parameter that allows us to adjust the ratio of
axisymmetric over non-axisymmetric components. In this study,
a = 1 whilst a = 0 would reproduce the field of Jault (2008).

Appendix B. Length scale separation in the numerical solution

In our spherical code, the fields are defined by their spherical
harmonic coefficients Am

l ðrÞ. Defining a spatial scale d and the cor-
responding fractional spherical harmonic degree ld(r) = pr/d, we
can compute

Âm
l ðrÞ ¼ e� ðl2

=3lð2=dÞðrÞÞ
Z

e�3ðr0 � rÞ2=d2dr0
� ��1

�
Z

Am
l ðr0Þe�3ðr0 � rÞ2=d2dr0 ðA2Þ

which has the scales smaller than d almost isotropically filtered out.
dQG is then the smallest d for which the cylindrical components of
the flow along the / and s direction do not show any significant var-
iation in the z direction.

Appendix C. The geomagnetic model for 1840–2008 used in the
study

In order to document the impact, on core flow models recon-
structed from geomagnetic field models, of increases in data qual-
ity that occured in the past century (use of proton magnetometers
after 1960, digital acquisition introduced in the following decades),
our study requires a continuous historical model covering the past
century or so. This also makes possible to directly compare flow
reconstructions estimated from models derived with or without
satellite data of the past decade. Among the available models,
gufm1 (Jackson et al., 2000) ends in 1990, whereas CM4 (Sabaka
et al., 2004) only starts in 1960 and ends in 2002. We then decided
to build an ad hoc new model covering 1840.5–2008 using a con-
ventional approach. It starts in 1840 when intensity data become
available (Gubbins et al., 2006; Finlay, 2008). We use extended
data sets compared to that used for gufm1, adding in particular:
first differences of observatory annual means up to 2006, and
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survey data up to 2005 from the BGS website (courtesy Susan
MacMillan). The temporal evolution of the data frequency is
displayed in Fig. C1.

As the method we follow is very similar to that used to build
gufm1, we only recall here the main features. Under the insulating
mantle hypothesis, the magnetic field derives from a potential. We
perform a classical (Langel, 1987) spherical harmonics decomposi-
tion (degree n, order m) of the radial magnetic field Br at the core-
mantle boundary, with truncation degree N = 14. It defines the
magnetic model mðtÞ ¼ fgs;c

nmðtÞgn�½1;N�;m�½0;n�. The time representa-
tion is similar to that of gufm1, using cubic B-spline basis (De Boor,
2001) with knots every 2.5 years regularly spanning [ts, te] =
[1840.5, 2008]. yo ¼ fyigi¼1;...;No is the data vector, with N� the

number of data. The geomagnetic forward problem is yo = H(m) +
eo, with e� the data error vector (with the associated error covari-
ance matrix C) and H the forward operator (see e.g. Gubbins and
Roberts, 1983; Bloxham et al., 1989). We minimize a penalty func-
tion of the form

JðmÞ ¼ v2 þ 1
te � ts

Z te

ts

faskmðtÞk2
Rs
þ aTkmðtÞk2

RT
gdt: ðC1Þ

v2 ¼ k yo �HðmÞ kC2 is the measure of the misfit to the data, with
the notation kxkM2 ¼ xT M�1x. RS is the spatial damping matrix cor-
responding to the heating norm (Gubbins, 1975). RT is the temporal
damping matrix penalizing for second time derivative (or secular
acceleration) @t2Br .

Our model is rather conservative: damping parameters (aS,
aT) = (10�10, 5 � 10�2) have been chosen such that main field
(MF), secular variation (SV) and secular acceleration (SA) norms
and spectra are close to those obtained for gufm1 (see Figs. C3
and C4). This choice of damping parameters provides a normalized
misfit M¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
v2=No

p
close to unity. Its temporal evolution is dis-

played in Fig. C2. The CMB power spectra and norms for the main
field are defined as

Smf ðn; tÞ ¼ ðnþ 1Þ a
c

� 	2nþ4XN

m¼0

gs
nmðtÞ

2 þ gc
nmðtÞ

2
h i

; ðC:2Þ

Nmf ðtÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4p
XN

n¼1

nþ 1
2nþ 1

Smf ðn; tÞ

vuut ; ðC:3Þ

with similar expressions for the SV and SA.

Appendix D. The number of parameters for TG and QG flow
models

There are Nu Nu þ 4ð Þ independent constraints for a TG model
expanded up to degree Nu, so that remain Nu2 degrees of freedom
(Le Mouël et al., 1985; Jackson, 1997). However, 2Nu constraints in-
volve the poloidal coefficients ss;c

Nu ;m6¼0, which are set to zero. These
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cannot be calculated with the geostrophic chain (see Backus and Le
Mouël, 1986) as they require coefficients of degree n > Nu that do
not enter the flow model description. As a consequence, when
truncating such a model at degree N 	 Nu, one actually finds that
TG flow models contain P = N(N + 2) independent coefficients. We
approximate P for QG flows as the number of ES coefficients of a
TG flow truncated at the degree N: P = N(N + 3)/2 for N even and
P = N(N + 3)/2 + 1 for N odd. That estimate is not exact as we do
not impose the equatorial symmetry constraint inside the tangent
cylinder (which leaves more degrees of freedom, but concerns a
small area), and we impose a constraint on the cylindrical radial
flow at the tangent cylinder (which reduces the degrees of
freedom)
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[1] Quasi‐geostrophic (QG) flows are a recently developed
and very promising paradigm for modeling decadal secular
variation (SV). Here we examine the effects of allowing
anisotropy and departures of the flow from quasigeostrophy.
We perform dedicated numerical experiments of the flow
dynamics and magnetic induction inside the Earth’s liquid
core at time scales characteristic of secular variation of the
geomagnetic field. Obtained results motivate new flow
inversion regularization featuring an equatorially anti‐
symmetric component superimposed to quasi‐geostrophic
columns, and stronger latitudinal than longitudinal flow
gradients. Applying these constraints allows to explain the
observed SV for the whole period 1840–2010, and most
significantly, provides a clearly improvement in prediction
for decadal length‐of‐day variations for the period 1980–
2000. Furthermore, the trace of the inner‐core appears
clearly without any assumption for the 1997–2010 period
covered by satellite geomagnetic data. Our results support
QG being the appropriate description of the force balance
within the core on decadal time scales and large spatial
scales. Citation: Schaeffer, N., and M. A. Pais (2011), On symme-
try and anisotropy of Earth‐core flows, Geophys. Res. Lett., 38,
L10309, doi:10.1029/2011GL046888.

1. Introduction

[2] The secular variation of the magnetic field of the Earth
is due to the flow of liquid metal advecting the magnetic
field inside the Earth’s core. A large number of studies have
focused on inference of the core surface flow from geo-
magnetic field data [Holme, 2007]. Recently, it has been
advocated that Quasi‐Geostrophic (QG) flows should give a
good description of the flow in the core [Jault, 2008], and
kinematic properties of this type of flow have already been
used to constrain the core surface flow models inferred from
magnetic field data to be symmetric with respect to the
equator and purely azimuthal at the rim of the tangent cyl-
inder [Pais and Jault, 2008; Gillet et al., 2009].
[3] Still, some unclear points persist, and our study tries to

shed some light on three of them: (i) The QG hypothesis has
been justified for asymptotically small slopes [e.g., Jones,
2007], and the question arises as to its validity in the
vicinity of the equator of both inner core and core‐mantle
boundary. For example, a flow crossing the equator line,
like under the Indian ocean and Brazil in models where the
tangential geostrophy of flows was not imposed [Olsen and
Mandea, 2008], could not be captured by a QG model,
which imposes a purely azimuthal flow at the equator.

(ii) Even though the global amount of equatorial symmetry
of core surface flow models has been in general increasing
with time during the period 1840–2010 [Gillet et al., 2011],
no analysis has been made to identify which are the spatial
features that can be associated to QG dynamics. (iii) Recent
efforts have been made to also take into account the
uncertainties due to the advection of an unknown small scale
geomagnetic field by an unresolvable small scale flow
[Eymin and Hulot, 2005; Pais and Jault, 2008]. However,
these small scales are poorly constrained [Gillet et al., 2009]
and no useful information has been obtained from them.
Underparameterization of core flow models due to regular-
izations penalizing too strongly small length scales may be
the cause of the overestimation of decade length of day
variations (DLOD) seen in most studies. We investigate the
possibility that this may be due to aliasing of small scales
(which do not carry angular momentum in the model we use
[Jault et al., 1988]) to large scales, by comparing estima-
tions using different regularizations.
[4] The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents

results of direct numerical simulations which serve as moti-
vation to propose new core surface constraints in section 3.
Specific features of our flow inversion are also stated there.
The resulting core surface flow models are examined in
section 4 and compared with previously published models by
testing their ability in estimating DLOD. The mean flow
model computed from CHAOS‐3 is examined. A summary
of our findings is presented in the Conclusion.

2. Direct Numerical Simulations

[5] In order to gain insight into the kinematics of the flow
inside the Earth core, we run full three dimensional numer-
ical simulations in a spherical shell of radius a, rotating at
period T = 2p/W, and with a solid inner core of radius 0.35a.
The conducting fluid of density r, viscosity n and magnetic
diffusivity h = n is permeated by a constant, toroidal and
axisymmetric magnetic field B0 = B0r × (4r(a − r)r/a3),
with B0 such that the Lehnert number l = B0(

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�0�

p
aW)−1 (the

ratio of the Alfvén wave to the inertial wave speeds) is set to
10−3, close to its value inside the Earth’s core. A small l is
important to resolve propagating inertial and Alfvén waves,
both having a crucial role on SV dynamics [Jault, 2008].
We solve the Navier‐Stokes equation (including the Coriolis
and Lorentz force) together with the induction equation. The
Ekman number E = n(a2W)−1 is set to 10−6 and we use stress‐
free boundaries. The mantle and the inner‐core are insulators
in these calculations, although the boundary condition has no
visible impact on the geometry of the flow. Details about the
code are given by Gillet et al. [2011].
[6] The simulation is performed in two steps. First, from a

state of rest, we impose a localized bulk force field F±(r) =
F0r × [r exp(−∣r − r+∣2 / d2) ± r exp(−∣r − r−∣2 / d2)], where
r± = (0.675a, p/4, ±a/2) in cylindrical coordinates (s, �, z)
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with origin O in the center of the sphere, and Oz parallel to
the global rotation axis. The forcing length‐scale is set to d =
0.045a, while its amplitude F0 is chosen so that the resulting
flow v is of low amplitude: v � aW. After a duration Dt =
6T allowing for the formation of Taylor columns through the
propagation of inertial waves, we stop the forcing and let the
flow freely decay during the second step of the simulation.
[7] Figure 1 shows the flow after 110 periods of free

decay, in the two forcing cases: either symmetric (F+) or anti‐
symmetric (F−) with respect to the equator. We observe that
these flows have undistinguishable decay rates. As expected
for low values of l, the symmetric forcing leads to a flow v+

that is nearly QG: vs
+, v�

+ are independent of z, satisfying the
Taylor‐Proudman (TP) constraint ∂zv = 0, while vz

+ / z
ensures the impermeability of the boundaries. The anti‐
symmetric flow v− is certainly less known: vz

− satisfies the TP
constraint but induces vs

− and v�
− that do not, in order to ensure

the impenetrability of the boundaries. Furthermore, it appears
that v+ is dominated by v�

+ and a tendency to zonation, while
v− has higher values at large s or low latitude, where it is
dominated by vz

− (or v�
−). The increasingly large boundary

slope when s → 1 reduces the amount of vs
− produced by vz

−

at the boundaries. Finally, in spite of a localized forcing, both
v+ and v− tend to spread over the whole volume outside the
cylinder tangent to the inner‐core equator (TC). We obtain
similar results when replacing the toroidal forcing F± with a
poloidal one, except for vz

− which is weaker and has a more
complex dependence on z.

3. Proposed Constraints for Inverting the Core
Flow and Methodology

[8] We propose to translate the results obtained for v in
the previous section to surface core flows u which can be

computed from geomagnetic field models. The v+ QG flow
(also referred to as a columnar flow) leads to the following
relation at the core surface [Amit and Olson, 2004]:

rH � uþ ¼ 2uþ� tan � ð1Þ

The axial component of the v− flow comprises, besides a
z‐invariant term, other anti‐symmetric contributions that
cannot be separated at the core surface. This precludes the
derivation of a kinematic constraint for u−. We will thus
invert for flows that, besides a symmetric component u+

satisfying (1), will also include an antisymmetric component
u− which has no particular kinematical constraint imposed.
[9] In the Earth core, due to the very small viscosity and

high electrical conductivity, we do not expect any significant
damping effect on the flow at the scales that can be probed by
magnetic field models. However, observations and numerical
results for different natural rotating flow systems, with or
without magnetic fields, show a tendency for the flow to
develop preferably along parallels, in the form of thin zonal
jets. This leads to anisotropic structures elongated in the
azimuthal direction but showing small scales in the radial
direction. The most emblematic case is the banded atmo-
sphere of Jupiter, but there is also evidence for alternating jets
in the Ocean [Maximenko et al., 2005]. Numerical simula-
tions of thermal convection also exhibit this kind of flow
[Christensen, 2002] and recent geodynamo simulations by
Miyagoshi et al. [2010] show the formation of low‐latitude
zonal flows at low Ekman numbers. Inspired by these results,
we propose a penalization of the azimuthal gradients, by
minimizing the integral over the core‐mantle surface (CMB):

RA ¼
Z
CMB

1

sin �

@u
@�

� �2
dS: ð2Þ

Figure 1. Flows resulting from a (top) symmetric or (bottom) anti‐symmetric forcing followed by 110T of free decay.
From left to right: the cylindrical components (vs, v�, vz) in the meridional plane containing r±, and the spherical components
(v�, v�) at the core‐surface (note on the right the use of a 4‐fold symmetry in the simulation). The circles indicate the loca-
tion of the applied forcing in the meridian plots, and its projection along the z‐axis on the surface plots. The surface pro-
jection of the equator of the inner‐core is also drawn. Velocities are expressed in units of aW.
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This anisotropic norm can be shown to depend both on
spherical harmonic degree ‘ and order m as ‘m2. Because it
does not restrain zonal flows (and hence torsional oscilla-
tions), we superimpose an isotropic penalization of the mean
squared velocities over the core surface (

R
CMBu

2dS, referred
to as ‘1 norm).
[10] To cover a time interval as large as possible and treat

different geomagnetic field models, we invert the gufm1

[Jackson et al., 2000], the comprehensive CM4 [Sabaka
et al., 2004] and the satellite derived CHAOS‐3 [Olsen
et al., 2010] geomagnetic field models up to degree ‘ = 13.
We obtain snapshots of core surface fluid flow up to ‘ = 26
that can, by advecting the field, explain the secular variation
models (frozen‐flux hypothesis). The adopted methodology
is described by Holme [2007]. We look for a regularized
weighted least squares flow solution that explains snapshots
of the geomagnetic field model up to some degree of confi-
dence, which comprises both the information on the noise
level of the SV data (sd(‘)) and an estimation of the SV
signal produced by a non‐parameterized contribution of
the magnetic field small scales (representativity error, sr(‘))
[Gillet et al., 2009]. Assuming these two kinds of errors
are uncorrelated, we then construct a diagonal predictive
data covariance matrix with elements sd(‘)2 + sr(‘)2. The
term representing the confidence on the SV model, sd(‘)2,
is given by h(2‘ + 1)−1 (‘ + 1)−1, where we use as noise
level h the value 0.4 (nT/yr)2 for gufm1 and CM4 models
(assuming that SV degrees ‘ < 10 contain relevant information
in both these models [Gillet et al., 2010]), and 0.01 (nT/yr)2

for the satellite derived model CHAOS‐3 [Olsen et al., 2010].
The representativity errors are assumed to be independent
of time and we use the law sr(‘)2 = 36 exp(−‘ ), close to those
derived by Pais and Jault [2008] and Gillet et al. [2009].
[11] The inversion is stabilized using regularization pre-

sented above. Condition (1) is converted into a quadratic
norm that is introduced in the global objective functional to
be minimized by the flow solution. This condition con-
strains only but u+ using a very high Lagrange multiplier.
We test the relevance of u− by also inverting for purely
symmetric flows that obey condition (1). Norm RA (equation
(2)) is used to introduce anisotropy, in conjunction with the
isotropic ‘1 norm. To compare with more standard proce-
dures where stronger regularizations are used, we also invert
for flows using only an ‘3 norm, which penalizes the mean
squared velocity gradients over the CMB [Gillet et al., 2009].
[12] In order to test the sensitivity of geomagnetic field

models to the boundary of the TC, we use the same reg-
ularizations over the whole core surface.

4. Inverted Flow Models

[13] The new regularizing norms are tested for a possible
improvement of estimates of DLOD. We concentrate on the
1960–2002 epoch covered by the CM4 model, for which the

Figure 2. Observed (thick black line) and estimatedDLOD.
(top) Estimates for gufm1 (thin black lines), CM4 (red) and
CHAOS‐3 (blue), for 3 different degrees of flow anisotropy.
(bottom) Blow up of Figure 2 (top) for the most recent period.
Also shown, for CM4, estimates from large‐scale u+ (green
line with circles), small‐scale u+ (green line) and large scale
u± (red line with circles).

Figure 3. Inverted flow u± using lA = 8 × 106 averaged over the CHAOS‐3 era. Components (left) u� and (middle) u� in
km/yr, and (right) the stream‐function x of the symmetric part u+ viewed from north‐pole defined by u+ = (cos �)−2 r × rx.
The parallel corresponding to the trace of the TC is drawn (as well as ±20°, related to Table 1).
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imposed anisotropy is responsible for the most clear
improvement. It is known that standard flow predictions do
recurrently introduce a stronger decaying trend of DLOD
than observed during this period [Gillet et al., 2009]. We
test the hypothesis that this poor estimation may be due to
aliasing caused by underparameterization of small scales.
This would deteriorate estimation of large scale coefficients,
in particular t1

0 and t3
0 (which carry the core angular

momentum) and more importantly deteriorate the accuracy
of their time variations. In Figure 2 we show estimates
produced by u+ flows and flows supporting an equatorial
antisymmetric component besides the QG symmetric one
(u± flows), with different small scale penalization strength.
The DLOD predicted by a large scale u+ flow model pro-
duces a too strong negative trend (normalized squared misfit
c2 = 1.2). When using a weaker regularization the results are
clearly improved (c2 = 0.7). But the best result is obtained
when allowing for u− and imposing lower longitudinal
gradients (c2 = 0.55).
[14] We further check the importance of norm RA in

improving the estimations. In Figure 2 we show estimations
for different degrees of anisotropy, quantified by different
values of the regularizing parameter lA weighting RA: from
lA = 0 (only the ‘1 norm is used) to the maximum degree of
anisotropy achieved while still explaining the SV model to a
reasonable level. We note that using solely the isotropic
regularization ‘1 produces too low amplitude estimations,
and that increasing the anisotropy constraint (and decreasing
the isotropic one) improves the results. This is because the
flow energy can be more freely distributed among different
length‐scales of the zonal flow coefficients, including those
contributing to the core angular momentum.
[15] We quantify the maximum anisotropy imposed on

flow models computing a = (RA
0 − R*A)/RA

0, where RA
0 and

R*A are values of RA computed respectively for flows in-
verted with lA = 0 (no anisotropy) and for the maximum
achieved lA. We find a increasing from 0.8 to 0.9 during
the 1840–2010 period. The good recovery of the trend
and the amplitude of oscillations in DLOD is not specific
to inversions of CM4, and we show in Figure 2 the good
results obtained for gufm1 (1840–1990) and CHAOS‐3
(1997–2010).
[16] We proceed to identify the core surface regions where

the u− component is more important, as accounted by SV
models in the frozen‐flux approximation. We concentrate
on the more recent CHAOS‐3 model (derived from very
recent satellite data and revised observatory monthly mean
values) and compute the corresponding mean anisotropic
flow model u±, represented in Figure 3. Its rms velocity is
9.7 km/yr during the 1997–2010 period. We note the

important contribution of u�
− in the equatorial region, where

the crossing of the equator under Indonesia is quite obvious.
However, only small scales are affected by the breakdown
of QG near the equator, while the large scale flow remains
highly symmetric outside the TC (see Table 1). Most
striking is the sharpness with which the u+ flow model
perceives the inner‐core, as shown by its streamfunction
(x, Figure 3, right).

5. Conclusion

[17] Our direct numerical simulations show that for short
time‐scale symmetric forcing, the flow response is quasi‐
geostrophic in Earth’s core conditions. For an anti‐
symmetric forcing, an anti‐symmetric counterpart of the
QG flow could account for flows crossing the core‐mantle
boundary equator. As this component seems to decay at
the same rate as the QG component, we argue that the
presence of anti‐symmetric flows at the core surface
depends mainly on the amount of anti‐symmetric forcing
(whether buoyant, turbulent or magnetic) in the Earth core.
Our simulations also show the development of longitudinal
structures for the symmetric part, and a clear separation
between the regions inside and outside the tangent cylin-
der. These results have inspired new constraints that we
used for inverting the flow at the core surface from geo-
magnetic field models.
[18] Our flow models, with improved estimations of

DLOD and the natural emergence of symmetric large scale
features including the trace of the tangent cylinder, support
three main implications: (i) the large scale flow in the Earth
core responsible for SV is very likely dominated by QG
motions; (ii) significant deviations to QG are expected for
smaller scales and in the equatorial region; (iii) SV models
seem to detect anisotropic flows in the Earth core, with
zonation and strong latitudinal gradients.
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S U M M A R Y
Alfvén waves propagate in electrically conducting fluids in the presence of a magnetic field.
Their reflection properties depend on the ratio between the kinematic viscosity and the mag-
netic diffusivity of the fluid, also known as the magnetic Prandtl number Pm. In the special
case, Pm = 1, there is no reflection on an insulating, no-slip boundary, and the incoming wave
energy is entirely dissipated in the boundary layer.

We investigate the consequences of this remarkable behaviour for the numerical modelling
of torsional Alfvén waves (also known as torsional oscillations), which represent a special class
of Alfvén waves, in rapidly rotating spherical shells. They consist of geostrophic motions and
are thought to exist in the fluid cores of planets with internal magnetic field. In the geophysical
limit Pm � 1, these waves are reflected at the core equator, but they are entirely absorbed for
Pm = 1. Our numerical calculations show that the reflection coefficient at the equator of these
waves remains below 0.2 for Pm ≥ 0.3, which is the range of values for which geodynamo
numerical models operate. As a result, geodynamo models with no-slip boundary conditions
cannot exhibit torsional oscillation normal modes.

Key words: Numerical solutions; Dynamo: theories and simulations; Rapid time variations;
Core, outer-core and inner-core; Planetary interiors.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

Hannes Alfvén first showed the theoretical existence, in an invis-
cid fluid of infinite electrical conductivity, of hydromagnetic waves
that couple fluid motion and magnetic field (Alfvén 1942). The
propagation of torsional Alfvén waves in the Earth’s fluid core
was, thereafter, predicted by Braginsky (1970). Such waves arise in
rapidly rotating spheres or spherical shells in the presence of a mag-
netic field. In torsional Alfvén waves, the motions are geostrophic
and consist in the rotation ωg(s) of nested cylinders centred on the
rotation axis. They, thus, depend only on the distance s to the rota-
tion axis. The period of the fundamental modes of torsional Alvén
waves in the Earth’s fluid core was first estimated to be about 60 yr.
This timescale was inferred from the analysis of the decadal length
of day changes since the first half of the 19th century (Jordi et al.
1994) and of the geomagnetic secular variation after 1900 (Bragin-
sky 1984). With hindsight, these time-series were not long enough
to show convincingly variations with 60 yr periodicity. Torsional
waves with much shorter periods have now been extracted from
time-series of core surface flows for the time interval 1955–1985
(Gillet et al. 2010). If this discovery is confirmed, the period of the
fundamental modes is of the order of 6 yr and, as such, is much
shorter than initially calculated.

Several authors have searched for torsional Alfvén waves in
geodynamo simulations. Using stress-free boundary conditions,

Dumberry & Bloxham (2003) and Busse & Simitev (2005) illus-
trated some parts of the torsional wave mechanism. Dumberry &
Bloxham (2003) found that the whole length of the geostrophic
cylinders accelerates azimuthally as if they were rigid. The inertial
forces, in their simulation, are however, so influential that they dom-
inate the Lorentz forces. Torsional Alfvén waves (TAW) have finally
been detected in a set of numerical simulations of the geodynamo
with no-slip boundary conditions, for 0.5 ≤ Pm ≤ 10, by Wicht &
Christensen (2010) (the magnetic Prandtl number Pm is the ratio
of kinematic viscosity over magnetic diffusivity). In both the geo-
physical (Pm ∼ 10−5) and the numerical studies, there seems to be
no reflection of the TAW upon their arrival at the equator. However,
experimental studies in liquid metals have shown resonance effects
on Alfvén normal modes (Jameson 1964) as well as reflection of
wave packets (Alboussière et al. 2011).

In this paper, we elaborate on the remark that reflection of Alfvén
waves is controlled not only by the boundary condition, but also by
the magnetic Prandtl number of the fluid in which they propagate
(see Jameson 1961, p. 23,24). In the next section, we discuss the gov-
erning equations for 1-D Alfvén waves and the associated boundary
conditions for a solid and electrically insulating wall. We remark that
for Pm = 1 all the energy of the incident Alfvén wave is dissipated
in a boundary layer, resulting in no reflected wave. In the follow-
ing section, we change geometry to further emphasize our point
and briefly present a direct numerical simulation of propagation
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and reflection of Alfvén wave in a non-rotating spherical shell. That
introduces the section devoted to the geophysical application, where
we investigate TAW in the Earth’s core, modelled as a rapidly ro-
tating spherical shell, calculating the energy loss on reflection at
the Equator as a function of Pm. Finally, we discuss the implica-
tions concerning the ability of geodynamo simulations to produce
torsional eigenmodes and waves which are expected in the Earth’s
core.

2 R E F L E C T I O N O F O N E - D I M E N S I O NA L
A L F V É N WAV E S

We introduce the problem through the example of Alfvén waves,
transverse to a uniform magnetic field in an homogeneous and
electrically conducting fluid, hitting a solid wall perpendicular to
the imposed magnetic field (Roberts 1967). The imposed uniform
magnetic field B0 is along the x-axis, whereas the induced magnetic
field b(x, t) and the velocity field u(x, t) are transverse to this field,
along y. Assuming invariance along y- and z-axes, the problem
reduce to a 1-D problem, u and b depending only on x. Projecting
the Navier–Stokes equation and the induction equation on the y
direction (on which the pressure gradient and the non-linear terms
do not contribute), one obtains the following equations:

∂t u = B0

μ0ρ
∂x b + ν∂xx u, (1)

∂t b = B0∂x u + 1

μ0σ
∂xx b, (2)

where μ0 is the magnetic permeability, ρ is the fluid density, ν the
kinematic viscosity and σ the electrical conductivity.

2.1 Elsasser variables

Introducing the two Elsasser variables h± = u ± b/
√

μ0ρ, the
equation of momentum (1) and the equation of magnetic induction
(2) can be combined into

∂t h± ∓ VA∂x h± − η + ν

2
∂xx h± = ν − η

2
∂xx h∓, (3)

where VA = B0/
√

μ0ρ is the Alfvén wave speed, and η = (μ0σ )−1

is the magnetic diffusivity. It is already apparent that when ν = η,
the right-hand side of the previous equation vanishes, in which case
h+ and h− are fully decoupled. One can also show that h− travels in
the direction of the imposed magnetic field, whereas h+ travels in
the opposite direction.

Introducing a length scale L and the timescale L/V A, the previous
equations take the following non-dimensional form:

∂t h± ∓ ∂x h± − 1

S
∂xx h± = 1

S

Pm − 1

Pm + 1
∂xx h∓, (4)

where the Lundquist number S and the magnetic Prandtl number
Pm are defined as

S = 2VA L

η + ν
Pm = ν

η
.

The propagation of Alfvén waves requires that the dissipation is
small enough, which is ensured by S 	 1.

The fact that (Pm − 1)/(Pm + 1) = −(Pm−1 − 1)/(Pm−1 +
1) establishes a fundamental symmetry of these equations: when
changing Pm into Pm−1, only the sign of the coupling term (right-
hand side of eq. 4) changes.

2.2 Physical boundary conditions and reflection
of Alfvén waves

These equations must be completed by boundary conditions. We
assume that the wall is electrically insulating, and that the fluid ve-
locity vanishes at the solid boundary (no-slip boundary condition),
which translate to b = 0 and u = 0, leading to h± = 0.

For Pm = 1 the equations for h+ and h− are fully decoupled,
regardless of the value of S

∂t h± = ±∂x h± + 1

S
∂xx h±. (5)

In addition, for an insulating solid wall, the boundary condition
h± = 0 does not couple h+ and h− either. As a result, reflection is not
allowed at an insulating boundary when Pm = 1, because reflection
requires change of travelling direction, and thus transformation of
h+ into h− and vice versa. The energy carried by the wave has to be
dissipated in the boundary layer.

For Pm 
= 1 the equations are coupled: for very small diffusivities
(that is large Lundquist number S), the coupling will be effective
only in a thin boundary layer. In addition the coupling will be
more efficient as Pm is further from 1. This gives a mechanism
for reflection of Alfvén waves on an insulating boundary when
Pm 
= 1. Before giving a numerical illustration, it is instructive to
consider the boundary conditions in the two limits Pm = 0 and
Pm = ∞, with S 	 1 (dissipationless interior).

In the limit Pm = 0, there is no viscous term and the boundary
condition, at the wall x = x0, reduces to

b(x0, t) = 0 ⇒ h+(x0, t) = h−(x0, t). (6)

There is perfect reflection. The incident (+) and reflected (−) waves
have equal velocities and opposite magnetic fields. This also corre-
sponds to a stress-free boundary condition for the velocity field in
combination with an insulating wall (infinitely small vorticity sheet
at the wall), leading to perfect reflection regardless of the value
of Pm used in eq. (4). In this case the boundary condition for the
velocity field is ∂xu = 0, which translates into ∂x(h+ + h−) = 0 and
h+ − h− = 0, effectively coupling h+ and h−.

In the limit Pm = ∞, the boundary condition, at the wall x = x0,
reduces instead to

u(x0, t) = 0 ⇒ h+(x0, t) = −h−(x0, t). (7)

The incident and reflected waves have opposite velocities and equal
magnetic fields. This also corresponds to a no-slip boundary condi-
tion for the velocity field in combination with a perfectly conducting
wall (infinitely small current sheet at the wall), leading to perfect
reflection regardless of the value of Pm used in eq. (4). In this case,
the boundary condition for the magnetic field is ∂xb = 0, which
couples h+ and h−.

Another combination of boundary conditions inhibits reflection
for Pm = 1: for a stress-free (∂xu = 0) and perfectly conducting wall
(∂xb = 0), which translates into ∂xh+ = 0 and ∂xh− = 0, the fields h+
and h− are decoupled, as for a no-slip insulating wall. Note finally
that a wall with finite conductivity will allow some weak reflection,
as illustrated by Fig. 4(h).

2.3 Numerical simulations

We have performed a numerical simulation in a channel 0 ≤ x ≤
x0 with a 1-D finite difference scheme. The Lundquist number is
chosen large enough so that dissipation can be neglected in the inte-
rior. The boundary conditions were set to be electrically insulating

C© 2012 The Authors, GJI, 191, 508–516
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Figure 1. Reflection coefficient for a 1-D Alfvén wave packet hitting an insulating boundary with normal incidence, as a function of Pm and for different
magnetic Lundquist numbers Lu = V aL/η. The theoretical value for plane waves R(Pm) = (1 − √

Pm)/(1 + √
Pm) fits the numerical simulation results

perfectly.

and no-slip. The grid is refined next to the boundaries, to have at
least 4 points in each boundary layer, which are Hartmann layers of
thickness δ = √

νη/VA (see Appendix A).
From the simulation of the travelling wave, we compute the trans-

mission coefficient as the ratio of the velocity amplitude of the re-
flected and incident waves for different values of Pm and S. The
results are reported on Fig. 1.

As expected, there is full dissipation for Pm = 1 and energy con-
servation for Pm 	 1 or Pm � 1. Furthermore, the reflection co-
efficient R is independent of S, and exhibits the expected symmetry
R(Pm−1) = −R(Pm). The measured values of R match perfectly the
theoretical reflection coefficient R(Pm) = (1−√

Pm)/(1+√
Pm)

derived for plane waves, because R depends neither on the pulsation
ω, nor on the wavenumber k (see Appendix A).

3 R E F L E C T I O N O F A L O C A L I Z E D
A L F V É N WAV E PA C K E T O N
A S P H E R I C A L B O U N DA RY

The peculiar case where no reflection occurs is not specific to the
planar, 1-D ideal experiment. Here, we run an axisymmetric sim-
ulation in a spherical shell permeated by a non-uniform magnetic
field, without global rotation. The imposed magnetic field is the
same as in Jault (2008), and is represented by the dashed field lines
of Fig. 2. Contrary to the simplest case of the previous section, it
is a non-uniform magnetic field, which is not perpendicular to the

boundaries. The observed behaviour of Alfvén wave packets hitting
the curved boundaries should therefore apply to many systems.

The numerical pseudo-spectral code is the one used in Gillet
et al. (2011), but restrained to axisymmetry. It uses the SHTns
library (Schaeffer 2012) for spherical harmonic expansion (Leg-
endre polynomials) in the latitudinal direction, and second-order
finite differences in radius with many points concentrated near the
boundaries. It time steps both induction and momentum equation in
the sphercial shell using a semi-implicit Crank–Nicholson scheme
for the diffusive terms, whereas the coupling and (negligible) non-
linear terms are handled by an Adams–Bashforth scheme (second
order in time). The number of radial gridpoints is set to 500 and the
maximum degree of Legendre polynomials to 120.

The Alfvén wave packets are generated mechanically by spinning
the conducting inner core for a very short duration (compared to
the Alfvén propagation time). Since the imposed magnetic field
strength is not uniform, the wave front deforms as it propagates
along the field lines. When the wave packet hits the outer insulating
spherical shell, it does reflect and propagates back towards the
inner shell for Pm = 0.1 and Pm = 10 but there is no reflection for
Pm = 1. This is illustrated by the snapshots of Fig. 2.

4 R E F L E C T I O N O F T O R S I O NA L
A L F V É N WAV E S

Finding evidence of propagation of TAW in the Earth’s fluid core
may open a window on the core interior. Properties of TAW in the

C© 2012 The Authors, GJI, 191, 508–516
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Figure 2. Snapshot of the azimuthal velocity component of Alfvén waves propagating in a non-rotating spherical shell. The dashed-lines are the imposed
magnetic field lines. From left-hand panel to right-hand panel: Panel (a) the incoming waves travelling from the inner shell to the outer shell along magnetic
field lines; Panel (b) case Pm = 0.1, S = 1800 showing reflection with the same sign; Panel (c) case Pm = 1, S = 1000 with total absorption at the wall; Panel
(d) case Pm = 10, S = 1800 showing reflection with opposite sign.

Earth’s core have, thus, been thoroughly investigated after the initial
study of Braginsky (1970). They have been recently reviewed by
Jault (2003) and Roberts & Aurnou (2011).

4.1 Model of torsional Alfvén waves

To model TAW, magnetic diffusion and viscous dissipation are ne-
glected in the interior of the fluid. The Earth’s fluid core is modelled
as a spherical shell of inner radius ri, outer radius ro and rotation
rate 	. Rapid rotation introduces an asymmetry between the veloc-
ity and magnetic fields and makes the velocity geostrophic, provided
that λ ≡ V A/	ro � 1 (Jault 2008). Note that the Lehnert number λ

is about 10−4 in the Earth’s core. Geostrophic velocity in a spherical
shell consists of the rotation ωg(s) of nested cylinders centred on
the rotation axis. It, thus, depends only on the distance s from the
rotation axis (in ro units). A 1-D wave equation for the geostrophic
velocity sωg(s) is obtained after elimination of the magnetic field b

L
∂2ωg(s)

∂t2
= ∂

∂s

[
LṼ 2

A

∂ωg(s)

∂s

]
, (8)

with L = s3H(s) and H (s) = √
1 − s2 the half-height of the

geostrophic cylinders, and Ṽ 2
A involves only the z-average of the

squared s-component of the imposed magnetic field. Braginsky
(1970) derived (8) rigorously in the geophysical case for which
the viscous Ekman layer is thin compared to the magnetic diffusion
layer located at the top and bottom rims of the geostrophic cylinders.
This condition amounts to Pmλ � 1. Then, the velocity remains
geostrophic in the magnetic diffusion layer. We have written the eq.
(8) in its simplest form, when the imposed magnetic field is ax-
isymmetric, the mantle is insulating and Ekman friction at the rims
of the geostrophic cylinders is neglected. The eq. (8) needs to be
completed by two boundary conditions, which can be derived when
either Pm � 1 or Pm 	 1.

Interestingly, the eq. (8) may be valid in the limit Pm � 1 but also
in the limit Pm 	 1 (provided Pmλ � 1). In the specific case Pm �
1, the appropriate boundary condition on the geostrophic velocity at
the equator (on the inner edge of the Hartmann boundary layer) can
be inferred from the boundary condition on the magnetic field. For
an insulating outer sphere, it yields ∂ sωg|s=1 = 0 which corresponds
to a stress-free boundary, as in the 1-D wave case with Pm → 0. In
the case Pm 	 1, the appropriate boundary condition is ωg|s=1 =
0 as the angular velocity of the outermost geostrophic cylinder is

immediately synchronized with the rotation of the solid outer sphere
in the course of a spin-up experiment. This is equivalent to a no-slip
boundary, as for the 1-D wave case with Pm → ∞.

4.2 Normal modes

Assuming that ωg varies with time as eict, the eq. (8) can be trans-
formed into a normal mode equation

−c2ωg(s) = 1

L

∂

∂s

[
LṼ 2

A

∂ωg(s)

∂s

]
. (9)

Transmission and reflection of TAW on the geostrophic cylinder
tangent to the inner core set a special problem that we do not address
here. As an intermediate step, we simply illustrate our discussion
with results for the full sphere case, imposing ∂ sωg|s=ε = 0, with
ε � 1 (we have checked the convergence of the numerical results
as ε → 0). It is of interest to write the solution of this equation in
the case c = 0 and ṼA uniform

ωg(s) = 1

2
α1

[
−

√
1 − s2

s2
− log

(√
1 − s2 + 1

)
+ log(s)

]
+ α2.

(10)

A non-zero solution (uniform rotation ωg(s) = α2) exists for the
boundary condition ∂ sωg|s=1 = 0 but not for the condition ωg|s=1 =
0 that applies when Pm 	 1. We are interested in this latter case,
despite its lack of geophysical realism, as contrasting the two bound-
ary conditions sheds light on the nature of the constraint ∂ sωg|s=1 =
0 that has always been used in TAW studies.

In the general case (c 
= 0, non-uniform ṼA), it remains easy
to calculate numerically a solution of (9) for 0 < s < 1. We have
successfully checked our numerical results against the eigenvalues
listed in the table C1 of Roberts & Aurnou (2011), that have been
obtained analytically for ∂ sωg|s=1 = 0 and ṼA = 1. Then, the first
eigenvalues are (0, 5.28, 8.63, 11.87, 15.07, ..), whereas in the case
ṼA = 1 and ωg|s=1 = 0 they are (2.94, 6.35, 9.58, 12.78, 15.95, ..).
In the latter case, we recover our previous observation that 0 is not
an eigenvalue.

In contrast with an often-made statement (Buffett 1998; Jault
2003; Roberts & Aurnou 2011), the study of the case Pm 	 1 shows
that it is not required to have ∂ sωg|s=1 = 0 to obtain solutions with
bounded values of ωg for s ≤ 1. On the other hand, the singularity of
∂ sL at s = 1 implies a singularity of ∂ sωg (which is O((1 − s)−1/2)
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as s → 1) . That points to significant viscous dissipation once the
viscous term is reintroduced.

When Pm is neither very small nor very large, it is not possible
to separate the interior region (where (9) applies) and the Hartmann
boundary layer.

We can conclude the discussion of normal modes by noting that
the solutions for the two cases Pm � 1 and Pm 	 1 differ in a
significant way at the equator. In both cases, solutions are obtained
which satisfy the appropriate boundary conditions and with bounded
values of ωg for s in the interval [0, 1]. However, reintroducing
dissipation modifies the eigensolutions in the vicinity of the equator
and the eigenvalues in the second case only.

4.3 Numerical experiments

To determine the reflection coefficient of TAW at the equator of the
outer shell, we use a set-up that resembles the Earth’s core. The
code is the same as the one described in Section 3, but this time
with imposed global rotation. The total number of radial points is
typically 1200 and the maximum degree of Legendre polynomials
is set to 360.

For reflection to occur, there must be a non-zero imposed mag-
netic field Bs at the equator. Hence, we set the simplest poten-
tial quadrupolar field (generated from outside the sphere): Bs =
B0s, Bz = 2B0z and Bφ = 0. This ensures a local travelling speed
VA(s) = Bs(s)/

√
μ0ρ that is large near the reflection point (s = 1).

The Lehnert number is small and always set to λ = V A/(	ro) =
5 × 10−4, so that λPm is also small.

The initial velocity field is along the azimutal direction φ and
depends only on the cylindrical radius s: uφ(s) = sωg(s) = u0s
exp ( − (s − s0)2/�2) with s0 = 0.675. We used two different width
� = 0.02 and � = 0.063. This initial velocity field splits into a
TAW packet propagating inwards that we do not consider here, and
another travelling outwards that we carefully follow and we focus
on the reflection of this wave packet at the equator of the outer
shell (s = 1). The Lundquist number S based on the size of the
spherical shell ranges from 6 × 102 to 8 × 104 and the Ekman
number E = ν/	r 2

o and magnetic Ekman number Em = η/	r 2
o

are both always very low and range from 5 × 10−10 to 5 × 10−7

over a wide range of magnetic Prandtl number: from Pm = 10−3 to
Pm = 102.

We measure the extremum of the velocity field in the wave packet
before and after the reflection, ai and ar respectively, at a fixed
radius (s = 0.925 for � = 0.02 and s = 0.75 for � = 0.063), from
which we compute the corresponding reflection coefficient R =
ar/ai, reported in Fig. 3 for an insulating outer shell. We found no
significant dependence with the Lundquist number S or the width
of the initial pulse � (R varies by less than 0.03).

As expected from the discussion of Alfvén waves equations, the
combination Pm = 1, no-slip boundary condition and insulating
wall corresponds to a special case whereby no reflection at all
occurs at the equator (see also Fig. 4g).

However, there are differences with the planar case. First, the
reflection coefficient is not symmetric with respect to Pm = 1, as
expected from our discussion of torsional eigenmodes in spherical
geometry in the previous section. For large Pm there is high dissi-
pation and very little reflection compared to low Pm. Second, the
reflection coefficient is not as large.

Space–time diagrams of the reflection of the wave at the equator
are presented in Fig. 4 for a few representative cases. The highest
reflection coefficient occurs for the stress-free insulating case at

Figure 3. Reflection coefficient for a TAW for insulating and no-slip bound-
ary conditions, as a function of Pm. The Lundquist number is always large
(S > 5000 for Pm ≥ 0.01 and S > 600 otherwise). For reference, the black
curve is the planar Afvén wave reflection coefficient (1−√

Pm)/(
√

Pm+1),
and the red line marks the reflection coefficient for a stress-free boundary
(obtained with Pm = 1 but which is theoretically independent of Pm and
corresponds to a no-slip boundary with Pm → 0).

Pm = 1: from R = 0.86 at S = 1000 to R = 0.88 at S = 1.5 × 104.
In this case (Figs 4a and b) one can also see the amplification of
the velocity field very near the boundary, as the magnetic field must
vanish, doing so by producing the reflected wave, just as in the planar
case. This is not a boundary layer, but simply the superposition of the
incident and reflected wave (see also Appendix A). The Hartmann
boundary layer is too small to be seen on these plots, but we checked
that its size and relative amplitude for velocity and magnetic fields
do match the analytic theory developed in Appendix A.

For Pm = 0.1, the reflected wave carries only 16 per cent of the
energy, the remaining being dissipated in the boundary layer. The
magnetic field changes sign at the reflection, whereas the velocity
keeps the same sign (Figs 4c and d). For Pm = 10, the reflected
energy drops to 3 per cent and the small reflected velocity field has
opposite sign, whereas the magnetic field (barely visible on Fig. 4)
keeps the same sign (Figs 4e and f). During its propagation, the
incoming wave is also much more damped than for Pm = 0.1, even
in the case where S or E have comparable values. This is due to
strong dissipation at the top and bottom boundaries, which increases
as the wave propagates toward the equator (visible in Fig. 4e) for
Pm > 1. This may not be unrelated to the previously discussed
singularity for normal modes in the case Pm > 1. A consequence
of this large dissipation, is the difficulty to clearly identify the
reflected wave, and to properly define a reflection coefficient. The
values reported in Fig. 3 are, thus, not very precise for Pm > 1.

It may also be worth noting that changing the magnetic boundary
from insulating to a thin conducting shell allows weak reflection
for Pm = 1 and no-slip velocity (Fig. 4h), in agreement with the
analysis of the governing equations (Section 2.2).

4.4 Energy dissipation and normal modes

We want to emphasize that when no reflection occurs, the energy
of the wave is dissipated very quickly. However, for liquid metals
(Pm � 1), only a small amount of the wave energy is absorbed in
the event of a reflection, but many successive reflections can lead to
significant dissipation. Using the theoretical reflection coefficient,
we can estimate the timescale of dissipation of an Alfvén wave due
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Figure 4. Space–time diagrams of the reflection of a TAW for S � 104 and � = 0.02 recorded in the equatorial plane, near the equator. Top row: stress-free
boundary with Pm = 1 (R = 0.88), (a) the azimuthal angular velocity uφ /s and (b) the azimuthal magnetic field bφ (changing sign). Second row: No-slip
boundary with Pm = 0.1 (R = 0.40), (c) the azimuthal angular velocity uφ /s and (d) the azimuthal magnetic field bφ (changing sign). Third row: No-slip
boundary with Pm = 10 (R = −0.17), (e) the azimuthal angular velocity uφ /s (changing sign) and (f) the azimuthal magnetic field bφ . Bottom row: (g) azimuthal
angular velocity uφ /s for no-slip boundary with Pm = 1 showing no reflection (R = 0) for insulating boundary, (h) and little reflection when the insulator is
replaced by a solid conductive layer.

to its reflections at the boundaries. In the case of an Alfvén wave
turbulence (many wave packets) in a spherical shell of radius L
with homogeneous mean energy e, permeated by a magnetic field
of rms intensity B0, any wave packet will reach the outer insulating
boundary once (on average) in the time interval L/V A. When it
reflects on the boundary, it loses the fraction 1 − R2(Pm) of its
energy, where R(Pm) is the reflection coefficient (in amplitude). We
can then estimate the dissipation rate of energy e due to this process

∂t e ∼ [
R2(Pm) − 1

] B0

L
√

μ0ρ
e. (11)

Hence, the timescale of dissipation at the boundaries

τs = L

VA

1

1 − R2(Pm)
, (12)

which is inversely proportional to the strength of the magnetic field,
and depends on the diffusivities only through Pm.

We can compare this to the dissipation of Alfvén waves of length
scale � in the bulk of the fluid: τ v = 2�2/(η + ν). It appears that the
length scale � where surface and bulk dissipation are comparable is
such that

L/� =
√

S
√

1 − R2. (13)
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Hence, for the Earth’s core with S ∼ 104, and R ∼ 0.9 (the stress-free
value which gives a good approximation of the low Pm value), the
dissipation of Alfvén waves is dominated by the partial absorption
at the boundaries for length scales larger than L/45. For numerical
simulations of the geodynamo with S ∼ 103 ans R ∼ 0.2, we have
L/� ∼ 30.

These timescales are also relevant for torsional normal modes.
In 1-D, normal modes are a superposition of waves propagating in
opposite directions. Hence, if the dissipation of waves is dominated
by their reflection, so will it be for the normal modes. From the
previous estimation of L/� in the Earth’s core, we expect the dissi-
pation of large wavelength TAW (the ones that can be observed) to
be dominated by the effect of reflection. Furthermore, to detect a
normal mode, its dissipation time must be much larger than its pe-
riod T = 2πL(cV A)−1. The pulsation c of the first torsional normal
modes are given in section 4.2 in Alfvén frequency units, and their
dissipation time can be estimated by τ s for the large-scale normal
modes. We define a quality factor for torsional normal modes by

Q = τs

T
= c

2π

1

1 − R2
. (14)

Presence of normal modes requires Q 	 1. Assuming R = 0.9
(stress-free value) in the Earth’s core, we find QE � 0.8 c and for
no-slip numerical simulations of the geodynamo we find Qsim <

0.16 c. Considering the largest modes (with c � 5 to 15), torsional
oscillations could therefore persist in the Earth’s core for a few
Alfvén times, but are completely absent even from the best current
geodynamo simulations.

5 D I S C U S S I O N : I M P L I C AT I O N F O R
N U M E R I C A L G E O DY NA M O M O D E L S
A N D T H E E A RT H - C O R E

We showed that numerical simulations conducted for Pm ∼ 1 can-
not adequately reproduce the boundary conditions for TAW in the
Earth’s core (where Pm � 1). The small reflection coefficient ob-
served for TAW (Fig. 3) means that it is hard to observe TAW
reflection at the equator in numerical simulations of the geodynamo
which currently operate with 0.1 < Pm < 10 (e.g. Takahashi et al.
2008; Sakuraba & Roberts 2009), where the waves are moreover
mixed with thermal convection.

As for possible torsional eigenmodes, it is almost impossible to
observe them with such low reflection coefficients. Unfortunately,
that severely limits the ability of geodynamo simulations to exhibit
torsional oscillation normal modes, because normal modes require
a large reflection coefficient to be observable: their period (of order
L/V A) must be much larger than the energy dissipation time τ s

(see expression 12). A few studies have tried to pin down torsional
eigenmodes (Dumberry & Bloxham 2003; Sakuraba & Roberts
2008; Wicht & Christensen 2010) but even though they report waves
propagating with the appropriate speed, they report neither reflection
of these waves, nor eigenmodes.

Another issue for geodynamo models with very low diffusivities,
is that the part of the energy carried by Alfvén waves (regular or
torsional) is dissipated very quickly (on an Alfvén wave timescale),
so that an Alfvén wave turbulence would be damped much faster,
and the turbulent state may be far from what we would expect in the
Earth’s core.

Changing the boundary condition to stress-free simulates the case
Pm = 0 with a high reflection coefficient (R = 0.88), but still lower
than the planar case. Even though this may still be problematic to

observe eigenmodes, numerical models that use stress-free bound-
aries (e.g. Kuang & Bloxham 1999; Dumberry & Bloxham 2003;
Busse & Simitev 2006; Sreenivasan & Jones 2011) are intrinsi-
cally much more suited for the study of torsional normal modes.
Quasi-geostrophic dynamo models that can compute dynamo mod-
els at very low magnetic Prandtl numbers (Pm < 10−2 in Schaeffer
& Cardin 2006), could also provide an interesting tool to study
torsional oscillations.

In the case of the Earth’s core, a recent study (Gillet et al. 2010)
found no clear evidence for reflection at the equator, although this
has yet to be confirmed. One might want to invoke turbulent vis-
cosity (see the contrasted views of Deleplace & Cardin (2006) and
Buffett & Christensen (2007) in a different context) to explain this
fact, leading to an effective Pm close to 1 and inhibiting reflection
of TAW. This would make numerical models more relevant, but is
rather speculative. A solid conductive layer at the top of the core
can also have a damping effect on the propagation and reflection
of torsional waves, and we plan to investigate these matters in a
forthcoming study.
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A P P E N D I X A : A NA LY T I C A L F V É N
WAV E S O LU T I O N S I N O N E D I M E N S I O N

A1 Plane wave solutions

Following Jameson (1961, p. 15–18), we look for plane wave
solutions of eqs (1) and (2), substituting u = Uei(ωt +kx) and
b = √

μ0ρ Bei(ωt+kx)(
iω + νk2

)
U = VAik B, (A1)

(
iω + ηk2

)
B = VAikU, (A2)

which we can combine into

νη k4 + (
V 2

A + iω(η + ν)
)

k2 − ω2 = 0, (A3)

for which the exact solutions are

k2 = − V 2
A

2νη
(1 + 2iε)

(
1 ±

√
1 + 4ω2νη

V 4
A(1 + 2iε)2

)
, (A4)

where ε is the reciprocal Lundquist number based on the frequency

ε = ω(η + ν)

2V 2
a

. (A5)

In the regime where Alfvén waves do propagate, we have ε � 1
and also ω

√
νη/V 2

A � 1 so we can approximate the square root
by its first-order Taylor expansion, which leads to two solutions
k2

1 and k2
2

k2
1 = ω2

V 2
A

(1 + 2iε)−1 k2
2 = − V 2

A

νη
(1 + 2iε). (A6)

The solutions k = ±k1 = ±ω/V A(1 − iε), correspond to the prop-
agation in both directions of an Alfvén wave at the speed V A and
with attenuation on a length scale V A/(εω). The solutions k = ±k2

� ±i/δ correspond to a Hartmann boundary layer of thickness
δ ≡ √

νη/VA.
Finally, from eqs (A1) and (A2) we know that U and B are related

for each k by

B

U
= ikVa

iω + ηk2
= iω + νk2

ikVa
≡ αk, (A7)

and for the solutions k = ±k1 and k = ±k2, it reduces to

α±k1 � ±1 α±k2 � ±
√

ν

η
= ±

√
Pm. (A8)

This means that for the travelling wave solution, U and B have
always the same amplitude and the same phase when propagating
in the direction opposite to the imposed magnetic field, or opposite
phase when propagating in the same direction. For the boundary
layers, in the limit Pm � 1 they involve the velocity field alone,
whereas for Pm 	 1 they involve only the magnetic field.

A2 Reflection coefficient at an insulating wall

To derive the reflection coefficient, we consider an insulating wall
at x = 0 with an incoming Afvén wave from the x > 0 region
(k = +k1), giving rise to a reflected wave (k = −k1). The boundary
conditions are matched by a boundary layer (k = +k2) localized
near x = 0 (the solution k = −k2 is growing exponentially for x > 0
and has to be rejected for this problem). The solution to this problem
reads

u = eiωt
[
eik1x + Re−ik1x + βeik2x

]
, (A9)

b = eiωt
[
αk1

(
eik1x − Re−ik1x

) + αk2βeik2x
] √

μ0ρ, (A10)

where we have taken into account the fact that α−k1 = −αk1 (see
eq. A8).

The boundary conditions u = 0 and b = 0 at x = 0 lead to

1 + R + β = 0 αk1 (1 − R) + αk2β = 0,

from which we find the amplitude β of the velocity boundary layer
contribution, and the reflection coefficient R of the amplitude of the
velocity component

β = −2

1 + αk2/αk1

R = 1 − αk2/αk1

1 + αk2/αk1

.

We are left to evaluate αk2/αk1 using eqs (A8), which gives
αk2/αk1 = √

ν/η at leading order in ε, and thus

R = 1 − √
Pm

1 + √
Pm

, (A11)

which is independent of ω and V A. In the case Pm = 1, we then have
R = 0 and β = −1 which means that no reflection occurs and that
the amplitude of the incoming wave is canceled by the boundary
layer alone.
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It may be worth emphasizing that, although the boundary layer
has the same thickness δ in the velocity and the magnetic field
components, in the limit Pm → 0, we have β → −2 and αk2β → 0,
so that the boundary layer is apparent only in the velocity field
component (eq. A9), whereas in the limit Pm → ∞, we have β →

0 and αk2β → −2, so that the boundary layer is apparent only in
the magnetic field component (eq. A10).

Finally, we remark that if one sets ν = 0 or η = 0 from the
beginning in eqs (A1) and (A2), the solution corresponding to the
boundary layer does not exist anymore.
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Abstract

In this paper, we report on very efficient algorithms for the spherical harmonic trans-
form (SHT). Explicitly vectorized variations of the algorithm based on the Gauss-Legendre
quadrature are discussed and implemented in the SHTns library which includes scalar and vec-
tor transforms. The main breakthrough is to achieve very efficient on-the-fly computations of
the Legendre associated functions, even for very high resolutions, by taking advantage of the
specific properties of the SHT and the advanced capabilities of current and future computers.
This allows us to simultaneously and significantly reduce memory usage and computation time
of the SHT. We measure the performance and accuracy of our algorithms. Even though the
complexity of the algorithms implemented in SHTns are in O(N3) (where N is the maximum
harmonic degree of the transform), they perform much better than any third party imple-
mentation, including lower complexity algorithms, even for truncations as high as N = 1023.
SHTns is available at https://bitbucket.org/nschaeff/shtns as open source software.

1 Introduction

Spherical harmonics are the eigenfunctions of the Laplace operator on the 2-sphere. They form
a basis and are useful and convenient to describe data on a sphere in a consistent way in spec-
tral space. Spherical Harmonic Transforms (SHT) are the spherical counterpart of the Fourier
transform, casting spatial data to the spectral domain and vice versa. They are commonly used
in various pseudo-spectral direct numerical simulations in spherical geometry, for simulating the
Sun or the liquid core of the Earth among others (Glatzmaier, 1984; Sakuraba, 1999; Christensen
et al., 2001; Brun and Rempel, 2009; Wicht and Tilgner, 2010).

All numerical simulations that take advantage of spherical harmonics use the classical Gauss-
Legendre algorithm (see section 2) with complexity O(N3) for a truncation at spherical harmonic
degree N . As a consequence of this high computational cost when N increases, high resolution
spherical codes currently spend most of their time performing SHT. A few years ago, state of the
art numerical simulations used N = 255 (Sakuraba and Roberts, 2009).

However, there exist several asymptotically fast algorithms (Driscoll and Healy, 1994; Potts
et al., 1998; Mohlenkamp, 1999; Suda and Takami, 2002; Healy et al., 2003; Tygert, 2008), but
the overhead for these fast algorithms is such that they do not claim to be effectively faster for
N < 512. In addition, some of them lack stability (the error becomes too large even for moderate
N) and flexibility (e.g. N + 1 must be a power of 2).

Among the asymptotically fast algorithms, only two have open-source implementations, and
the only one which seems to perform reasonably well is SpharmonicKit, based on the algorithms
described by Healy et al. (2003). Its main drawback is the need of a latitudinal grid of size 2(N+1)
while the Gauss-Legendre quadrature allows the use of only N + 1 collocation points. Thus, even
if it were as fast as the Gauss-Legendre approach for the same truncation N , the overall numerical
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simulation would be slower because it would operate on twice as many points. These facts explain
why the Gauss-Legendre algorithm is still the most efficient solution for numerical simulations.

A recent paper (Dickson et al., 2011) reports that carefully tuned software could finally run 9
times faster on the same CPU than the initial non-optimized version, and insists on the importance
of vectorization and careful optimization of the code. As the goal of this work is to speed-up
numerical simulations, we have written a highly optimized and explicitly vectorized version of
the Gauss-Legendre SHT algorithm. The next section recalls the basics of spherical harmonic
transforms. We then describe the optimizations we use and we compare the performance of
our transform to other SHT implementations. We conclude this paper by a short summary and
perspectives for future developments.

2 Spherical Harmonic Transform (SHT)

2.1 Definitions and properties

The orthonormalized spherical harmonics of degree n and order −n ≤ m ≤ n are functions defined
on the sphere as:

Y mn (θ, φ) = Pmn (cos θ) exp(imφ) (1)

where θ is the colatitude, φ is the longitude and Pmn are the associated Legendre polynomials
normalized for spherical harmonics

Pmn (x) = (−1)m
√

2n+ 1

4π

√
(n− |m|)!
(n+ |m|)! (1− x2)|m|/2

d|m|

dx|m|
Pn(x) (2)

which involve derivatives of Legendre Polynomials Pn(x) defined by the following recurrence:

P0(x) = 1

P1(x) = x

nPn(x) = (2n− 1)xPn−1(x) − (n− 1)Pn−2(x)

The spherical harmonics Y mn (θ, φ) form an orthonormal basis for functions defined on the
sphere: ∫ 2π

0

∫ π

0

Y mn (θ, φ)Y kl (θ, φ) sin θ dθ dφ = δnlδmk (3)

with δij the Kronecker symbol, and z the complex conjugate of z. By construction, they are
eigenfunctions of the Laplace operator on the unit sphere:

∆Y mn = −n(n+ 1)Y mn (4)

This property is very appealing for solving many physical problems in spherical geometry involving
the Laplace operator.

2.2 Synthesis or inverse transform

The Spherical Harmonic synthesis is the evaluation of the sum

f(θ, φ) =
N∑

n=0

n∑

m=−n
fmn Y

m
n (θ, φ) (5)

up to degree n = N , given the complex coefficients fmn . If f(θ, φ) is a real-valued function,
f−mn = fmn .
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The sums can be exchanged, and using the expression of Y mn we can write

f(θ, φ) =
N∑

m=−N




N∑

n=|m|
fmn P

m
n (cos θ)


 eimφ (6)

From this last expression, it appears that the summation over m is a regular Fourier Transform.
Hence the remaining task is to evaluate

fm(θ) =

N∑

n=|m|
fmn P

m
n (cos θ) (7)

or its discrete version at given collocation points θj .

2.3 Analysis or forward transform

The analysis step of the SHT consists in computing the coefficients

fmn =

∫ 2π

0

∫ π

0

f(θ, φ)Y mn (θ, φ) sin θ dθ dφ (8)

The integral over φ is obtained using the Fourier Transform:

fm(θ) =

∫ 2π

0

f(θ, φ)e−imφ dφ (9)

so the remaining Legendre transform reads

fmn =

∫ π

0

fm(θ)Pmn (cos θ) sin θ dθ (10)

The discrete problem reduces to the appropriate quadrature rule to evaluate the integral (10)
knowing only the values fm(θj). In particular, the use of the Gauss-Legendre quadrature replaces
the integral of expression 10 by the sum

fmn =

Nθ∑

j=1

fm(θj)P
m
n (cos θj)wj (11)

where θj and wj are respectively the Gauss nodes and weights (Temme, 2011). Note that the sum
equals the integral if fm(θ)Pmn (cos θ) is a polynomial in cos θ of order 2Nθ − 1 or less. If fm(θ)
is given by expression 7, then fm(θ)Pmn (cos θ) is always a polynomial in cos θ, of degree at most
2N . Hence the Gauss-Legendre quadrature is exact for Nθ ≥ N + 1.

A discrete spherical harmonic transform using Gauss nodes as latitudinal grid points and a
Gauss-Legendre quadrature for the analysis step is referred to as a Gauss-Legendre algorithm.

3 Optimization of the Gauss-Legendre algorithm

3.1 Standard optimizations

Let us first recall some standard optimizations found in almost every serious implementation of
the Gauss-Legendre algorithm. All the following optimizations are used in the SHTns library.

Use the Fast-Fourier Transform The expressions of section 2 show that part of the SHT is
in fact a Fourier transform. The fast Fourier transform (FFT) should be used for this part, as it
improves accuracy and speed. SHTns uses the FFTW library(Frigo and Johnson, 2005), a portable,
flexible and highly efficient FFT implementation.
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Figure 1: Two associated Legendre polynomials of degree n = 40 and order m = 33 (blue) and
m = 36 (red), showing the localization near the equator.

Take advantage of Hermitian symmetry for real data When dealing with real-valued
data, the spectral coefficients fulfill f−mn = fmn , so we only need to store them for m ≥ 0. This
also allows the use of faster real-valued FFTs.

Take advantage of mirror symmetry Due to the defined symmetry of spherical harmonics
with respect to a reflection about the equator

Pmn (cos(π − θ)) = (−1)n+m Pmn (cos θ)

one can reduce by a factor of 2 the operation count of both forward and inverse transforms.

Precompute values of Pmn The coefficients Pmn (cos θj) appear in both synthesis and analysis
expressions (7 and 10), and can be precomputed and stored for all (n,m,j). When performing
multiple transforms, it avoids computing the Legendre polynomial recursion at every transform
and saves some computing power, at the expense of memory bandwidth. This may or may not be
efficient, as we will discuss later.

Polar optimization High order spherical harmonics have their magnitude decrease exponen-
tially when approaching the poles as shown in Figure 1. Hence, the integral of expression 10 can
be reduced to

fmn =

∫ π−θmn0

θmn0

fm(θ)Pmn (cos θ) sin θ dθ (12)

where θmn0 ≥ 0 is a threshold below which Pmn is considered to be zero. Similarly, the synthesis of
fm(θ) (eq. 7) is only needed for θmn0 ≤ θ ≤ π − θmn0 . SHTns uses a threshold θmn0 that does not
depend on n, which leads to around 5% to 20% speed increase, depending on the desired accuracy
and the truncation N .

3.2 On-the-fly algorithms and vectorization

It can be shown that Pmn (x) can be computed recursively by

Pmm (x) = amm
(
1− x2

)|m|/2
(13)

Pmm+1(x) = amm+1 xP
m
m (x) (14)

Pmn (x) = amn xP
m
n−1(x) + bmn P

m
n−2(x) (15)
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with

amm =

√√√√ 1

4π

|m|∏

k=1

2k + 1

2k
(16)

amn =

√
4n2 − 1

n2 −m2
(17)

bmn = −
√

2n+ 1

2n− 3

(n− 1)2 −m2

n2 −m2
(18)

The coefficients amn and bmn do not depend on x, and can be easily precomputed and stored into
an array of (N +1)2 values. This has to be compared to the order N3 values of Pmn (xj), which are
usually precomputed and stored in the spherical harmonic transforms implemented in numerical
simulations. The amount of memory required to store all Pmn (xj) in double-precision is at least
2(N + 1)3 bytes, which gives 2Gb for N = 1023. Our on-the-fly algorithm only needs about
8(N + 1)2 bytes of storage (same size as a spectral representation fmn ), that is 8Mb for N = 1023.
When N becomes very large, it is no longer possible to store Pmn (xj) in memory (for N & 1024
nowadays) and on-the-fly algorithms (which recompute Pmn (xj) from the recurrence relation when
needed) are then the only possibility.

We would like to stress that even far from that storage limit, on-the-fly algorithm can be
significantly faster thanks to vector capabilities of modern processors. Most desktop and lap-
top computers, as well as many high performance computing clusters, have support for Single-
Instruction-Multiple-Data (SIMD) operations in double precision. The SSE2 instruction set is
available since year 2000 and currently supported by almost every PC, allowing to perform the
same double precision arithmetic operations on a vector of 2 double precision numbers, effectively
doubling the computing power. The recently introduced AVX instruction set increases the vector
size to 4 double precision numbers. This means that Pmn (x) can be computed from the recursion
relation 15 (which requires 3 multiplications and 1 addition) for 2 or 4 values of x simultane-
ously, which may be faster than loading pre-computed values from memory. Hence, as already
pointed out by Dickson et al. (2011), it is therefore very important to use the vector capabilities
of modern processors to address their full computing power. Furthermore, when running multiple
transforms on the different cores of a computer, the performance of on-the-fly transforms (which
use less memory bandwidth) scales much better than algorithms with precomputed matrices, be-
cause the memory bandwidth is shared between cores. Superscalar architectures that do not have
double-precision SIMD instructions but have many computation units per core (like the POWER7
or SPARC64) could also benefit from on-the-fly transforms by saturating the many computation
units with independent computations (at different x).

Figure 2 shows the benefit of explicit vectorization of on-the-fly algorithms on an intel Xeon
E5-2680 (Sandy Bridge architecture with AVX instruction set running at 2.7GHz) and compares
on-the-fly algorithms with algorithms based on precomputed matrices. With the 4-vectors of
AVX, the fastest algorithm is always on-the-fly, while for 2-vectors, the fastest algorithm uses
precomputed matrices for N . 200. In the forthcoming years, wider vector architecture are
expected to become widely available, and the benefits of on-the-fly vectorized transforms will
become even more important.

Runtime tuning We have now two different available algorithms: one uses precomputed values
for Pmn (x) and the other one computes them on-the-fly at each transform. The SHTns library
compares the time taken by those algorithms (and variants) at startup and chooses the fastest,
similarly to what the FFTW library(Frigo and Johnson, 2005) does. The time overhead required
by runtime tuning can be several order of magnitude larger than that of a single transform.
The observed performance gain varies between 10 and 30%. This is significant for numerical
simulations, but runtime tuning can be entirely skipped for applications performing only a few
transforms, in which case there is no noticeable overhead.
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Figure 2: Efficiency (N + 1)3/(2tf) of various algorithms, where t is the execution time and f the
frequency of the Xeon E5-2680 CPU (2.7GHz). On-the-fly algorithms with two different vector
sizes are compared with the algorithm using precomputed matrices. Note the influence of hardware
vector size for on-the-fly algorithms (AVX vectors pack 4 double precision floating point numbers
where SSE3 vectors pack only 2). The efficiency of the algorithm based on precomputed matrices
drops above N = 127 probably due to cache size limitations.

3.3 Multi-threaded transform

Modern computers have several computing cores. We use OpenMP to implement a multi-threaded
algorithm for the Legendre transform including the above optimizations and the on-the-fly ap-
proach. The lower memory bandwidth requirements for the on-the-fly approach is an asset for a
multi-threaded transform because if each thread would read a different portion of a large matrix,
it can saturate the memory bus very quickly. The multi-threaded Fourier transform is left to the
FFTW library.

We need to decide how to share the work between different threads. Because we compute the
Pmn on the fly using the recurrence relation 15, we are left with each thread computing different
θ, or different m. As the analysis step involve a sum over θ, we choose the latter option.

From equation 7, we see that the number of terms involved in the sum depends on m, so that
the computing cost will also depend on m. In order to achieve the best workload balance between
a team of p threads, the thread number i (0 ≤ i < p) handles m = i + kp ≤ N , with integer k
from 0 to (N + 1)/p.

For different thread number p, we have measured the time Ts(p) and Ta(p) needed for a scalar
spherical harmonic synthesis and analysis respectively (including the FFT).

Figure 3 shows the speedup T (1)/T (p), where T (p) is the largest of Ts(p) and Ta(p), and T (1)
is the time of the fastest single threaded tranform. It shows that there is no point in doing a
parallel transform with N below 128. The speedup is good for N = 255 or above, and excellent
up to 8 threads for N ≥ 511 or up to 16 threads for very large transform (N ≥ 2047).

3.4 Performance comparisons

Table 1 reports the timing measurements of two SHT libraries, compared to the optimized Gauss-
Legendre implementation found in the SHTns library (this work). We compare with the Gauss-
Legendre implementation of libpsht (Reinecke, 2011), a parallel spherical harmonic transform
library targeting very large N , and with SpharmonicKit 2.7 (DH) which implements one of the
Driscoll-Healy fast algorithms (Healy et al., 2003). All the timings are for a complete SHT,
which includes the Fast Fourier Transform. Note that the Gauss-Legendre algorithm is by far (a
factor of order 2) the fastest algorithm of the libpsht library. Note also that SpharmonicKit
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Figure 3: Speedup obtained with multiple threads using OpenMP (gcc 4.6.3) on a 16 core intel
Xeon E5-2680 (Sandy Bridge architecture with AVX instruction set running at 2.7 GHz).

N 63 127 255 511 1023 2047 4095
libpsht (1 thread) 1.05 ms 4.7 ms 27 ms 162 ms 850 ms 4.4 s 30.5 s

DH (fast) 1.1 ms 5.5 ms 21 ms 110 ms 600 ms NA NA
SHTns (1 thread) 0.09 ms 0.60 ms 4.2 ms 28 ms 216 ms 1.6 s 11.8 s

Table 1: Comparison of execution time for different SHT implementations. The numbers corre-
spond to the average execution time for forward and backward scalar transform (including the
FFT) on an Intel Xeon X5650 (2.67GHz) with 12 cores. The programs were compiled with gcc

4.4.5 and -O3 -march=native -ffast-math compilation options.

is limited to N + 1 being a power of two, requires 2(N + 1) latitudinal colocation points, and
crashed for N = 2047. The software library implementing the fast Legendre transform described
by Mohlenkamp (1999), libftsh, has also been tested, and found to be of comparable performance
to that of SpharmonicKit, although the comparison is not straightforward because libftsh did
not include the Fourier Transform. Again, that fast library could not operate at N = 2047 because
of memory limitations. Note finally that these measurements were performed on a machine that
did not support the new AVX instruction set.

In order to ease the comparison, we define the efficiency of the SHT by (N + 1)3/(2Tf), where
T is the execution time (reported in Table 1) and f the frequency of the CPU. Note that (N+1)3/2
reflects the number of computation elements of a Gauss-Legendre algorithm (the number of modes
(N+1)(N+2)/2 times the number of latitudinal points N+1). An efficiency that does not depend
on N corresponds to an algorithm with an execution time proportional to N3.

The efficiency of the tested algorithms are displayed in Figure 4. Not surprisingly, the Driscoll-
Healy implementation has the largest slope, which means that its efficiency grows fastest with
N , as expected for a fast algorithm. It also performs slightly better than libpsht for N ≥ 511.
However, even for N = 1023 (the largest size that it can compute), it is still 2.8 times slower
than the Gauss-Legendre algorithm implemented in SHTns. It is remarkable that SHTns achieves
an efficiency very close to 1, meaning that almost one element per clock cycle is computed for
N =≥ 511. Overall, SHTns is between two and ten times faster than the best alternative.
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Figure 4: Efficiency (N+1)3/(2Tf) of the implementations from Table 1, where T is the execution
time and f the frequency of the Xeon X5650 CPU (2.67GHz) with 12 cores.
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Figure 5: Accuracy of the on-the-fly Gauss-Legendre algorithm with the default polar optimization.

3.5 Accuracy

One cannot write about an SHT implementation without addressing its accuracy. The Gauss-
Legendre quadrature ensures very good accuracy, at least on par with other high quality imple-
mentations.

The recurrence relation we use (see §3.2) is numerically stable, but for N & 1500, the value
Pmm (x) can become so small that it cannot be represented by a double precision number anymore.
To avoid this underflow problem, the code dynamically rescales the values of Pmn (x) during the
recursion, when they reach a given threshold. The number of rescalings is stored in an integer,
which acts as an enhanced exponent. Our implementation of the rescaling does not impact perfor-
mance negatively, as it is compensated by dynamic polar optimization: these very small values are
treated as zero in the transform (eq. 7 and 11), but not in the recurrence. This technique ensures
good accuracy up to N = 8191 at least, but partial transforms have been performed successfully
up to N = 43600.

To quantify the error we start with random spherical harmonic coefficients Qmn with each real
part and imaginary part between −1 and +1. After a backward and forward transform (with
orthonormal spherical harmonics), we compare the resulting coefficients Rmn with the originals
Qmn . We use two different error measurements: the maximum error is defined as

εmax = max
n,m
|Rmn −Qmn |
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while the root mean square (rms) error is defined as

εrms =

√
2

(N + 1)(N + 2)

∑

n,m

|Rmn −Qmn |2

The error measurements for our on-the-fly Gauss-Legendre implementation with the default polar
optimization and for various truncation degrees N are shown in Figure 5. The errors steadily
increase with N and are comparable to other implementations. For N < 2048 we have εmax <
10−11, which is negligible compared to other sources of errors in most numerical simulations.

4 Conclusion and perspectives

Despite the many fast spherical harmonic transform algorithms published, the few with a publicly
available implementation are far from the performance of a carefully written Gauss-Legendre
algorithm, as implemented in the SHTns library, even for quite large truncation (N = 1023).
Explicitly vectorized on-the-fly algorithms seem to be able to unleash the computing power of
nowadays and future computers, without suffering too much of memory bandwidth limitations,
which is an asset for multi-threaded transforms.

The SHTns library has already been used in various demanding computations (eg. Schaeffer
et al., 2012; Augier and Lindborg, 2013; Figueroa et al., 2013). The versatile truncation, the
various normalization conventions supported, as well as the scalar and vector transform routines
available for C/C++, Fortran or Python, should suit most of the current and future needs in high
performance computing involving partial differential equations in spherical geometry.

Thanks to the significant performance gain, as well as the much lower memory requirement of
vectorized on-the-fly implementations, we should be able to run spectral geodynamo simulations
at N = 1023 in the next few years. Such high resolution simulations will operate in a regime much
closer to the dynamics of the Earth’s core.
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Several teams have reported peculiar frequency spectra for flows in a spherical shell.
To address their origin, we perform numerical simulations of the spherical Couette
flow in a dipolar magnetic field, in the configuration of the DTS experiment. The
frequency spectra computed from time-series of the induced magnetic field display
similar bumpy spectra, where each bump corresponds to a given azimuthal mode
number m. The bumps appear at moderate Reynolds number ('2600) if the time-series
are long enough (>300 rotations of the inner sphere). We present a new method that
permits retrieval of the dominant frequencies for individual mode numbers m, and
extraction of the modal structure of the full nonlinear flow. The maps of the energy
of the fluctuations and the spatio-temporal evolution of the velocity field suggest
that fluctuations originate in the outer boundary layer. The threshold of instability
is found at Rec = 1860. The fluctuations result from two coupled instabilities: high-
latitude Bödewadt-type boundary layer instability, and secondary non-axisymmetric
instability of a centripetal jet forming at the equator of the outer sphere. We explore
the variation of the magnetic and kinetic energies with the input parameters, and show
that a modified Elsasser number controls their evolution. We can thus compare with
experimental determinations of these energies and find a good agreement. Because of
the dipolar nature of the imposed magnetic field, the energy of magnetic fluctuations is
much larger near the inner sphere, but their origin lies in velocity fluctuations that are
initiated in the outer boundary layer.

Key words: boundary layer stability, geodynamo, MHD turbulence

1. Introduction
It is now well established that the magnetic field of most planets and stars is

generated by the dynamo mechanism (Larmor 1919; Elsasser 1946). Motions within
an electrically conducting medium can amplify infinitesimally small magnetic field
fluctuations up to a level where the Lorentz force that results is large enough to stop
their amplification. This is possible for large enough values of the magnetic Reynolds
number Rm = UL/η (where U is a typical flow velocity, L a typical length, and η is
the magnetic diffusivity of the medium).

† Email address for correspondence: Henri-Claude.Nataf@ujf-grenoble.fr
‡ Current address: Facultad de Ciencias, Universidad Autónoma del Estado de Morelos,

62209, Cuernavaca Morelos, México
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Analytical (Busse 1975) and numerical (Glatzmaier & Roberts 1995) convective
dynamo models, in which the flow is driven by the buoyancy force of thermal or
compositional origin, have demonstrated the relevance of the dynamo mechanism for
generating the Earth’s magnetic field. Other forcings, due to precession, tides or
impacts are also invoked to explain the fields of some other planets (Le Bars et al.
2011).

In 2000, two experiments demonstrated dynamo action in the lab (Gailitis et al.
2001; Stieglitz & Müller 2001). In both cases, the forcing was mechanical, with a
dominant large-scale flow. Efforts to produce dynamo action with a highly turbulent
flow are still underway (Frick et al. 2010; Kaplan et al. 2011; Lathrop & Forest
2011), while a rich variety of dynamo behaviours have been discovered in the von
Kármán sodium (VKS) experiment (Berhanu et al. 2007; Monchaux et al. 2007) when
ferromagnetic disks stir the fluid.

All these experiments use liquid sodium as a working fluid. The magnetic Prandtl
number Pm = ν/η of liquid sodium is less than 10−5 (ν is the kinematic viscosity),
so that experiments that achieve Rm of order 50 (as required for dynamo action)
have kinetic Reynolds number Re = UL/ν in excess of 106. This contrasts with
numerical simulations, which require lengthy computations with 10243 grid points
to reach Re = 104. Since Reynolds numbers of flows in planetary cores and stars are
much larger, we have to rely on theory to bridge the gap. Dynamo turbulence is a
crucial issue because dissipation is very much dependent upon the scale and strength
of turbulent fluctuations. The question of instabilities and turbulence is also central
in the study of accretion disks (Balbus & Hawley 1991). Laboratory experiments can
bring some constraints since they exhibit intermediate Reynolds numbers.

In that respect, the observation in several experiments of very peculiar frequency
spectra, characterized by a succession of peaks or bumps, deserves some attention.
Such bumpy spectra have been obtained in both spherical and cylindrical geometries,
when rotation or/and magnetic fields are present, two ingredients that also play a major
role in natural systems.

Kelley et al. (2007) were the first to observe a bumpy spectrum in a rotating
spherical Couette experiment. A small axial magnetic field was applied and the
induced field was used as a marker of the flow. The authors showed that the frequency
and pattern of the modes correspond to a set of inertial modes. Inertial modes are
the oscillatory linear response of a fluid to a time-dependent perturbation where
the Coriolis force is the restoring force. Two hypotheses have been put forward to
explain the excitation of inertial modes in these experiments: overcritical reflection
off the inner Stewartson layer (Kelley et al. 2010), and turbulence from the tangent
cylinder on the inner sphere (Matsui et al. 2011). Most recently, Rieutord et al. (2012)
presented data recorded in the 3 m diameter spherical Couette experiment of Dan
Lathrop’s group at the University of Maryland, and proposed a new interpretation.
They stress that there is a critical Rossby number below which modes of a given
azimuthal mode number m are no longer excited, and show that this happens when
the frequency of the mode is equal to the fluid velocity in the Stewartson layer above
the equator of the spinning inner sphere. This interpretation in terms of a critical layer
opens new perspectives that need to be investigated in more detail.

Bumpy frequency spectra were also reported by Schmitt et al. (2008) in the
Derviche Tourner sodium (DTS) magnetized spherical Couette flow experiment
(Cardin et al. 2002; Nataf et al. 2006, 2008; Brito et al. 2011). An example
is shown in figure 1(a). Schmitt et al. (2008) could show, by correlating signals
measured at several longitudes, that each bump is characterized by a given azimuthal
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FIGURE 1. (Colour online) Spectral bumps in the DTS magnetized spherical Couette flow
experiment. (a) Frequency spectra of the three components of the surface magnetic field
(br, bθ , bϕ in this order, bottom to top) measured at two different latitudes (5◦ and 45◦ as
indicated). The time window used is 4000 turns. Frequencies (x-axis) are normalized by the
rotation frequency of the inner sphere (f =−13.3 Hz). The spectral energy density (y-axis) is
normalized as in § 4.1 to facilitate the comparison with the corresponding simulation results.
The vertical scale applies to the lowest spectrum and successive spectra are shifted by one
decade for clarity (two decades between different latitudes). Note the succession of bumps
that dominate the spectra. (b) Covariance between two br time-series recorded at points 128◦
apart in longitude (same latitude = −35◦), in a frequency–azimuthal mode number (m) plot.
This plot shows that each spectral bump in (a) corresponds to a well-defined integer m,
which increases with frequency (step-wise succession of positive covariance values starting at
m= 0) (marked with a white ‘+’) .

wavenumber m (figure 1b). Schmitt et al. (2013) further investigated the properties of
the bumps and showed a good correspondence with linear magneto-inertial modes, in
which both the Coriolis and the Lorentz forces play a leading role.

Finally, modes of azimuthal wavenumber m = 1 were observed in two magnetized
Couette flow experiments aimed at detecting the magneto-rotational instability (MRI):
in spherical geometry in Maryland (Sisan et al. 2004) and in cylindrical geometry in
Princeton (Nornberg et al. 2010). Sisan et al. (2004) discovered magnetic modes that
appeared only when the imposed magnetic field was strong enough and interpreted
their observations as evidence for the MRI, even though the most unstable mode is
expected to be axisymmetric (m = 0) in their geometry. Rotating spherical Couette
flow in an axial magnetic field was studied numerically by Hollerbach (2009), who
suggested that instabilities of the meridional circulation in the equatorial region could
account for some of the modes observed by Sisan et al. (2004). Gissinger, Ji &
Goodman (2011) further investigated this situation and showed that the instabilities
that affect the Stewartson layer around the inner sphere, modified by the imposed
magnetic field, have properties similar to the MRI. In contrast to the standard MRI, the
instabilities found by Hollerbach (2009) and Gissinger et al. (2011) are inductionless.
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FIGURE 2. (Colour online) Sketch of the DTS experiment as modelled in this article. The
inner sphere of radius ri rotates around the vertical axis at angular velocity Ω . It consists of
a copper shell enclosing a permanent magnet, which produces the imposed dipolar magnetic
field Bd. Liquid sodium of electric conductivity σ fills the gap between the inner sphere and
the stainless steel outer shell of inner radius ro. The spherical coordinate system we use is
shown.

In the cylindrical Taylor–Couette geometry with a strong imposed axial field,
Nornberg et al. (2010) observed m= 1 rotating modes. They claimed that these modes
could be identified with the fast and slow magneto-Coriolis waves expected to develop
when both the Coriolis and Lorentz forces have a comparable strength. Considering
the fast magnetic diffusion in their experiment (Lundquist number of about 2), this
interpretation was rather questionable, and indeed Roach et al. (2012) have recently
reinterpreted these observations in terms of instabilities of an internal shear layer, in
the spirit of the findings of Gissinger et al. (2011).

Clearly, magnetized Couette flows display a rich palette of modes and instabilities,
and it is important to identify the proper mechanisms in order to extrapolate to natural
systems. Hollerbach has investigated the instabilities of magnetized spherical Couette
flow in a series of numerical simulations (Hollerbach & Skinner 2001; Hollerbach,
Canet & Fournier 2007; Hollerbach 2009). However, bumpy spectra as observed by
Schmitt et al. (2008) were never mentioned. In this article, we perform numerical
simulations in the geometry of the DTS experiment, and focus on the origin of these
bumpy spectra. The observations of Schmitt et al. (2008) are illustrated by figure 1,
but the reader should refer to their article for a more detailed presentation. More
specifically, we wish to answer the following major questions: How and where are the
various modes excited? Are these spectra observed because of the large value of the
Reynolds number?

We present the numerical model and the mean flow in § 2. We perform spectral
analyses in § 3, and investigate fluctuations and instabilities in § 4. A discussion
concludes the article.
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2. Numerical model and mean flow
The DTS experiment that we wish to model is a spherical Couette flow experiment

with an imposed dipolar magnetic field. Liquid sodium is used as the working fluid. It
is contained between an inner sphere and a concentric outer shell, from radius r = ri to
r = ro (ri = 74 mm, ro = 210 mm). The inner sphere consists of a 15 mm-thick copper
shell, which encloses a permanent magnet that produces the imposed magnetic field,
whose intensity reaches 175 mT at the equator of the inner sphere. The stainless steel
outer shell is 5 mm thick. The inner sphere can rotate around the vertical axis (which
is the axis of the dipole) at rotation rates f = 2πΩ up to 30 Hz. Although the outer
shell can also rotate independently around the vertical axis in DTS, we only consider
here the case when the outer sphere is at rest.

All these elements are taken into account in the numerical model, which is sketched
in figure 2. In particular, we reproduce the ratio in electric conductivity of the three
materials (copper, sodium, stainless steel). In the experiment, the inner sphere is held
by 25 mm-diameter stainless steel shafts, which are not included in the numerical
model.

2.1. Equations
We solve the Navier–Stokes and magnetic induction equations that govern the
evolution of the velocity and magnetic fields of an incompressible fluid in a spherical
shell:

∂u
∂t
+ (u ·∇)u=− 1

ρ
∇p+ ν∇2u+ 1

µ0ρ
(∇ × B)× B, (2.1)

∂B
∂t
=∇ × (u× B)−∇ × (η(r)∇ × B) , (2.2)

∇ ·u= 0, ∇ ·B= 0, (2.3)

where u and p stand for the velocity and pressure fields respectively. Time is denoted
by t, while ρ and ν are the density and kinematic viscosity of the fluid. The magnetic
diffusivity η(r) is given by η(r) = (µ0σ(r))−1 where σ(r) is the electric conductivity
of the medium (fluid or solid shells) and µ0 the magnetic permeability of vacuum. In
the fluid, the conductivity σ(r)= σNa is constant. The last term of (2.1) is the Lorentz
force. B is the magnetic field. It contains the imposed dipolar magnetic field Bd given
by:

Bd = B0
r3

o

r3
(2 cos θer + sin θeθ), (2.4)

where θ is the colatitude, er and eθ are the unitary vectors in the radial and orthoradial
directions. B0 is the intensity of the field at the equator on the outer surface of the
fluid (r = ro).

2.2. Boundary conditions
We use no-slip boundary conditions for the velocity field on the inner and outer
surfaces:

u=Ωr sin θeϕ for r 6 ri, u= 0 for r > ro. (2.5)

We model the copper shell that holds the magnet in DTS as a conductive shell
with electric conductivity σCu = 4.2σNa. The outer stainless steel shell is modelled
as a shell of conductivity σSS = σNa/9. These values reproduce the experimental
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conductivity contrasts. The conductivity jumps are implemented by taking a continuous
radial conductivity profile with sharp localized variations at both interfaces (grid point
density increased by a factor 3–5). The internal magnet and the medium beyond the
outer stainless steel shell are modelled as electric insulators. The magnetic field thus
matches potential fields at the inner and outer surfaces.

2.3. Numerical scheme
Our three-dimensional spherical code (XSHELLS) uses second-order finite differences
in radius and a pseudo-spectral spherical harmonic expansion, for which it relies on
the very efficient spherical harmonic transform of the SHTns library (Schaeffer 2012).
It performs the time stepping of the momentum equation in the fluid spherical shell,
and the time stepping of the induction equation both in the conducting walls and
in the fluid. It uses a semi-implicit Crank–Nicholson scheme for the diffusive terms,
while the nonlinear terms are handled by an Adams–Bashforth scheme (second-order
in time). The simulations that we present typically have 600 radial grid points (with a
significant concentration near the interfaces) while the spherical harmonic expansion is
carried up to degree 120 and order 40.

2.4. Dimensionless parameters
We define in table 1 the dimensionless numbers that govern the solutions in our
problem. We pick the outer radius ro as a length scale, and B0, the intensity of the
magnetic field at the equator of the outer surface, as a magnetic field scale. Note that,
due to the dipolar nature of the imposed magnetic field, its intensity is 23 times larger
at the equator of the inner sphere. The angular velocity of the inner sphere yields the
inverse of the time scale. We choose U =Ωri, the tangential velocity at the equator of
the inner sphere, as typical velocity.

The solutions are governed by three independent dimensionless numbers but several
combinations are possible and we try to pick the most relevant ones. The magnetic
Prandtl number Pm compares the diffusion of momentum to that of the magnetic field.
It is small in both the simulations and the experiment. The Reynolds number Re is
of course essential, as it determines the level of fluctuations. It is not feasible to run
numerical simulations with Reynolds numbers as large as in the DTS experiment.

However, one of the main findings of Brito et al. (2011) is that, because of the
imposed dipolar magnetic field, the time-averaged flow is mainly governed by the
balance between the Lorentz and the Coriolis forces, where the latter is due to the
global rotation of the fluid, which is very efficiently entrained by the inner sphere,
even when the outer sphere is at rest. That balance is measured by the Elsasser
number Λ. Brito et al. (2011) showed that one can recover the proper balance at
achievable values of Re by reducing the influence of the magnetic field, keeping the
effective Elsasser number Λ as in the experiment.

Nevertheless, Cardin et al. (2002) introduced another number λ (named the Lehnert
number by Jault (2008)), which provides a better measure of this balance for fast
time-dependent phenomena. The Lehnert number λ compares the period of Alfvén
waves to that of inertial waves. It is given by:

λ= B0

Ωri
√
ρµ0

. (2.6)

In the Earth’s core, this number is of order 10−4 and inertial waves dominate. They
force the flow to be quasi-geostrophic on short time scales (Jault 2008). However,
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FIGURE 3. (Colour online) Time-averaged meridional slice of the velocity field. (a) Angular
velocity isovalues. Note the zone of super-rotation near the inner sphere. (b) Meridional
streamlines. The maximum meridional velocity is 0.4. Pm = 10−3, Re = 2611, Λ =
3.4× 10−2.

magnetic diffusion severely limits the propagation of Alfvén waves in the DTS
experiment. This is measured by the Lundquist number, which is the ratio of the
magnetic diffusion time to the typical transit time of an Alfvén wave across the sphere,
here given by:

Lu= roB0

η
√
ρµ0

, (2.7)

which is taken as Lu = 0.5 in the numerical simulations, in agreement with the
experimental value.

We therefore follow the same strategy as Brito et al. (2011), and try to keep the
Elsasser number of the numerical simulations similar to its experimental value. Our
reference case thus has: Pm = 10−3, Re = 2611 and Λ = 3.4 × 10−2. The Hartmann
number is Ha = 16, much smaller that its experimental counterpart (Ha = 200). It
follows that λ= 6.8× 10−2 and Rm= RePm= 2.6 for the reference case. Most results
shown in this article relate to our reference case, but we also present some results
computed for other Reynolds and Hartmann numbers, as indicated in table 1.

2.5. Mean flow
The time-averaged properties of the magnetized spherical Couette flow have been
investigated in detail by Brito et al. (2011), and we simply recall here a few key
observations. We plot in figure 3 the time-averaged velocity field in a meridional
plane, for our reference simulation (Pm = 10−3, Re = 2611 and Λ = 3.4 × 10−2). Two
distinct regions show up in the map of mean angular velocity (figure 3a): an outer
almost geostrophic region, where the angular velocity predominately varies with the
cylindrical radius s; and an inner region that tends to obey Ferraro’s law (Ferraro
1937) around the equator: namely, the angular velocity is nearly constant along field
lines of the imposed dipolar magnetic field. Note the presence of a thin boundary layer
at the outer surface. The poloidal streamlines (figure 3b) display a circulation from
the equator towards the poles beneath the outer surface, where the polewards velocity
reaches 0.4Ωri.
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FIGURE 4. (Colour online) Radial profiles of time-averaged angular velocity in the equatorial
plane for different simulations with the same parameters (Pm = 10−3, Re = 2611 and
Λ = 3.4 × 10−2). Dotted line: axisymmetric equatorially symmetric solution of Brito et al.
(2011); solid line: axisymmetric solution computed with our XSHELLS code; dashed line: 3D
solution from XSHELLS. The curves at the bottom give the unsigned difference between
the three-dimensional solution and the axisymmetric one (upper), and between the two
axisymmetric solutions (lower), scaled up by a factor 5.

To check our numerical set-up, we compare the time-averaged velocity field of our
simulation with that obtained by Brito et al. (2011) using an independent axisymmetric
equatorially symmetric code. The parameters and boundary conditions are identical,
except that the magnetic boundary condition at r = ro is treated in the thin-shell
approximation in Brito et al. (2011).

Figure 4 compares the radial profile of the angular velocity in the equatorial plane
computed by Brito et al. (2011) to our axisymmetric solution, averaged over 50
rotation times, and to our three-dimensional spherical solution, averaged over 100
rotation times. The two axisymmetric solutions agree very well, while the three-
dimensional solution exhibits a slightly lower angular velocity near the outer surface.
Note that the angular velocity of the fluid reaches values as high as 20 % larger than
that of the inner sphere. This phenomenon of super-rotation was first predicted by
Dormy, Cardin & Jault (1998) in the same geometry (also see Starchenko 1997), but
in their linear study, the zone of super-rotation was enclosed in the magnetic field line
touching the equator of the outer sphere. There, the induced electric currents have to
cross the magnetic field lines in order to loop back to the inner sphere. This produces
a Lorentz force, which accelerates the fluid. Hollerbach et al. (2007) showed that
nonlinear terms shift the zone of super-rotation from the outer sphere to close to the
inner sphere, as observed here. The excess of 20 % is in good agreement with the
super-rotation measured in the DTS experiment for f = 3 Hz (Re = 4.5 × 105) (Brito
et al. 2011).

3. Spectra and modes
3.1. Frequency spectra

In order to compare the numerical results to the experimental measurements of the
fluctuations, we perform a simulation over a long time-window (600 rotation periods)
and record the magnetic field induced at the surface at selected latitudes. We then
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FIGURE 5. (Colour online) Spectral bumps in our reference numerical simulation (Pm =
10−3, Re = 2611 and Λ = 3.4 × 10−2). (a) Frequency spectra of the three components of
the magnetic field (br, bθ , bϕ in this order, from bottom to top) recorded at two different
latitudes (0 and 41◦ as indicated). Same non-dimensionalization and plotting conventions as
in figure 1(a). The time window used lasts 540 turns. Note the spectral bumps and compare
with figure 1(a). (b) m versus frequency plot for the same run, obtained from the covariance
of two bϕ time-series recorded at points 72◦ apart in longitude (same latitude = 41◦). The red
positive patches (marked with a white ‘+’) for negative m indicate that the successive spectral
bumps have a well-defined mode number m, whose absolute value increases with frequency
(compare with figure 1b where the relevant m are positive because the inner sphere spins in
the negative direction).

compute the power spectra of these records as a function of frequency. Typical spectra
are shown in figure 5(a). A sequence of bumps is clearly visible for both the radial
and the azimuthal components of the magnetic field. The spectra do not display
power-law behaviour.

We note that long time series (longer than 300 rotation periods) are needed for the
spectral bumps to show up clearly. The bumps are not as pronounced as in figure 1(a),
but we note that 4000 turns were used for those experimental spectra. It is also
possible that the bumps are enhanced at higher Reynolds number.

3.2. Azimuthal mode number
Pursuing further the comparison with the experimental results, we examine whether
the various spectral bumps correspond to specific azimuthal mode numbers. As in
Schmitt et al. (2008), we correlate the signals computed at the same latitude (41◦)
but 72◦ apart in longitude. The signals are first narrow-band filtered, and we plot in
figure 5(b) the amplitude of the covariance (colour scale) as a function of the peak
frequency of the filter, for time-delays between the two, converted into azimuthal mode
number m (y-axis). As in the experiments (see figure 1b), we find that each spectral
bump corresponds to a single dominant (here negative by convention) azimuthal mode
number m. The successive bumps have increasing azimuthal m (1, 2 and 3).
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FIGURE 6. (Colour online) Partial energy frequency spectra Em($) of the equatorially
symmetric magnetic field at r < 0.55. Frequencies are normalized by f , the rotation frequency
of the inner sphere. (a) Raw spectra for azimuthal mode numbers m = 0 to 4 (shifted
vertically for clarity). The vertical grey solid line indicates the frequency $ ∗ at which we
retrieve the m = 2 mode structure in figure 8. (b) Same as (a) except that frequencies are
shifted according to: $shifted =$ − mffluid (see text).

3.3. Full Fourier transform
In the numerical simulations, we can construct frequency spectra for each m. When
the stationary regime is reached, we record 900 snapshots of the full fields, regularly
spaced in time during 100 rotation periods: F(r, θ, ϕ, t), where F can be either u or
B. A two-dimensional Fourier transform in the azimuthal and temporal directions ϕ
and t gives us a collection of complex vectors F$

m representing the field for azimuthal
number m and discrete frequency $ , such that

F(r, θ, ϕ, t)=
∑

m

∑

$

F$
m (r, θ)e

i(mϕ−$ t). (3.1)

Note that the sign of the frequency has thus a precise meaning: positive (negative)
frequencies correspond to prograde (retrograde) waves or modes.

This allows us to compute partial energy spectra

Em($)=
∫ r2

r1

∫ θ2

θ1

‖F$
m (r, θ)‖2 r sin θ dθ dr. (3.2)

Magnetic partial energy spectra Em($) for the inner region (0.35 < r < 0.55,
0 < θ < π) are shown in figure 6(a) for m = 0–4. They are dominated by a single
peak, which moves towards positive (prograde) frequencies as m increases. This can
be interpreted as the advection of stationary or low-frequency structures by a prograde
fluid velocity. We therefore shift the frequency of the spectra in figure 6(b), according
to:

$shifted =$ − mffluid (3.3)

where ffluid = 0.5. We choose this value because it provides a good alignment of
the spectral peaks and is compatible with the bulk fluid velocity in the outer region
beneath the boundary layer (see figure 3a). This shift explains the linear evolution of
the frequencies of the spectral bumps with m observed both in the DTS experiment
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FIGURE 7. (Colour online) Partial energy frequency spectra Em($) of the magnetic field
at the outer surface (1 < r < 1.024, 0.35 < sin θ < 0.6) for different m. (a) Equatorially
symmetric part. (b) Equatorially antisymmetric part. Frequencies are normalized by f , the
rotation frequency of the inner sphere, and are shifted according to (3.3). Pm = 10−3,
Re= 2611 and Λ= 3.4× 10−2.

(figure 1b) and in the simulation (figure 5b). It means that the peaks are caused by the
advection of periodic structures by the mean flow, or by a non-dispersive wave.

We now turn to the partial energy spectra of the magnetic field at high latitude
(0.35 < sin θ < 0.6), at the surface of the sphere (1 < r < 1.024), displayed in figures
7(a) and 7(b) for the equatorially symmetric and antisymmetric parts, respectively.
The frequencies are again shifted according to (3.3). This time, three peaks dominate
the m = 0 spectra. The spectrum is symmetric with respect to $ = 0 since there
cannot be prograde or retrograde propagation for m = 0: only latitudinal propagation
or time-oscillations are permitted. The lateral peaks yield a frequency $ † ' 1.8. As
m increases, the lateral peak becomes dominant in the prograde direction, while it
vanishes in the retrograde direction. We note that the peaks are well aligned in these
shifted representations, meaning that these secondary fluctuations are also advected
at roughly the same angular velocity as the central peak. But both stationary and
propagating waves are required to explain that this peak is not at zero frequency, and
that it has both a prograde and a retrograde signature, and that the former dominates
for m 6= 0.

Note that these secondary peaks do not show up in the regular frequency spectra or
m-plots of point measurements (figure 5). This illustrates the interest and potential of
the full Fourier transform method that we have developed.

3.4. Mode structure
Picking the frequency that yields the maximum spectral energy density for a given
m, we derive the structure of the corresponding mode. One example for m = 2 is
shown in figure 8, where we plot, for both ur and Br, the structure of the mode in a
meridional plane and in map view at r = 0.95. We selected a mode for which Br is
symmetric with respect to the equator (and thus ur is antisymmetric).

The meridional map for ur reveals structures in the outer region, while Br shows
similar patterns that extend deeper down to the inner sphere. While the map view of
ur near the outer boundary displays short-wavelength structures, we find it remarkable
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FIGURE 8. (Colour online) m= 2 mode structure given by the full Fourier transform method,
for frequency $ ∗ = 0.9, which corresponds to the m = 2 peak in figure 6(a). Pm = 10−3,
Re = 2611 and Λ = 3.4 × 10−2. Energy densities are normalized by E0

K = ρΩ2r2
i /2. (a), (b)

Isovalues in the ϕ = 0◦ meridional plane of the radial velocity and radial magnetic field,
respectively. (c), (d) Map view of the isovalues at r = 0.95 of the radial velocity and radial
magnetic field, respectively. Positive (negative) extrema are marked with a white ‘+’ (‘-’)
symbol, respectively.

that the structure of Br is very smooth and very similar to those retrieved in the DTS
experiment, and well-accounted for in the linear modal approach of Schmitt et al.
(2013).

4. Fluctuations and instabilities
Having shown that our numerical simulations recover the essential features of the

modes and spectra of the DTS experiment, even though their Reynolds number is
much smaller, we now examine where and how the modes are excited. The first guide
we use is the location of the largest fluctuations.

4.1. Energy fluctuations

We compute the kinetic energy density as δEK = ρ〈(u− 〈u〉)2〉/2 and the magnetic
energy density as δEM = 〈(b− 〈b〉)2〉/2µ0, where 〈〉 denotes time-averaging. We
normalize both by a reference kinetic energy density E0

K = ρΩ2r2
i /2, and we integrate

over azimuth.
Figure 9 displays the resulting kinetic and magnetic energy densities of the

fluctuations in a meridional plane for our reference simulation. We observe that the
kinetic energy is maximum in the outer boundary layer, while the (much weaker)
magnetic energy extends all the way to the inner sphere.

Figure 10 shows the radial profiles obtained after integration over the colatitude
θ . It illustrates the effect of varying the Reynolds and the Hartmann numbers of the
simulations. The fluctuations remain strongest in the outer boundary layer, but extend
deeper inside the fluid with increasing Reynolds number. For the highest Reynolds
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FIGURE 10. (Colour online) Time-and-colatitude-averaged energy density of the fluctuations
as a function of radius r. (a) Kinetic energy. (b) Magnetic energy. The energy densities are
normalized by E0

K . The plots compare the fluctuations obtained for three simulations with the
same Hartmann number (Ha = 16) and increasing Reynolds numbers (Re = 2611, 5070 and
10 100), and three simulations with the same Reynolds number (Re = 2611) and increasing
Hartmann numbers (Ha = 16, 19 and 31). Other dimensionless numbers as in table 1. Note
that the magnetic energy is smaller than the kinetic energy by three orders of magnitude,
but increases strongly toward the inner sphere for the simulation with the highest Reynolds
number.

number (Re= 10 100), this causes the magnetic energy to strongly increase with depth,
as the fluctuations interact with the larger imposed magnetic field near the inner
sphere.

4.2. Origin of the fluctuations
It is beyond the scope of this paper to characterize the complete scenario by which
instabilities develop in our geometry. However, we find it important to identify where
the instabilities originate in order to understand the excitation of the modes we observe
and extrapolate to other situations. The energy maps (figure 9) as well as movies of
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FIGURE 11. (Colour online) Meridional snap-shots of the angular velocity of the fluid at
successive times t (given in number of turns of the inner sphere) in our reference simulation.
Pm= 10−3, Re= 2611 and Λ= 3.4× 10−2. (a) t = 17.5; (b) t = 93.8; (c) t = 675.

the simulations (see online supplementary material available at journals.cambridge.org/
flm) strongly suggest that fluctuations are initiated in the outer boundary layer. There
is a large azimuthal velocity drop across the outer boundary layer, from the vigorously
entrained fluid in the core flow to the outer container at rest.

A detailed inspection of the numerical simulations reveals two types of instabilities,
which do not occur in the same region but appear to be coupled through the
meridional circulation: (i) instability of a Bödewadt-type layer at high latitude; (ii)
secondary instability of a centripetal jet at the equator. We use the meridional snap-
shots of figure 11 to illustrate these two mechanisms.

4.2.1. Bödewadt layer instability
The flow that appears when a fluid rotates at constant angular velocity above a

flat disk at rest has been studied by Bödewadt (1940) who has found the analytic
expression of the boundary layer that develops at the surface of the disk. It is
characterized by a large overshoot in the azimuthal velocity profile caused by the
centripetal radial circulation. As shown by Lingwood (1997), this boundary layer is
particularly unstable, and several teams have analysed the instabilities that take place
(e.g. Savas 1987; Lingwood 1997; Gauthier, Gondret & Rabaud 1999; Schouveiler, Le
Gal & Chauve 2001; Lopez et al. 2009). Two types of instability have been reported:
axisymmetric rolls that propagate inwards (following the centripetal circulation of
the boundary layer), and spiral rolls. A Bödewadt-type situation is encountered in
our geometry at high latitude. Figure 3(a) shows a clear overshoot of the angular
velocity at latitudes above ∼40◦, linked to a polewards meridional circulation. In
this region, we observe polewards-propagating axisymmetric rolls in our simulations
when the inner sphere is spun from rest. This is best seen in the movies provided as
supplementary material online, but the signature of the rolls is clearly visible at high
latitude in the three snap-shots of figure 11.

It also shows up in the spatio-temporal representations of the instabilities at
r = 0.95, just beneath the outer boundary layer (figure 12). Figure 12(a) gives the
axisymmetric part of uθ as a function of time (x-axis) and latitude (y-axis) from
−π/2 to π/2. The high-latitude rolls show up as successive inclined lines in this
time–latitude plot.
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FIGURE 12. (Colour online) Spatio-temporal representation of the velocity fluctuations in the
simulation at radius r = 0.95. Pm = 10−3, Re = 2611 and Λ = 3.4 × 10−2. (a) uθ isovalues
of the axisymmetric flow (m = 0) in a latitude–time plot. (b) uϕ isovalues at 10◦ latitude
in a longitude–time plot (m = 0 term removed). Velocities are normalized by the reference
velocity Ωri. Time is given in rotation periods.

Note that similar high-latitude rolls have been reported in axisymmetric simulations
of magnetized spherical Couette flow (Hollerbach et al. 2007; Brito et al. 2011).

4.2.2. Equatorial centripetal jet instability
A different kind of instability takes place at the equator. In figure 12(a), polewards-

migrating rings yield a butterfly pattern, which also reveals that the equatorial
downwelling instability creates a meridional circulation of opposite sign around the
equator for t < 30 turns. Brito et al. (2011) report this equatorial counter-rotating
cell for some parameters in their axisymmetric equatorially symmetric simulations. As
shown in figure 11(a), it is associated with a sheet that draws fluid – and reduced
angular momentum – from the outer boundary inside the sphere, in the equatorial
plane. It can probably be described as a centrifugal Taylor–Görtler instability (Saric
1994), similar to those observed by Noir et al. (2009) in libration-induced flows in a
sphere. As usually happens for these vortices, the nonlinear evolution of the instability
leads to mushroom-type downwellings (figure 11b,c and online movies (supplementary
material)).

At time t ' 24 turns, both the equatorial symmetry and the axisymmetry are broken
by an m = 3 undulation, which rapidly disrupts the pattern of the fluctuations. Note
however that axisymmetric bursts persist throughout, with amplitudes comparable to
the initial ones. They propagate mostly polewards, but some occasionally cross the
equator.
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The m = 3 undulation is best observed in the spatio-temporal plot of figure 12(b),
which displays the non-axisymmetric fluctuations of the azimuthal velocity at a
latitude of 10◦, as a function of time and longitude (y-axis) from 0 to 2π. Until t ' 24
turns, there is no non-axisymmetric fluctuation, but at t ' 24 turns an m = 3 mode
appears (there are three maxima on a vertical line for a given t). After a few turns,
this initial m = 3 undulation is replaced by chaotic fluctuations with dominant m = 1
and m= 2 contributions, which travel in the prograde direction with approximately the
same velocity (given by the slope of the colour streaks in this figure).

The m = 3 secondary instability is similar to those observed in non-magnetic
spherical Couette flow (Dumas 1991; Guervilly & Cardin 2010) or with an axial
magnetic field (Hollerbach 2009). In these cases, it takes place on the centrifugal
equatorial jet, which is a primary feature of these flows.

In our case note that, while the equatorial counter-rotating cell is essential for the
centripetal jet to form, the time-averaged meridional circulation (shown in figure 3b)
does not show this feature, as if the interplay of the developed instabilities had erased
it.

4.2.3. Threshold of instability
Although we do not intend to decipher the complete scenario of instability, we have

determined the threshold of instability, which is found at Rec = 1860, with a critical
azimuthal mode number of 2. Interestingly, it seems that the two (coupled) instabilities
described above are present from this threshold. We can relate this threshold to the
critical Reynolds number of the boundary layer. Following Lingwood (1997), we
define the local Reynolds number re= ω?s?l/ν, where l is the thickness of the laminar
boundary layer: l=√ν/ω?, with ω? the dimensional angular velocity of the fluid with
respect to the wall at a position specified by its dimensional cylindrical radius s?. We
can relate it to our global Reynolds number Re by:

re= ωs
√

ro

ri

√
Re, (4.1)

where the angular velocity ω just outside the boundary layer is non-dimensionalized
by 2πf and the cylindrical radius s by ro, as before. Picking ω ' 0.7 at a
latitude of 45◦ (s ' 0.7) from figure 4, we get rec ' 36. This is somewhat
larger than the critical value of 21.6 found by Lingwood (1997) for the absolute
instability of a pure Bödewadt layer, for which she predicts a critical mode number
mc = βcrec = −0.1174 × 21.6 ' −2.5, which is not incompatible with our observation
of an initial m = 2 or m = 3 pattern. It is difficult to assess whether the higher
threshold we get is due to a stabilizing effect of the magnetic field as in Moresco &
Alboussière (2004), or to the spherical geometry.

In any case, all the experiments analysed by Schmitt et al. (2008, 2013) are far
above this threshold. Our main conclusion at this stage is that the fluctuations we
observe are initiated in the outer boundary layer, where the influence of the magnetic
field is probably negligible. Because the fluid is in rapid rotation beneath the outer
sphere at rest, the outer boundary is very unstable, and subject to non-geostrophic
instabilities. We therefore expect a radically different behaviour when the outer sphere
spins and the boundary layer is of Ekman type.

4.3. Comparison with experimental results
We cannot measure the total kinetic and magnetic energies of the fluctuations in

the DTS experiment. However, we can make a quantitative assessment of the energy
of the fluctuations as a function of radius, at given latitudes. The kinetic energy is
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FIGURE 13. (Colour online) Energy of the fluctuations in the DTS experiment (all energy
densities are normalized by E0

K = ρΩ2r2
i /2). (a) Selected radial profiles of the kinetic energy

of the fluctuations δEK deduced from ultrasonic Doppler radial velocity measurements at
latitude −20◦. (b) Selected radial profiles of the magnetic energy of the fluctuations δEM
deduced from bϕ measurements in a sleeve at two different latitudes (10◦ – solid green – and
40◦ – dashed blue). The symbols correspond to different rotation rates f of the inner sphere,
given in Hz in the legends. (c) Evolution of the kinetic (‘×’) and magnetic (‘+’) energies
as a function of the inverse of the Elsasser number. The small black symbols are from the
numerical simulations. The large coloured symbols are deduced from the maximum value of
the experimental radial profiles of δEK and δEM at various latitudes and forcings f , using the
same markers. Note that magnetic energies are multiplied by 100.

obtained from the fluctuations of the radial velocity measured by ultrasound Doppler
velocimetry along a radial shot at a latitude of −20◦. The magnetic energy is derived
from the fluctuations of the azimuthal component of the magnetic field measured
at three latitudes, 10◦, 20◦ and 40◦, and at six different radii, using Hall probes
inserted in a sleeve, after removing a contribution at the rotation frequency f and
harmonics, which is due to small heterogeneities of the imposed magnetic field. All
energy densities are scaled with E0

K = ρΩ2r2
i /2. As for the simulations, we integrate

over azimuth by multiplying the measured r.m.s. by 2πr sin θ and convert to energy.
In order to relate to the numerical results, we assume that fluctuations are isotropic.
Additional measurements of the magnetic energy from radial and orthoradial probes
partly support this hypothesis. Nevertheless, the comparison remains approximative.

The kinetic energy profiles (figure 13a) confirm that fluctuations are strongest near
the outer surface. The maximum is deeper than in the numerical simulations (compare
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with figure 10a), a consequence of the much higher Reynolds number. Note however
that the thin viscous boundary layer cannot be resolved from the Doppler velocity
profiles.

The magnetic energy profiles (figure 13b) clearly show that fluctuations are strongest
near the inner sphere. Figure 10(b) shows that only the simulation with the highest
Reynolds number displays this behaviour.

Figure 13(c) compares the kinetic and magnetic energies of the fluctuations obtained
from both the simulations (small black crosses) and the experiments (large coloured
crosses). Since we do not have the full latitudinal dependence in the experiments, we
simply take the maximum of each profile as an estimate of the overall energy. The
horizontal axis is Λ−1, the inverse of the Elsasser number. It measures the ratio of the
inertial force to the Lorentz force. The magnetic energy remains much smaller than the
kinetic energy. It clearly increases with Λ−1 in the simulations: velocity fluctuations
penetrate deeper into the fluid and induce larger magnetic fluctuations because the
imposed magnetic field is stronger there. The experimental data follow the same trend
for small forcing f , but there seems to be a strong drop near Λ−1 = 100, before it
increases again. We have no explanation for this behaviour.

4.4. The role of the Lorentz force
Although magnetic energies are much smaller than kinetic energies, the Lorentz force
plays a major role. The strong imposed dipolar magnetic field governs the dynamics of
the mean flow in the DTS experiment. In particular, the very efficient entrainment of
the fluid by the conductive inner sphere, and the zone of super-rotation next to it, are
entirely due to the presence of the magnetic field.

In order to see the effect of the Lorentz force on the fluctuations, we have run
a simulation in which the Lorentz force is nulled out except for m = 0. We find
that the radial profile of angular velocity at the equator remains essentially the same,
illustrating that nonlinear interactions of fluctuations with m 6= 0 barely contribute
to the mean flow. Frequency spectra of the surface magnetic field (figure 14a) still
display spectral bumps, but they are narrower and much more intense. Furthermore,
the azimuthal mode number analysis (figure 14b) reveals that modes of a given m
show up at several distinct frequencies.

The damping effect of the Lorentz force is best illustrated by plots of the radial
profile of the energy of the fluctuations. Figure 15 displays the resulting radial profiles
of the kinetic and magnetic energies, integrated over time and colatitude. While the
kinetic energy of the fluctuations is negligible for r < 0.6 when the Lorentz force is
present, fluctuations invade the complete fluid shell when it is suppressed. Fluctuations
are largest beneath the outer shell where the magnetic field is weakest, but even there
fluctuations are much weaker when the Lorentz force is active.

The magnetic energy of the fluctuations reaches only a thousandth of the kinetic
energy in the DTS configuration. Not surprisingly, when the Lorentz force is
suppressed, it jumps by a factor of 100 near the inner sphere, where the imposed
magnetic field is strongest. This demonstrates how dangerous it can be to infer
magnetic energy and dissipation from flow solutions computed without the feedback
of the Lorentz force (see discussion between Glatzmaier 2008 and Liu, Goldreich &
Stevenson 2008).

5. Discussion
We have obtained bumpy frequency spectra in numerical simulations of the

magnetized spherical Couette flow (figure 5a). They compare very well with spectra
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FIGURE 14. (Colour online) Same as figure 5 but for a simulation where the Lorentz force
is nulled out for m 6= 0. Sharp spectral peaks are observed on all three components of the
magnetic field. Neighbouring frequencies can have different azimuthal modenumber m.
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FIGURE 15. (Colour online) Time-and-colatitude-averaged energy density of the fluctuations
as a function of radius r. This plot compares the kinetic (solid lines) and magnetic (dashed
lines) energies of the reference simulation (thin red) with a simulation (thick blue) with the
same parameters (Pm= 10−3, Re= 2611 and Λ= 3.4× 10−2), but in which the Lorentz force
has been nulled out for m 6= 0. Note that the magnetic energy is two orders of magnitude
larger in the latter case.

obtained in the DTS experiment from magnetic and electric time-records (Schmitt et al.
2008). As in the experiment, the dominant azimuthal mode number increases by 1
from one frequency bump to the next (figure 5b). Very large Reynolds numbers are
not required for getting this behaviour, but one needs to accumulate long time-series
(typically 300 turns of the inner sphere) for the peaks to show up clearly in the spectra.
However, we note that bumps in the numerical spectra are not as pronounced as in the
experiments.
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We have developed a new method, which bridges the gap between the linear modal
approach (Rieutord & Valdettaro 1997; Kelley et al. 2007; Schmitt et al. 2008) and
full nonlinear simulations and experiments. By performing a time-domain Fourier
transform of the full fields for each azimuthal number m, we recover the dominant
frequencies (figures 6 and 7) and obtain the structure of the modes (figure 8), which
can then be compared to linear solutions and to experimental observations. We think
that this approach will help in identifying the mode selection mechanism in other
experiments (Kelley et al. 2010).

Snap-shots (figure 11) and spatio-temporal plots (figure 12) reveal a rather different
story, in which chaotic instabilities are swept by the flow. We could show that these
two views are dual: since the instabilities circle around the sphere, the parts that are
in phase between two successive passages are statistically enhanced. Since the spectral
bumps are more pronounced in the experiments, this effect appears to be more efficient
at large Reynolds number.

The maps of the kinetic energy of the fluctuations (figures 9a, 10a and 13a) indicate
that they are initiated in the outer boundary layer, with only minor influence of the
magnetic field. Instabilities appear above a critical Reynolds number Rec = 1860. We
identify two types of instability: (i) axisymmetric polewards-migrating rolls at high
latitude; (ii) non-axisymmetric (m = 2 at the threshold) secondary instabilities of an
equatorial centripetal jet. The first type is similar to the instabilities of a Bödewadt
layer. The second type resembles the jet instability of the centrifugal equatorial sheet
in non-magnetized spherical Couette flow. The two instabilities are coupled by the
meridional circulation (they trigger one another), and the system quickly evolves
towards a chaotic state in which outer boundary layer instabilities are swept around by
the azimuthal and meridional large-scale flows.

Schmitt et al. (2008) observe that fluctuations in the DTS experiment are delayed
and reduced when the outer sphere is spinning. We think that this is because
the boundary layer is then closer to an Ekman-type, which is much more stable
(Lingwood 1997), and that non-geostrophic instabilities are hampered.

The fluctuations of kinetic energy are much larger than those of magnetic energy
(figure 13c), which are mostly slaves of the former. If we assume that the magnetic
fluctuations scale as b ' aRmB, we obtain that the ratio of the magnetic to kinetic
energy behaves as δEM/δEK ' a2Lu2, where Lu is the Lundquist number defined in
§ 2.4. Since the Lundquist number is of order one in both the experiments and the
simulations the a pre-factor must be rather small to explain the observed energy
contrast. In fact, direct measurements of the mean induced azimuthal magnetic field
yield a ' 0.1. Both the DTS measurements (figure 13b) and our largest Reynolds
number numerical simulation (figure 10b) display a strong increase of the magnetic
energy fluctuations when getting closer to the inner sphere. This appears to be
essentially the consequence of the strong increase of the imposed dipolar field there.
Indeed, the local Lundquist number increases from Lu= 0.5 at the equator of the outer
sphere to Lu= 12 at the equator of the inner sphere.

At first order, we expect both energies to be proportional to the square of the
imposed inner sphere velocity. However, we note that when scaled accordingly, the
kinetic energy tends to decrease when the forcing is increased, while the scaled
magnetic energy increases (figure 13c). Brito et al. (2011) showed that the energy
of the mean flow behaves similarly, and proposed that this is a consequence of the
increasing turbulent friction at the outer surface: as the friction increases, the core
flow is slowed down, while the shear between the spinning inner sphere and the fluid
increases, inducing a stronger magnetic field. We think that another effect explains
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the trend observed for the energy fluctuations: as the forcing increases, the damping
effect of the magnetic field decreases. Instabilities penetrate deeper into the fluid
and produce larger magnetic fluctuations, even though their scaled kinetic energy is
reduced because of the decreased velocity drop across the outer boundary layer. We
note that for large forcing f the magnetic energy is smaller in the experiments than in
the simulations, suggesting again the role of the strong turbulence.

Although the magnetic energy is very small, the Lorentz force plays a major role:
it determines the very efficient entrainment of the fluid by the spinning inner sphere,
but it also heavily damps the fluctuations in most of the fluid. When we remove the
Lorentz force for m 6= 0, fluctuations invade the fluid (figure 15), and sharper and more
numerous frequency peaks are observed in the spectra (figure 14). This gets closer to
the observations of Kelley et al. (2007), where the imposed magnetic field was weak
and only served as a marker of the flow.

Even though bumpy frequency spectra are observed in both situations (weak or
strong magnetic field), they differ in several important aspects. In the DTS experiment,
we observe broad peaks corresponding to azimuthal mode numbers up to m = 10
for all rotation rates f of the inner sphere, when the outer sphere is at rest. Both
equatorially symmetric and antisymmetric modes are present (Schmitt et al. 2013).
The fluid is efficiently entrained by the magnetic coupling with the spinning inner
sphere, and the largest velocity gradients are located near the outer boundary. Modes
and fluctuations are strongly damped by the imposed magnetic field.

In contrast, when the magnetic field is weak and the outer sphere is also spinning,
as in Kelley et al. (2007) and Rieutord et al. (2012), the spectra are dominated by
sharp peaks corresponding to inertial modes with selected azimuthal numbers m. Only
equatorially antisymmetric modes appear to be excited (Rieutord et al. 2012). Most
of the fluid rotates rigidly with the outer sphere, and velocity gradients are strong
only in the Stewartson layer tangent to the inner sphere. Rieutord et al. (2012) show
that this layer can behave as a critical layer, thereby exciting modes with a dominant
azimuthal mode number m = −4ω̂/Ro, where ω̂ is the frequency of the mode. The
Rossby number is defined as Ro= fi/fo − 1, where fi and fo are the rotation frequencies
of the inner and outer spheres, respectively.

Because of these differences, we do not expect the mechanism proposed by Rieutord
et al. (2012) to apply to the situation discussed in this article. However, it would be
interesting to investigate whether the idea of critical layers can help in understanding
the sort of statistical resonance we invoke to explain our observations.

Note that in our geometry, one could have expected instabilities to develop in the
inner region near the equator, where the flow obeys Ferraro’s law, and where a small
velocity perturbation produces a large Lorentz force. This does not appear to be the
case. In the present study, we have kept the Lundquist number small, as in the DTS
experiment. Alfvén waves are therefore damped out rapidly. They might still contribute
to shaping the modes near the inner sphere. It would be interesting to investigate the
turbulent regime in the DTS geometry at larger Lundquist number.
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Supplementary movies are available at journals.cambridge.org/flm.
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The contribution of small scale turbulent fluctuations to the induction of mean magnetic field
is investigated in our liquid sodium spherical Couette experiment with an imposed magnetic field.
An inversion technique is applied to a large number of measurements at Rm ≈ 100 to obtain
radial profiles of the α and β effects and maps of the mean flow. It appears that the small scale
turbulent fluctuations can be modeled as a strong contribution to the magnetic diffusivity that is
negative in the interior region and positive close to the outer shell. Direct numerical simulations
of our experiment support these results. The lowering of the effective magnetic diffusivity by small
scale fluctuations implies that turbulence can actually help to achieve self-generation of large scale
magnetic fields.

The Earth, the Sun and many other astrophysical bod-
ies produce their own magnetic field by dynamo action,
where the induction of a magnetic field by fluid motion
overcomes the Joule dissipation. In all astrophysical bod-
ies, the conducting fluid undergoes turbulent motions,
which can also significantly affect the induction of a large-
scale magnetic field by either enhancing it or weakening
it. It is therefore of primary interest to quantify the role
of these fluctuations in the dynamo problem.

The induction equation for the mean magnetic field
〈B〉 reads:

∂〈B〉
∂t

= ∇× (〈U〉 × 〈B〉+ E) + η∆〈B〉 (1)

where 〈U〉 is the mean velocity field, η = (µ0σ)−1 is the
magnetic diffusivity (involving the magnetic permeability
µ0 and the conductivity of the fluid σ), and E = 〈ũ× b̃〉
is the mean electromotive force (emf) due to small scale
fluctuating magnetic b̃ and velocity ũ fields. The relative
strength between the inductive and dissipative effects is
given by the magnetic Reynolds number Rm = UL/η (U
and L are characteristic velocity and the characteristic
length-scale). When there is a scale separation between
the turbulent fluctuations and the mean flow, we can fol-
low the mean-field theory and expand the emf in terms
of mean magnetic quantities: E = α〈B〉−β∇×〈B〉. For
homogeneous isotropic turbulence, α and β are scalar
quantities. α is related to the flow helicity and re-
sults in an electrical current aligned with the mean mag-
netic field, whereas β can be interpreted as a turbulent
diffusivity effectively increasing (β > 0) or decreasing
(β < 0) electrical currents. The effective magnetic dif-
fusivity ηeff = η + β can have tremendous effects on
energy dissipation and on dynamo action by reducing
or increasing the effective magnetic Reynolds number
Rmeff = UL/ηeff .

However, direct determination of these small-scale
contributions remains a challenging issue for experimen-
tal studies and numerical simulations.

The first generation of dynamo experiments were
designed to show that turbulent flows with strong
geometrically-imposed helicity could self-generate their
own magnetic fields. Since the success of Riga [1] and
Karlsruhe [2] dynamos, several other liquid metal ex-
periments have sought to overcome the effects of mag-
netohydrodynamic turbulence in less constrained, more
geophysically relevant flow geometries. Unfortunately,
dynamo action remains elusive, and the effective con-
tribution of small-scale motions to large-scale magnetic
fields remains poorly understood, though the small-scale
motions seem to work against dynamo action [3, 4].

In the Perm torus-shaped liquid sodium experiment,
the effective magnetic diffusivity was inferred from phase
shift measurements of an alternating magnetic signal, in-
dicating turbulent increases in magnetic diffusivity of up
to ≈ 30% [4]. The Madison experiment, a sphere contain-
ing two counter-rotating helical vortices, found that an
externally applied magnetic field was weakened by about
20% at Rm = 130, which they interpreted as a negative
global α-effect [3]. The installation of an equatorial baf-
fle was found to reduce the amplitude of the largest-scale
turbulent eddies and hence the α-effect [5]. In the same
set-up, Rahbarnia et al. [6] measured the local emf di-
rectly, finding contributions from both α and β, but with
a dominant β-effect. They reported an increase in mag-
netic diffusivity of about 30%. The Von Karman Sodium
experiment, a cylinder containing another two-vortex liq-
uid sodium flow, reported a magnetic diffusivity increase
of about 100% [7].

We analyze data from the Derviche Tourneur Sodium
experiment (DTS), a magnetized spherical Couette flow
experiment sketched in Figure 1. Forty liters of liquid
sodium are enclosed between an inner sphere (radius ri =
74mm) and a concentric outer stainless steel shell (inner
radius ro = 210mm). The inner sphere can rotate around
the vertical axis at rates up to f = 30Hz, yielding a
maximal value of 94 for the magnetic Reynolds number
defined as Rm = 2πfr2o/η. The inner sphere consists
of a copper shell containing a strong permanent magnet,
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FIG. 1. Sketch of the DTS experiment with its liquid sodium
contained between an outer stainless steel shell (grey, with
latitude labels in degrees) and an inner copper sphere (or-
ange), which spins as indicated by the red arrow around the
vertical rotation axis (here tilted for clarity). left half of the
sphere: the field lines of the dipolar magnetic field imposed
by the central magnet are drawn on top of the contour map
of the fluid angular velocity ω (normalized by that of the in-
ner sphere) inverted from data measured for Rm = 94. right
half of the sphere: field lines of the total reconstructed mag-
netic field. The field lines are strongly distorted by the flow
(ω-effect). The blue cones mark the radial positions of the 6
magnetometers P1 (r = radius/ro = 0.99) to P6 (r = 0.50),
which measure the azimuthal magnetic field. They can be
placed at 4 different latitudes (here −20◦).

which produces a, mostly dipolar, magnetic field pointing
upwards along the rotation axis. The intensity of the
magnetic field decreases from Bi ' 180mT at the equator
of the inner sphere to Bo ' 7.1mT at the equator of the
outer shell. More details are given in [8].

In a recent study [9], we developed a new strategy
to determine the mean velocity and induced magnetic
fields. Following earlier works [8, 10], we collect ultra-
sound Doppler velocity profiles, electric potential mea-
surements, global torque data, and measurements of the
induced magnetic field inside the sodium layer, to recon-
struct meridional maps of the mean flow and magnetic
field at a given Rm, taking into account the link estab-
lished by the induction equation. But we further con-
strain these fields by analyzing the response of the fluid
shell to a time-periodic magnetic field, as in Frick et al.
[4]. In our case, the time-periodic signal simply results
from the rotation of our central magnet, whose small de-
viations from axisymmetry produce a field varying at the
rotation frequency and its harmonics. We have expanded
the complete magnetic potential of the magnet in spheri-
cal harmonics up to degree 11 and order 6, which we then
use to compute the solution of the time-dependent induc-
tion equation. The predictions for a given mean velocity
field are compared to actual magnetic measurements in-
side the sodium shell at 4 latitudes and at 6 radii, as de-

TABLE I. For each inner sphere rotation rate f , we list the
corresponding Rm, the total number Np of free parameters
we invert for, the total number Nd of data points including
mean measurements and time-varying magnetic data, and the
associated global normalized misfit χ (the error-weighted rms
difference between observations and predictions). The num-
ber of data points is much smaller at high Rm as ultrasound
Doppler velocimetry is not operational. Values in brackets
are the numbers obtained when we do not invert for α and β.

f (Hz) Rm Np Nd χ

−9 28 108 (96) 1130 1.5 (1.8)

−15 47 108 (96) 440 2.5 (3.3)

−23 72 60 (48) 230 2.5 (4.9)

−30 94 60 (48) 230 2.9 (5.9)

picted in Figure 1. We construct a non-linear inversion
scheme of the induction equation to retrieve the mean
axisymmetric (and equatorially-symmetric) toroidal and
poloidal velocity fields that minimize the difference be-
tween the predictions and all measurements at a given
rotation rate f of the inner sphere. Cabanes et al. [9]
discuss in detail the solutions and fits for Rm = 28.

In the present study, we extend the analysis to the
largest available Rm = 47, 72 and 94 (see Table I for
details). Figure 1 displays a meridional map of the
angular velocity inverted for Rm = 94, and the field
lines of the predicted magnetic field. They confirm that,
near the equator of the inner sphere where the magnetic
field is strong, the angular velocity stays nearly constant
along magnetic field lines (Ferraro law [11]). That re-
gion displays super-rotation, while the flow becomes more
geostrophic further away from the inner sphere.

However, the mean velocity field alone does not fully
account for the measured mean magnetic field. Figueroa
et al. [12] point out that velocity fluctuations invade the
interior of the shell in DTS as the rotation rate f in-
creases, and that magnetic fluctuations always get larger
towards the inner sphere because of the strong imposed
magnetic field there. We therefore extend our previous
approach [9] to take into account the contribution of tur-
bulent fluctuations to the mean magnetic field. Following
earlier attempts [3, 4, 6], we choose to invert for α and
β, but since we expect that fluctuations will strongly de-
pend upon the intensity of the mean magnetic field, we
allow them to vary with radius. Note that time-varying
magnetic signals are particularly sensitive to the effective
magnetic diffusivity, hence to β [4, 13].

We thus simultaneously invert for the mean axisym-
metric toroidal velocity field UT (r, θ) and for radial pro-
files α(r) and β(r). UT is decomposed in spherical har-
monics up to lmax = 8 (m=0) and in Chebychev poly-
nomials in radius up to nmax = 11. α(r) and β(r) are
projected on Chebychev polynomials up to kmax = 5,
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FIG. 2. Radial profiles of the α-effect (a) and β-effect (b)
with their error bars, obtained by the inversion of DTS data
for two magnetic Reynolds number: Rm = 28 and 72. The a
priori null profile, along with its error bar, is also drawn. The
blue curve shows the α(r) and β(r) profiles retrieved from a
numerical simulation of the DTS experiment at Rm = 29 and
Re = 2.9× 104, blown up by a factor 4× 104.

leading to:

E(r) =

5∑

k=0

Tk(r) (αk〈B〉 − βk∇× 〈B〉) , (2)

where Tk is the degree k Chebychev polynomial of the
first kind and 〈B〉 is the total mean magnetic field, so-
lution of equation (1). Since the inversion is slightly
non-linear, we use the linearized least-square Bayesian
method of Tarantola and Valette [14], taking the a pos-
teriori velocity model from a lower Rm, upscaled to the
new Rm, as the a priori velocity model. We choose a
zero value as the a priori model for all αk and βk. The
poloidal velocity field is at least one order of magnitude
smaller than the toroidal one. We do not invert for it at
Rm = 72 and 94 but we include in the direct model a
meridional flow up-scaled from the solution obtained at
Rm = 47 [9]. We find that solving for the emf, which
adds only 12 degrees of freedom, reduces the global nor-
malized misfit significantly (see Table I).

Figure 2 shows the radial profiles of α and β (with their
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FIG. 3. Measurements and model fits for an example of
time-varying magnetic signals measured at 2f (m=2) and 3f
(m=3) frequencies, for a rotation rate of the inner sphere
f = −23Hz (Rm = 72). See text for explanations.

a posteriori model errors) produced by the inversion of
data at Rm = 28 and 72. The profiles for Rm = 94 (not
shown) are almost the same as for Rm = 72. α is normal-
ized by U0 = 2πfro, and β by η. For the lower Rm value,
we observe practically no α-effect, while the β(r) profile
indicates that the β-effect increases strongly when go-
ing from the Lorentz-force-dominated inner region to the
Coriolis-force-dominated outer region. It reaches values
of 1.7η near the outer boundary, where velocity fluctua-
tions are strongest [12]. For the higher Rm, some α-effect
is required to match the data over most of the fluid do-
main. The β(r) profile displays strongly negative values
(down to −0.3η) over almost the complete fluid shell, but
rises sharply to positive values near the outer boundary.

The introduction of the α- and β-effects clearly im-
proves the fit to the measurements. We illustrate this in
Figure 3, which compares the prediction of our model,
with and without the α and β terms, to the measure-
ments of the time-varying signals for f = −23Hz (Rm =
72), at a given latitude (−20◦). There, a sleeve intrudes
into the sodium volume and records the azimuthal com-
ponent of the magnetic field at 6 different radii labeled
P1 to P6 (as drawn in Figure 1). When the inner sphere
spins, small deviations of its magnetic field from axisym-
metry produce a magnetic signal that oscillates at the
rotation frequency f and its overtones. Here we focus
on the 2f and 3f overtones caused by the m = 2 and
m = 3 heterogeneities of the magnet. We measure the
phase and amplitude of the time-varying magnetic sig-
nals at all 6 radii and plot them (with their error bars)
in the complex plane, normalized by B0 (the intensity of
the imposed magnetic field at the equator of the outer
shell). When the inner sphere is at rest, we record only
the magnet’s potential field weakening with increasing
distance. Advection and diffusion completely distort this
pattern when the inner sphere spins. The blue solid line
displays the prediction from our full model of these mag-
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FIG. 4. Meridional cross section contour maps showing orthoradial component (θ) of emf E and of electrical current 〈J〉. (a)
Averaged emf Et obtained from DNS. (b) Reconstructed emf Eαβ from inverted α and β profiles. High latitudes (white area)
are excluded from the least-square fit. (c) Mean electrical current from DNS.

netic signals from the largest values at the inner sphere
boundary (r = ri) to small values at the outer sphere
(r = ro). Symbols mark the radial positions of the P6
to P1 magnetometers. The green dashed line is the tra-
jectory predicted by our model when we remove the α
and β terms. This altered model fails to produce the ob-
servations, indicating that the β-effect that we retrieve
contributes significantly to the measured signals.

In addition to the inversion of experimental measure-
ments, we perform direct numerical simulations (DNS) of
the experiment. Our code, based on spherical harmonic
expansion [15] and finite differences in radius, has already
been used to simulate the experiment. We restarted
the most turbulent computation of Figueroa et al. [12]
with a new imposed magnetic field containing the ad-
ditional non-axisymmetric and non-dipolar terms. This
simulation reaches Re = 2πfr2o/ν = 2.9 × 104 (ν is the
kinematic viscosity), Rm = 29 and a magnetostrophic
regime close to that of the experiment [8]. Turbulence
is generated by the destabilization of the outer boundary
layer, yielding plumes that penetrate inward to regions of
stronger magnetic fields. There, the velocity fluctuations
are damped, but the associated magnetic fluctuations are
stronger [12]. Six snapshots of the fields are saved every
five turns. After we have reached a statistically steady
regime, we average the fields over 162 turns of the inner
sphere to obtain 〈B〉 and 〈U〉. It is then straightforward
to compute the mean emf E = 〈ũ× b̃〉 where fluctuating
fields are obtained from the difference between a snap-
shot and the time- and longitude-averaged field.

Meridional maps of the mean emf Et are obtained and
the latitudinal component is displayed in Figure 4a. The
α and β profiles that best explain this mean emf (least-

square solution of equation 2 excluding high latitudes)
are shown in Figure 2. We estimate the error bar on the
profiles as the standard deviation of emfs computed from
5 subsamples of 40 snapshots. One component of the
emf Eαβ computed with these α and β profiles is shown
in Fig. 4b, and can be compared to the actual emf Et
(Fig. 4a). Although the α and β profiles do not explain
all of the mean emf, most features are recovered. Other
components exhibit a similar behavior (not shown).

The parity (symmetry with respect to the equatorial
plane) of the emf and of 〈J〉 are clearly even (Fig. 4c),
while 〈B〉 is odd. This is in line with the fact that the
DNS, just like the experiments at the lowest Rm, pre-
dicts no α-effect (see Fig. 2a). This might seem surpris-
ing given that the mean flow displays helicity. However,
if we split the velocity fluctuations into even (ũ+) and
odd (ũ−) parity, we see that their interaction with the
mean odd magnetic field generates odd (b̃−) and even
(b̃+) magnetic fluctuations, respectively. The resulting
emf E = ũ × b̃ is therefore always even, if the odd and
even velocity fluctuations are uncorrelated. This is likely
true in the low Rm regime. The fact that the higher
Rm-experiments require a non-zero α-effect (Fig. 2a) re-
veals that the velocity fluctuations are interacting with
an already-distorted larger-scale magnetic field, or that
correlations between the two parities become non-zero.

The dipolar component of the induced magnetic field
predicted by our full model is small but non-zero at the
surface of the outer shell, even when the α-effect is neg-
ligible. Spence et al. [3] have shown that an axisymmet-
ric flow interacting with an axisymmetric magnetic field
cannot produce an external dipole. This remains true if
fluctuations only result in a homogeneous β-effect. Even
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with a radially-varying β-effect as we obtain here, an ex-
ternal dipole can be produced only if a meridional flow
is present.

The most striking feature of the β(r) profiles we
retrieve is the strong negative values (down to −0.3η)
that span a large portion of the liquid sodium shell,
especially at large Rm (see Fig. 2). The DNS supports
this result, showing that it is not an artifact of consid-
ering only a radial dependence for α and β. The much
lower amplitude of β in the DNS is due to a Reynolds
number 300 times smaller than that in the experiment,
suggesting that β may scale with Re2 (but see the
Erratum below). Although negative β values, and
hence reduced magnetic diffusivity, are not unexpected
[16–19], it is the first time that they are observed in
experiment. Our DTS experiment combines a strong
imposed magnetic field and strong rotation. These could
be the ingredients that lead to this behavior. Were β to
become even more negative, it might promote dynamo
action.

ERRATUM

In our original letter [20], there was an inconsistency
in the sign convention used for β. The typos have been
corrected in the present document and did not affect the
profiles inverted from our experimental data. Unfortu-
nately the wrong sign for β was used when analyzing
the results of the numerical simulations. In addition, a
mistake in the normalization of the EMF computed from
the simulations makes it appear 561 times smaller than
it actually is. The much lower amplitude of β in the DNS
was interpreted as a suggestion for β scaling as Re2 (the
square of the Reynolds number). Instead, the correct
amplitude is actually in line with a β effect increasing
proportionally to the Reynolds number: β ∼ Re.

Figure 5 replaces the original Fig. 2b found in our
letter. After making the corrections, the numerical sim-
ulations are no more in good agreement with the β-effect
found in the experiment, as they now have more or less
opposite signs.

We acknowledge that our numerical simulations, per-
formed at much lower Reynolds number, do not show the
same behavior as the experimental data. These data re-
main however best explained by a reduced effective mag-
netic diffusivity due to turbulent fluctuations.
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8.06.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we have the difficult task of describing the

invisible part of the core: turbulent structures that we cannot

detect but have to be there. Indeed, nonlinear interactions in the

liquid core lead to the formation of velocity, temperature, and

magnetic structures on a large range of scales. Their roles are

important: they transfer energy between large and small length

scales, and in the end, they control the dissipation of the geo-

dynamo. Turbulence is at work everywhere and has been stud-

ied for decades. Our first step is to define turbulence and show

why one should care about turbulence in the core. Then, we

review a few fundamental features of hydrodynamic turbulence.

Many tools are needed to decipher turbulence: we present key

results obtained from numerical simulations, laboratory exper-

iments, and observations of natural systems. Unfortunately, no

observations of the internal geomagnetic field are possible at

small scales, mostly because of the crustal field that overprints

the small-scale core field. Observations of turbulence in other

systems are thus welcome to gain insight in what could happen

in the Earth’s core. We also devote one section to the paramet-

erization of turbulence in numerical simulations.

The last two sections focus on the core. Turbulence implies a

range of timescales and length scales. We define dimensionless

numbers depending on the length scale ‘. They measure the

relative weight of the various terms in the governing equations.

Using the known properties of the core and its large-scale velocity

andmagnetic field, we evaluate these various numbers. We intro-

duce t–‘ -diagrams that help us identify the scales at which

turbulent regimes change. Step by step, we explore the suite of

plausible turbulent regimes for the core, introducing successively

the effects of rotation and magnetic field. Our analysis empha-

sizes the crucial role of rotation in limiting the dissipation of the

geodynamo and points out the need for dedicated studies.

8.06.1.1 What Is Turbulence?

8.06.1.1.1 An attempt to define turbulence
Turbulence is difficult to define precisely, but we can list a few

elements that characterize turbulent motion. The most prom-

inent feature of turbulence is that the motion of the fluid

involves a wide range of spatial and temporal scales. These

scales cannot be treated independently and there is no scale

separation between small and large scales, although different

regimes can be identified.

In order for the various scales to interact, the nonlinear

terms of the evolution equation must be important. In the

case of pure hydrodynamic turbulence, this is ensured by a

large Reynolds number Re¼UL/v�1, ratio of the diffusive

time L2/v to the advection time L/U (L is a characteristic length,

U a typical velocity, and v the kinematic viscosity of the fluid).

However, in a self-magnetized conducting fluid driven by

thermochemical convection, there are other nonlinear terms

that allow interaction of different scales.

A flow executing turbulent motion often exhibits eddies of

various scales, but this may not be the case when a strong

magnetic field and background rotation are present, as it is

the case for the Earth’s core. Turbulence is not chaos, but all

turbulent flows exhibit fluctuations that call for a statistical

description, rather than a deterministic one. If the precise

details of the flow are controlled by initial conditions or

small perturbations that we cannot measure, global quantities

such as the energy dissipation rate, the average velocity field,

and the amplitude of fluctuations are of great interest and are

expected to be well defined and measurable.

As opposed to laminar motion, where the fluid particles

follow a pattern controlled by the viscosity, with little change

from one fluid particle to its neighbor, a turbulent motion

involves complex time dependence and spatial dependence.

8.06.1.1.2 Is the earth’s core turbulent?
Due to the low viscosity of molten iron, the Reynolds number is

certainly very large – Re�108 – meaning that the viscous term

(which is the only isotropic dissipation term) acts mainly at

small scale. Furthermore, the nonlinear terms associated with

the Lorentz force are in fact much larger than the inertial term at

large scale, leading to a ratio of nonlinear to viscous force of

about 1012.

However, the importance of the magnetic field and the

global rotation rate make the turbulence rather peculiar. It is

sometimes advocated that the flow variations along the rota-

tion axis or magnetic field lines are inhibited, leading to sheet-

like (laminar) motion that cannot be turbulent anymore

(because velocity is now mostly perpendicular to its gradient).

These are a lot of constraints for an incompressible vector field

that has only two degrees of freedom.

We shall see in the following sections that not all these

constraints have the same strength. In an attempt to describe

the dynamics of the system, we will discuss how it can organize

itself on a broad range of timescales and length scales in several

different regimes.

8.06.1.2 Why Care?

Turbulent small-scale fields within the core will not be

observed. So, why care? They can have a collective or average

effect that has a direct measurable consequence on the large-

scale flow and magnetic field, which we investigate. They also

control the dissipation, which we need to assess in order to

know how much power is needed to drive the dynamo.

8.06.1.2.1 Small scales contribute to secular variation
Much of what we know about flow and magnetic field within

the core is deduced from the analysis of the secular variation

of the magnetic field observed at the surface of the Earth

(see Chapter 8.04). The magnetic field at the core–mantle

boundary is determined only up to degree 13 of the

spherical harmonics (corresponding to a wavelength of about

2p�3500/13¼1700 km at the top of the core). Its time deriv-

ative is known up to degree 10 for the most recent epoch. One

aims at reconstructing the large-scale velocity u by inverting the

frozen flux induction equation of the radial component of

the magnetic field Br at the core–mantle boundary:

@tBr +—Η� uBrð Þ¼ 0 [1]

whererH is the horizontal part of the divergence operator (see

Chapter 8.04). The problem is that unresolved small-scale

motions can interact with unresolved small-scale magnetic

field to contribute to the large-scale induction term of this
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equation. Eymin and Hulot (2005) showed that realistic

amplitudes of these two unresolved fields produce representa-

tion errors that largely exceed the observational errors. Better

models are obtained when these representation errors are

taken into account in core flow inversions (Pais and Jault,

2008). It is therefore of interest to get some constraints on

the evolution of the velocity and magnetic field with harmonic

degree beyond what can be inferred from the observations.

8.06.1.2.2 Small scales and dynamo action
Mean-field dynamo theories developed in the 1960s (Moffatt,

1961; Steenbeck et al., 1966) have demonstrated that the inter-

action of the small scales of a turbulent flow in a conducting

fluid with the small scales of the magnetic field they induce can

produce a large-scale magnetic field (see Moffatt, 1978, for a

review). This mechanism is nicely illustrated by the success of

the two-scale dynamo experiment in Karlsruhe (Stieglitz and

Müller, 2001). Liquid sodium was forced to flow up and down

in helicoid motions in an array of pipes set up to mimic the

two-dimensional periodic paving of the G. O. Roberts dynamo

(Roberts, 1972). Induction was clearly taking place at the scale

of each of the 52 individual 0.21 m diameter pipes. Neverthe-

less, a large-scale magnetic field was produced at the scale of

the complete 1.7 m diameter assembly.

The simplest forms of mean-field dynamo theory predict

that isotropic homogeneous turbulent motions in a conduct-

ing fluid produce a large-scale electromotive force e¼a : hBi
+b :—�hBi, where hBi is the large-scale magnetic field; a and b

are two tensors, which depend upon the turbulent characteris-

tics of the flow; and ‘:’ is the tensorial dot product. In this view,

the a-effect is crucial for enabling the large-scale magnetic field

to grow, while the b-effect can increase or decrease the mag-

netic diffusivity. Parameterized numerical dynamo models

relying on these ideas have had a crucial role in explaining

the solar cycle, and they are still very useful (see Charbonneau,

2005, for a review). However, the lack of scale separation and

the expected deviations from isotropy and homogeneity can

strongly impact the relevance of this theory for the geodynamo.

8.06.1.2.3 Dissipation and efficiency
In the so-called inertial range of classical turbulence, energy is

transferred from the large scales to the small scales, with almost

no energy loss. The dissipation of energy occurs at the smallest

scales, where velocity gradients become large enough for vis-

cous forces to balance nonlinear inertial terms. The smaller this

scale, the higher the dissipation. We examine several alterna-

tive scenarios for turbulence in Section 8.06.6 and show that

they yield extremely diverse dissipation rates. The efficiency of

convective motions for producing a dynamo therefore strongly

depends on the organization of the turbulent velocity and

magnetic fields.

8.06.1.2.4 Mixing
Turbulence affects the mixing of fluid parcels and of what they

transport. It has therefore received considerable attention in

atmospheric and oceanic sciences, where the transport of pollut-

ants or nutrients has an important socioeconomic impact. This

question has not yet been tackled in studies of core dynamics.

However, seismology reveals that layers at the bottom and at the

top of the liquid core may have a slightly different composition.

How much mixing takes place between these layers and the rest

of the core has important geodynamic implications (Alboussière

et al., 2010). The observation of the atmospheres of Jupiter and

Saturn reveals that zonal bands with alternating wind directions

are able to maintain a strikingly different chemical signature,

yielding contrasting colors, despite a very active turbulence. We

should keep this in mind when considering the fluid inside the

cylinder tangent to the inner core.

8.06.2 Fundamentals of Turbulence

Identified by Feynman as ‘the most important unsolved prob-

lem of classical physics,’ turbulence has been the subject of

numerous studies over a large part of the twentieth century.

Unsolved fundamental issues remain, but an impressive cor-

pus of results and models has been acquired (see Frisch, 1995,

for a review and more). We give here a simple overview of

some fundamental aspects of hydrodynamic turbulence (i.e.,

in the absence of global rotation and magnetic field).

8.06.2.1 Energy Density Spectra and Energy Cascade

While all turbulent fields undergo large fluctuations in time

and space, it has been found that energy density spectra of the

flows are robust and universal in hydrodynamic turbulence. In

addition, these spectra nicely summarize the scaling properties

of the flow and the energy transfer that takes place. Defining k

as the (scalar) wave number of the flow in the Fourier space,

the energy density E(k) is defined by

eE¼ 1

2
u2
� �¼ ð1

0

E kð Þdk [2]

where eE is the energy of the fluctuations per unit mass. The

theory of ‘universal turbulence’ was established by Kolmogorov

(1941a). The basic idea is that there should be a wave number k0
abovewhich turbulencedoesnot dependuponhowenergy is fed

to the flow. Theonly thing that counts is themeanpower per unit

mass e it provides and that is also dissipated in the stationary

regime. In this idealized view, universal turbulence should thus

be isotropic and homogeneous, and it should have a self-similar

character.

The smaller length scale at which dissipation operates is

called Kolmogorov’s scale, with wave number kD. It depends

upon e and the kinematic viscosity v. Viscous dissipation per

unit mass can be written as v(—u)2, which we express as

vkD
2 (u(kD))

2 at the kD wave number. The typical velocity

u(kD) is obtained by stating that the Reynolds number at

this scale should be about 1 for dissipation to occur, yielding

u(kD)�vkD. We thus obtain

kD ¼ e
v3

� �1=4

[3]

The main assumption of Kolmogorov is then that, in the

wave number range between the injection scale and the dissi-

pation scale (k0�k�kD), all statistically averaged quantities

at wave number k are a function of k and e only. Dimensional

analysis then commands
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E kð Þ¼CKe2=3k�5=3 [4]

which is the famous k�5/3 law derived by Obukhov (1941),

where CK is a dimensionless constant called ‘Kolmogorov’s

constant.’ It has been found that a wide class of actual turbu-

lent flows follow this law, sometimes over many decades in

wave number, and CK has been measured to lie between 1.5

and 2.

The k power-law dependence of E(k) is a signature of

self-similarity in this wavenumber range, called the inertial

range, along which energy cascades from the injection length

scale down to the dissipation scale. Self-similarity extends to

higher-order ‘structure functions’ Sp(‘), which are defined as

Sp(‘)¼hdup(‘)i, where hi denotes a statistical average and du(‘)
is the velocity difference measured between two points sepa-

rated by a distance ‘. Longitudinal velocity differences are

usually considered (i.e., difference in the projection of velocity

on the line that links the two points). The measurements yield

Sp ‘ð Þ� ‘zp [5]

where the exponents zp appear to be universal. E(k) is directly

related to S2(‘), so that z2¼2/3 for Kolmogorov’s E(k) spectra.

In fact, under Kolmogorov’s hypotheses, one gets zp¼p/3 for

all p. The measurements indicate that the actual zp exponents
clearly deviate from this prediction as p increases (Anselmet

et al., 1984). The high-order structure functions are related to

the tails of the probability distribution function of velocity

differences. For small separation distances ‘, these distribu-

tions strongly deviate from normal distributions, showing a

larger influence of intermittent ‘rare’ events.

8.06.2.2 Structures

The apparition of flow structures is an unavoidable conse-

quence of the break of symmetry that characterizes the insta-

bilities at the origin of turbulence. Anyone who has looked at

turbulent flows in a river or in the air will retrieve the image –

nicely illustrated by Leonardo da Vinci – that vortices or eddies

are the building bricks of hydrodynamic turbulence. Eddies

come in a large range of sizes. They are usually longer than

wide and can even stretch into vorticity filaments. The core of

an eddy has a strong but relatively homogeneous vorticity

v¼—�u, while the opposite holds on its edges. There, the

shear between eddies nucleates smaller eddies. Long filaments

can also break into shorter filaments. In this way, energy cas-

cades down to small scales, where dissipation occurs.

With this in mind, it does not seem obvious that, even if

vortices can take all sizes and orientations, the embedding of

essentially one-dimensional structures (vorticity filaments)

into three-dimensional space will have no influence on the

statistically averaged quantities at wave number k, as originally

assumed by Kolmogorov. This idea is the starting point of She

and Leveque (1994). They showed that vorticity filaments

dissipate the available surrounding energy very efficiently by

forcing the lower-intensity eddies into an essentially bidimen-

sional flow around them. Vorticity filaments are relatively rare,

as they correspond to eddies that have had the opportunity to

stretch and get stronger. To illustrate this phenomenon,

Kaneda and Morishita (2013) reported that 33% of the energy

dissipation occurs in 5% of the volume in one of the highest

Reynolds number direct numerical simulation (DNS) per-

formed to date. One consequence is that the average moments

of the energy dissipation hep(‘)i within a sphere of radius ‘

depends upon the scale ‘. Self-similarity implies

ep ‘ð Þh i� ‘tp [6]

where the exponents tp should again be universal.

Kolmogorov’s hypothesis that all statistically averaged quanti-

ties only depend upon scale and mean dissipation e implies

hep(‘)i¼ep, independent of ‘ (i.e., tp¼0, 8p). If this hypothesis
is relaxed to take into account intermittency, the ‘refined sim-

ilarity hypothesis’ derived by Kolmogorov (1962) yields a rela-

tion between the zp and tp exponents:

zp ¼ p=3 + tp=3 [7]

She and Leveque (1994) derived expressions for tp and

hence for zp that are in excellent agreement with the

measurements:

zp ¼ p=9+ 2 1� 2

3

� �p=3
" #

[8]

Note that the –5/3 exponent of k in the expression for E(k)

is hardly modified by this extension and that the z3 exponent is
always 1, as it can be derived with no adjustable parameter

from the Navier–Stokes equation in some conditions (see

Frisch, 1995; Kaneda and Morishita, 2013; Kolmogorov,

1941b), yielding Kolmogorov’s equation (also called the

four-fifths law):

S3 ‘ð Þ¼�4

5
e‘ [9]

Turbulence can be strongly modified by the presence of

global rotation and/or magnetic field. Although we are still

lacking a thorough description of turbulence under such con-

ditions, we will unravel and discuss some of its known or

inferred properties in Section 8.06.6 and try to get closer to a

description that applies to the Earth’s core.

8.06.3 Tools for Turbulence

8.06.3.1 Direct Numerical Simulations

DNSs consist in fully solving the equations of the problem,

namely, the Navier–Stokes equation together with the induc-

tion and the codensity equations (see Section 8.06.5.1). The

best Navier–Stokes simulations reach an impressive resolution

of 40963 (Kaneda and Morishita, 2013). The size of the result-

ing discrete problem for the Earth’s core is such that we cannot

hope a DNS at the real parameters anytime soon: from the core

size to the Ekman layer thickness, six orders of magnitude in

length scale and timescale must be resolved.

The problem is made even worse by the need to take into

account the spherical geometry and the coupling with the

induction equation. Nevertheless, DNS of the geodynamo

have proved very useful, as exposed in Chapter 8.10. They

clearly demonstrate the role of rotation in the generation of a

large-scale magnetic field, dominated by a dipole aligned with

the axis of rotation. Furthermore, scaling relationships derived
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from these simulations seem to indicate that their output is

independent of the precise values of the diffusion coefficients

(Christensen and Aubert, 2006), giving hope that relevant

asymptotic regimes are attained even though diffusivities are

far larger than the values expected for the core.

Some DNS have tackled the question of small-scale turbu-

lence in core situations. Following the theoretical work of

Braginsky and Meytlis (1990), StPierre (1996) performed

DNS of turbulence in the presence of both rotation and mag-

netic field. He found that buoyant patches rapidly break up

into platelike structures elongated in the directions of the

rotation axis and of the prevailing magnetic field. Giesecke

(2007) found similar results. However, it is not clear how a

turbulent cascade of energy can build upon such structures.

Besides, these simulations do not take into account the fact

that rotation and magnetic field characteristic times are several

orders of magnitude apart in the core (see Section 8.06.6).

MHD turbulence is very difficult to model. The magnetic

field imposes a strong anisotropy, which can be used to reduce

the full MHD equations. Energy spectra for ‘weak’ and ‘strong’

MHD turbulence have been obtained this way (see Tobias

et al., 2013, for a review).

Even though DNSs are not able to simulate the core, they

can offer some insight in the dynamics and, in particular, give

hints to support the scenarios that we elaborate based on vari-

ous studies in different dynamical regimes. Figures 1 and 2

display a snapshot of a full geodynamoDNS computed for fairly

extreme parameters that get closer to core values. It shows

thinner elongated coherent structures in the velocity field than

in simulations at milder Ekman numbers. It strongly supports

the large-scale, high magnetic Reynolds number (Rm; see

Table 2) picture, where the Coriolis force dominates.

8.06.3.2 Laboratory Experiments

The exploration of highly turbulent flows is possible in labo-

ratory experiments. Very long time series are easily obtained.

The main problem is often to access the quantities that best

document turbulent behavior. Laboratory experiments have

played and are still playing an important role in the explora-

tion of the dynamics of geophysical and astrophysical fluids.

A review of the experimental results that shed light on core

dynamics is given in Chapter 8.13.

Early experiments used local intrusive probes and provided

key measurements on several features of turbulence. For exam-

ple, Anselmet et al. (1984) determined the structure exponents

zp in a turbulent jet up to p¼10, providing a strong motivation

for theoretical improvements (Frisch, 1995). The first experi-

mental wavenumber energy density spectra for MHD turbu-

lence in an applied magnetic field were measured by Alemany

et al. (1979) using velocity probes attached to a grid moving in

a column of mercury placed within a solenoid. They found a

kinetic energy spectrum Eu(k)�k�3 demonstrating the strong

damping of fluctuations by the applied magnetic field in the

low magnetic Reynolds number regime.

Recent experiments rely on optical methods based on par-

ticle image velocimetry (PIV), which have evolved into very

efficient tools (see Westerweel et al., 2013, for a recent review)

and brought new constraints on turbulence in transparent

fluids, such as air and water. Let us cite, as an example, the

determination of the structure coefficients of Lagrangian veloc-

ity increments in a von Kármán flow (Xu et al., 2006) and the

structure coefficients of velocity increments in shallow layer

rotating turbulence (Baroud et al., 2003). These methods have

also been very useful for establishing the idea that the mixing

Figure 1 Cylindrical radial velocity component us in the equatorial plane (a) and a meridional plane (b). Snapshots from a dynamo DNS at E¼10�7,
Pm¼0.1, Pr¼1, and Ra¼2.4�1013 (see Table 2 for the definition of these numbers using ‘ as the radial distance between the inner shell and outer
shell), using spherical harmonic expansion up to degree 893 and 1024 radial shells.
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of potential vorticity (PV) plays a major role in shaping zonal

flows in rotating fluids (Aubert et al., 2002). Recently, using a

transparent electrolyte and a superconducting magnet,

Andreev et al. (2013) demonstrated that PIV methods can be

used in MHD experiments.

Advances in handling helium gas at low temperatures have

opened a new way for exploring thermal convection at very high

Rayleigh numbers. As we will see in Section 8.06.6.2, the

Rayleigh number measures the vigor of convection. Niemela

et al. (2000) reported heat transfer measurements for an amaz-

ing range of 11 decades in Rayleigh number from 106 to 1017,

displaying a very simple power-law dependence of the Nusselt

numberNu¼0.124Ra0.309 over the full range (the Nusselt num-

ber measures the convective heat transfer efficiency). They also

provide nice evidence for a Kolmogorov f�5/3 frequency power

spectrum of temperature fluctuations at Ra¼6�1011.

For experiments with liquid metals, which are essential

for investigating magnetohydrodynamic turbulence, acoustic

Doppler velocimetry has proved very useful (Brito et al., 2001,

2011; Stefani et al., 2009). Interestingly, in such experiments,

induced magnetic fields resulting from the interaction of the

flow with a weak imposed magnetic field, which can be mea-

sured outside the experiment, provide an information on the

hydrodynamic flow that would be difficult to retrieve other-

wise. For example, Kelley et al. (2007) discovered that specific

inertial modes were excited in a rotating spherical Couette flow

experiment using liquid sodium as a working fluid. These

modes appear to be excited by critical layers attached to the

Stewartson layer that accommodates the angular velocity jump

between the inner sphere and the outer sphere when both

rotate (Rieutord et al., 2012).

When a strong dipolar magnetic field is applied in the same

Couette geometry, as in the DTS experiment (see Brito et al.,

2011), modes are also observed (Schmitt et al., 2008, 2013), but

the modes are strongly affected by the Lorentz force. The DTS

experiment also demonstrates that turbulence is strongly ham-

pered under the action of both global rotation and a strong

magnetic field (Nataf et al., 2008; Nataf and Gagnière, 2008).

The pioneer dynamo experiments of Riga (Gailitis et al.,

2001) and Karlsruhe (Stieglitz andMüller, 2001) have not only

demonstrated the self-sustained dynamo process in the Lab but

also opened the way to using liquid sodium as a working fluid

in MHD and dynamo experiments. Several teams across the

world have followed their example and set up sodium experi-

ments in which the mean flow is accompanied by fluctuations

of a similar amplitude (see Lathrop and Forest, 2011; Verhille

et al., 2010, for recent reviews). Spontaneous generation of a

magnetic field has thus been observed in the VKS experiment

in Cadarache (Monchaux et al., 2007), but only when the

impellers are ferromagnetic. A variety of different dynamical

regimes have been observed in this device, including spectacu-

lar chaotic reversals of the magnetic field (Berhanu et al.,

2007). One of the main lessons from these studies is that

turbulent fluctuations appear to hinder the dynamo action

that the mean flow should produce if it were alone. Besides,

ohmic dissipation remains high in these experiments, and

Alfvén waves are too damped to play a dynamical role, except

when the device is placed in a very strong magnetic field

(Alboussiere et al., 2011). Using plasma as a working fluid

opens new possibilities, which are under investigation

(Spence et al., 2009).

8.06.3.3 Observations

Unfortunately, no observations of the internal geomagnetic

field are possible at small scales, mostly because of the crustal

field that overprints the small-scale core field. Observations of

Figure 2 Cylindrical radial magnetic field component Bs in the equatorial plane (a) and a meridional plane (b). Snapshots from a dynamo DNS at
E¼10�7, Pm¼0.1, Pr¼1, and Ra¼2.4�1013 (see Table 2 for the definition of these numbers using ‘ as the radial distance between the inner
shell and outer shell), using spherical harmonic expansion up to degree 893 and 1024 radial shells.
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turbulence in other systems are thus required to gain insight in

what happens in the Earth’s core.

Characterization of turbulence in the Earth’s atmospheric

boundary layer was probably the first target of detailed ana-

lyses of turbulence. The first measurements of turbulent fluxes

were performed in Australia by the eddy correlation tech-

nique (Swinbank, 1951; see Hogstrom, 1996, for a review).

All these observations shed light on the universal behavior of

turbulence in natural environments, showing, for example,

that the von Kármán constant K¼u*/(z@zuH), relating the

amplitude of turbulent fluctuations u* to the vertical gradient

of mean horizontal velocity @zuH in the inertial sublayer, is

constant and equal to its laboratory value of 0.4, irrespective

of the roughness of the ground, as expected from the scale-

invariant properties of universal turbulence (Lo et al., 2005).

Later on, compilations of data from commercial aircraft

flights demonstrated that winds and temperature follow

Kolmogorov’s k�5/3 law for wavelengths from a few kilometers

up to 400 km, steepening to a k�3 law at larger scales (Nastrom

and Gage, 1985). Coupling these observations with simula-

tions from general circulation models opens the way to deter-

mining the actual energy fluxes responsible for this behavior

(Augier and Lindborg, 2013).

Space exploration of the solar system has revealed the fan-

tastic dynamics of the atmospheres of Jupiter and Saturn and

opened the way for detailed analyses of their turbulent behav-

ior. The long-term stability of the strong and numerous zonal

jets they display remains a strong driver for modeling turbu-

lence on a rotating sphere (see Vasavada and Showman, 2005,

for a review).

Combining observations and high-performance numerical

modeling, the reanalysis of ocean circulation nicely illustrates

the role of quasi-geostrophic mesoscale eddies in the dynamics

of the ocean. In particular, zonal motions resulting from the

interaction of turbulent eddies have recently been detected

(Maximenko et al., 2005).

The solar wind is a great laboratory for MHD turbulence, as

reviewed by Bruno and Carbone (2005). Even though it is a

collisionless plasma, MHD turbulence is expected for frequen-

cies below 0.1 Hz. Two types of solar winds must be distin-

guished. The fast wind originates from polar regions of the Sun

and has mean velocities about twice as fast as the slow wind

coming from equatorial regions. The temporal fluctuations in

the solar wind have been measured by several probes starting

in the 1960s. The measurements show three regimes in the

temporal energy spectrum E(f )� f a : The lowest frequencies

have a’�1 for period about a day or longer, while higher

frequencies follow a’�3/2 for the fast wind and a’�5/3 for

the slow wind. Finally, at periods around a few seconds, a’�2

is found. The transition between the first two regimes is rather

sharp and is located around 10–16 hours, depending on the

distance from the Sun. The fluctuations are found to be aniso-

tropic, with much weaker fluctuations along the local magnetic

field. A strong correlation exists between the velocity and the

magnetic fluctuations, especially for the fast wind, showing the

predominance of (incompressible) Alfvén waves in solar wind

turbulence. At a large distance from the Sun, magnetic field

fluctuations are twice more energetic than velocity fluctua-

tions. This observation remains puzzling, although it is also

observed in some dynamo simulations.

8.06.3.4 Shell Models

Shell models of turbulence originated in the 1970s, as a tool for

accessing the statistical properties of universal turbulence. In

these models, structures are ignored, as all fields are projected

on a suite of shells of wave number kn in the spectral domain.

The sequence of wave numbers kn is chosen to be geometric,

thus enabling a wide range of length scales to be covered with a

limited number of grid points. One takes into account the

symmetries and conservation laws that pertain to the type of

turbulence under study (2-D or 3-D hydrodynamic turbulence,

magnetohydrodynamic turbulence, etc.). The game is then to

choose the rules that govern the transfer between shells, which

mimic the nonlinear interactions between the various fields of

the various shells. The phenomenon of intermittency described

earlier in the text can be recovered in shell models.

Shell models have received a lot of attention in the past

decade, and extensions to MHD and rotating turbulence have

been worked out (see Plunian et al., 2013, for a thorough

review). Shell models are particularly appealing for exploring

MHD turbulence in fluids with a very small (or very large)

magnetic Prandtl number, for which DNSs are hopeless

because of the large range of scales to be resolved. The mag-

netic Prandtl number Pm¼v/� is the ratio of kinematic viscos-

ity over magnetic diffusivity. It is of the order of 10�5 for liquid

iron in the core. As an example, Plunian and Stepanov (2010)

explored how the ratio of magnetic to viscous dissipation

varies with the magnetic Prandtl number. They found that,

under model assumptions, magnetic dissipation is at least ten

times larger than viscous dissipation for core values.

8.06.3.5 Plume Model

In contrast with the approach we just described, David Loper

and others focused on buoyant plumes envisioned as the ele-

mentary structure at the origin of turbulent motions in the

core. The analysis of the dynamics of such plumes in core

conditions led David Loper to infer that rising plumes would

have dimensions in the range 10–1000 m, typical relative den-

sity anomalies between 10�10 and 10�8, and upwelling veloc-

ities from 10�3 to 10�1 ms�1, depending on actual core

properties. At the base of the convecting outer core, plumes

would occupy a fraction of the surface between 10�5 and 10�1.

The reader is referred to David Loper’s chapter (Loper, 2007) in

the first edition of the Treatise on Geophysics for a complete

description of the plume model.

8.06.4 Parameterization of Turbulence

Numerical simulations are limited by the available memory of

the computer and its computing power. The more turbulent

the flow, the larger the scale range. Therefore, DNSs that

resolve all the spatial scales down to the viscous dissipation

scale (the limit of turbulent small scales) cannot reach strongly

turbulent regimes. If one could capture the (statistical) effect of

turbulent small scales on the larger scales and properly predict

the turbulent small-scale state corresponding to the large scales

that produce it, we could in principle parameterize the effect of

small-scale turbulence.
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If several parameterizations for purely hydrodynamic,

homogeneous, isotropic turbulence are available and used in

hydrodynamic simulations or in the MHD regime at low Rm

and low interaction parameter (e.g., Ponty et al., 2005), we

should at least question their use for modeling the Earth’s core.

On one hand, if we target the dynamics to the small scales

inside the Earth’s core, we will see that the turbulence inside

the Earth’s core may never reach the parameter-space region

where simple hydrodynamic turbulence takes place (see

Section 8.06.6). Thus, we are left with a challenging task: find-

ing a necessarily anisotropic parameterization that depends on

the local magnetic field and on the global rotation.

On the other hand, the current numerical geodynamo

models do not seem to operate in such a regime, and hydro-

dynamic turbulence may indeed be important for the small

scales in these models. Indeed, even with a magnetic field and

a large magnetic diffusivity, part of the flow that is aligned

with the magnetic field will not produce electric current and

dissipation. Viscosity is the only isotropic dissipation in such

systems. Furthermore, the smaller the scale, the smaller the

influence of the magnetic field (interaction parameter);

hence, the smallest scales may only rely on hydrodynamic

turbulence for the energy to reach the viscous dissipation

scale.

Here, we wish not to provide a detailed theoretical frame-

work for subgrid-scale modeling, but rather list a few

approaches that have been used to perform numerical simula-

tion of the Earth’s core. With the previously mentioned limi-

tations in mind, we describe two approaches.

8.06.4.1 Hyperdiffusivities or Eddy Diffusivities

Hyperdiffusivity is the simplest form of parameterization of

small-scale turbulence, where the effect of unresolved small

scales is expressed as an enhanced diffusivity on the resolved

scales. In hydrodynamic turbulence, where the interactions are

mostly local (which means that a given scale is mostly influ-

enced by its neighboring scales), such enhanced diffusivity can

arguably be restricted to the smallest resolved scales. Although

there is no physical justification for the use of hyperdiffusivity,

there is a practical one: with increased viscosity at small scales,

a numerical simulation is able to dissipate more energy, which

would have been the main effect of smaller unresolved scales.

The first geodynamo simulation by Glatzmaier and Roberts

(1995) made use of hyperdiffusivity at all scales, which is

arguably both a concern and not really a small-scale paramet-

erization, but it allowed to run a full geodynamo model on the

computers of the early 1990s. A more reasonable approach is

to restrict the use of hyperdiffusivity only at the smaller scales.

Following the pioneers, many authors use a hyperdiffusivity of

the type v(l)¼v0(1+a(l– l0)
n) for l> l0 and v(l)¼v0 for l� l0,

where l is the spherical harmonic degree (angular wave num-

ber) and a, l0, and n are adjustable parameters. It must be

emphasized that this is still an isotropic viscosity but its value

depends only on l and not on the radial spatial size (for

practical reasons). This (historical) formula may seem overly

complicated, with three adjustable parameters. A simpler,

more elegant form for hyperdiffusivity with self-similarity

properties would be

v lð Þ¼ v0 for l� l0
v0q

l�l0 for l� l0

�
[10]

which has only two independent parameters l0 and q.

Finally, we want to emphasize that such an approach must

be used with care, as it has been shown to have significant

effect on the dynamics (Grote et al., 2000).

8.06.4.2 Large Eddy Simulations

Attempts have been made to apply models of hydrodynamic

turbulence to model the subgrid scales of the peculiar turbu-

lence occurring inside the Earth’s core. A rather successful

model is the large eddy simulations (LESs) using a similarity

model, where the energy transfer due to the interaction with

smaller, unresolved scales is estimated by the transfer that

actually occurs between the small but resolved scales of the

simulation (e.g., Lesieur, 2008). This has the huge advantage

over the eddy-diffusivity technique that it can capture the

anisotropic nature of transfer between scales. Although the

idea seems interesting, these LES models are still in an early

development stage. Indeed, they are constantly compared with

higher-resolution DNS, and there are many important tunable

parameters (e.g., Buffett, 2003; Chen and Jones, 2008; Matsui

and Buffett, 2012). Furthermore, the DNS that they are

compared with are far from the dynamical regime expected in

the Earth. The presence of boundaries, where turbulence is no

more homogeneous, is also a difficulty for LES models.

Currently, LES can be useful to run simulations over a long

time period, where the corresponding DNS is feasible but

slower. By comparing with a short-term DNS and tuning the

subgrid-scale model to reproduce it, we can then trust the LES

model for the long-term simulation.

A greater challenge for these models is to actually predict

rather than reproduce, which would be a major breakthrough,

but it is not clear whether or not they will ever succeed. A key to

success might be to ensure that the smallest resolved scales are

actually in the low Rm regime, where the self-similar hypoth-

esis is more likely to hold.

8.06.5 Equations, Timescales, and Length Scales

8.06.5.1 Equations

The velocity field u describing the flow of the Earth’s liquid

core of density r is governed by the Navier–Stokes equation

including the Coriolis force (due to the rotation rate O of the

planet), the Lorentz force, and the buoyancy force. It is supple-

mented with the mass-conservation equation, simplified in

the anelastic framework (Gilman and Glatzmaier, 1981; see

Chapter 8.03):

@tu+ u�—ð Þu+2V�u¼�—P +Cg + B �—ð ÞB=rm0 + vr2u [11]

—� ruð Þ¼ 0 [12]

where P is a reduced pressure including other potential forces

(such as the centrifugal force and magnetic pressure). The

evolution of the divergence-free magnetic field B in this liquid

metal is governed by the induction equation:
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@tB + u�—ð ÞB¼ B�—ð Þu+ �r2B [13]

—�B¼ 0 [14]

The evolution of the buoyancy is less well known, as it

originates from both chemical and thermal variations, which

have different diffusivities. As we are not focusing on the

energy injection mechanism details, we can use a single coden-

sity C, with a specified volumetric source term S:

@tC + u�—ð ÞC¼ k—2C�S [15]

There are assumptions behind these equations that we

would like to make explicit. For simplicity, the diffusive terms

are written as a simple Laplace operator, which implies a

homogeneous diffusivity. As the diffusivities are very small,

these terms are important only at small scales, while we expect

the variations of the diffusivity coefficient to be moderate

over the depth of the core. The codensity formulation hides

the difference between thermal and chemical diffusivities.

These equations must be completed by boundary condi-

tions. Boundary conditions are important and can control the

dynamical state of the system (see, e.g., Sakuraba and Roberts,

2009), but they are thought to have only an indirect effect on

the small-scale turbulence.

8.06.5.2 Ordering of Forces in the Earth’s Core

For the Earth’s core, the order of magnitude of the different

terms can be evaluated. We will focus on the scale dependence

of this ordering that may help to understand the dynamics of

the small scales. From the inversion of the geomagnetic secular

variations (see Chapter 8.04), we have an estimate of the

large-scale velocity field at the core surface: U�15 km

year�1�5�10�4 ms�1. More recently, the observation of

torsional oscillations by Gillet et al. (2010) has given us an

estimate of the magnetic field strength deep inside the core

(B0�3�10�3 T). The buoyancy force drives the system, but it

is hard to assess its strength and compare it to other forces.

Indeed, convection tends to smooth the codensity through

mixing. We will rather focus on the velocity and magnetic

fields as a result from this buoyancy and try to understand

how they organize at various scales.

For doing so, we build ‘-scale dimensionless numbers,

which compare the weight of the various terms of the equa-

tions at a typical length scale ‘. This length scale can be related

to the wave number k in a Fourier decomposition by ‘¼2p/k.
We find it convenient to express these numbers as ratios of

characteristic times, which are functions of ‘. For example,

diffusive phenomena will have timescale t and length scale

‘ related by

tv ‘ð Þ¼ ‘2=v [16]

where we have picked here the diffusion of momentum, gov-

erned by the kinematic viscosity v. We can thus define an

‘-scale Reynolds number

Re ‘ð Þ¼ u ‘ð Þ‘
v

¼ tv ‘ð Þ
tu ‘ð Þ

which compares advection to diffusion of momentum at the

‘ - scale. Other relevant times are listed in Table 1 and will be

introduced in the coming sections, while ‘ - scale dimension-

less numbers are listed in Table 2.

8.06.5.2.1 Coriolis force
The ‘ - scale Ekman number

E ‘ð Þ¼ v

‘2O
¼ tO
tv ‘ð Þ

compares viscous forces to the Coriolis force. It is the ratio of

the rotation time tO over the viscous diffusion time tv(‘). This
number is tiny at large scales and reaches unity for scales

comparable to the laminar Ekman layer thickness, estimated

to be less than a meter in the Earth’s core. It is unlikely that

turbulence reaches such small scales, because dissipation

would be too large (see Section 8.06.6). This means that the

Coriolis force is important at every scale, including the dissi-

pative scales.

The ‘ - scale Rossby number

Ro ‘ð Þ¼ u ‘ð Þ
‘O

¼ tO
tu ‘ð Þ

compares eddy entrainment force to the Coriolis force. It is

also the ratio of the rotation time over the eddy turnover time

at length scale ‘. For the scale of the whole core, we have

Ro0�10�6, a small value showing the predominance of the

Coriolis force at large scales, which will eventually decrease

toward smaller scales (if we assume that u(‘)/‘ increases as ‘

decreases). Depending upon the evolution of the typical veloc-

ity u(‘) with scale ‘, it may or may not reach values of the order

of one or more, which would mark a transition from rotation-

dominated turbulence to 3-D turbulence.

Table 1 Characteristic times at length scale ‘

Notation Expression Description

tv(‘) n2/v Viscous time

t�(‘) ‘2/� Magnetic diffusion time

tk(‘) ‘2/k Thermal diffusion time

tD(‘) ‘2/D Compositional diffusion time

tr(‘)
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
‘
g

r
Drj j

q
Buoyancy time

tO 1/O Rotation time (independent of ‘)

tRossby(‘) ro/O‘ Rossby wave propagation time/
bidimensionalization time

tAlfvén(‘) ‘
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rm0

p
=B0 Alfvén wave propagation time

(large-scale magnetic field)
tu(‘) ‘/u(‘) Eddy turnover time, regime-

dependent
tb(‘) ‘

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rm0

p
=b ‘ð Þ Alfvén wave collision time,

regime-dependent

Symbols and properties as defined in Chapter 8.01 – r, v, k, D, and � (noted l in

Chapter 8.01) – are, respectively, the density, kinematic viscosity, thermal diffusivity,
compositional diffusivity, and magnetic diffusivity of liquid iron at core conditions. ro is

the radius of the outer core, g is the gravity,O is the angular velocity of the Earth, and B0
is the intensity of the large-scale magnetic field inside the core. u(‘) and b(‘) are the

eddy turnover time and magnetic field intensity at length scale ‘, respectively, which we

try to determine for various turbulence scenarios.
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8.06.5.2.2 Magnetic induction
The ‘ - scale magnetic Reynolds number

Rm ‘ð Þ¼ u ‘ð Þ‘
�

¼ t� ‘ð Þ
tu ‘ð Þ

compares magnetic induction to magnetic diffusion in the

induction equation. Evaluated at the largest scale, we have

Rm0�103, meaning that a dynamo could take place in the

Earth’s core. At such scales, the magnetic field has a dynamics

of its own and is not a slave of the velocity field. Rm(‘)

decreases with decreasing scale, and when it drops below

unity, the magnetic field evolution will be mostly dissipative.

The ‘ - scale interaction parameter

n ‘ð Þ¼ b2 ‘ð Þ
rm0u2 ‘ð Þ¼

t2u ‘ð Þ
t2b ‘ð Þ

is the ratio of the Lorentz force to the inertial force. When there

is a dominant large-scale magnetic field B0, one can define

another interaction parameter:

N ‘ð Þ¼ B0b ‘ð Þ
rm0u2 ‘ð Þ¼

t2u ‘ð Þ
tAlfven ‘ð Þtb ‘ð Þ

At the largest scale, the ratio of magnetic energy to kinetic

energy N0¼n0�104, which means that the inertial forces are

negligible compared with the Lorentz force at large scales.

In small Rm MHD turbulence, the magnetic field is a slave

of the velocity field, and the Lorentz force is a linear term.

When the magnetic Reynolds number is large, the magnetic

field is not a slave of the velocity field and has its own dynam-

ics. Then, the Lorentz force is truly a nonlinear term of the

system, and the nonlinear transfer of energy between scales can

happen through the Lorentz force. When both the interaction

parameters N(‘) and Rm(‘) are large, we argue that the non-

linear transfer of energy between scales is dominated by the

Lorentz force, while the inertial force plays a negligible role.

At length scales ‘ where Rm(‘) is small, the induction

equation provides an estimate of b(‘)�u(‘)B0‘/�, where B0 is

the large-scale magnetic field. One can thus build a small-scale

interaction parameter N(‘!0)�‘B0
2/�rm0u(‘). If Rm(‘)<1,

we also have u(‘)<�/‘, so that N(‘!0)>‘2B0
2/�2rm0�t�

2(‘)/

tAlfvén
2 (‘). Applying these relations to the Earth’s core, we find

that N>1 for ‘>30 m. The transition from nonlinear energy

transfer dominated by the Lorentz force to an energy transfer

dominated by advection may occur at a larger scale than this

conservative estimate, but we can safely advocate that most of

the nonlinearity of the core dynamics is due to the Lorentz

force.

8.06.5.2.3 Lorentz versus Coriolis
We can also compare the Coriolis and Lorentz forces, forming

the Elsasser number:

L ‘ð Þ¼ b ‘ð ÞB0

rm0u ‘ð ÞO‘¼
tu ‘ð ÞtO

tb ‘ð ÞtAlfven ‘ð Þ
The large-scale estimate of this ratio gives L0�0.01. At

scales sufficiently small where Rm(‘)<1, the low Rm estimate

of b(‘) gives an Elsasser number independent of the length

scale: L(‘!0)¼B0
2/rm0�O�10. This means that the Coriolis

force clearly dominates at large scales but progressively yields

to the Lorentz force at small scales.

Using the small Rm expression of L(‘) in a dynamo regime

is inappropriate and results in wrong estimates of the impor-

tance of Lorentz and Coriolis forces (Soderlund et al., 2012).

8.06.5.3 Waves and Transients

A thorough description of waves that can propagate in the

Earth’s core is given in Chapter 8.09. If we leave aside sound

waves (or seismic waves), there are several other waves that can

propagate in our system. First of all, the strong influence of

global rotation O allows inertial waves to exist. They are aniso-

tropic and dispersive, and their group velocity VO�O‘ depends
on the length scale ‘ measured in a plane perpendicular to the

rotation axis. The propagation of energy by inertial waves

occurs mainly along the rotation axis (Davidson et al., 2006),

leading to the formation of structures elongated along the

rotation axis. The Rossby number, which we have already

introduced, also measures the ratio of fluid velocity to inertial

wave group velocity.

Table 2 ‘ -scale dimensionless numbers

Notation Expression Time ratio Description

Re(‘)
u ‘ð Þ‘
v

tv ‘ð Þ
tu ‘ð Þ Reynolds number

E(‘)
v

‘2O

tO
tv ‘ð Þ Ekman number

Ro(‘)
u ‘ð Þ
O‘

tO
tu ‘ð Þ Rossby number

Rm(‘)
u ‘ð Þ‘
�

t� ‘ð Þ
tu ‘ð Þ Magnetic Reynolds

number

n(‘)
b2 ‘ð Þ

rm0u2 ‘ð Þ
t2u ‘ð Þ
t2b ‘ð Þ Interaction parameter

(small-scale
magnetic field)

N(‘)
B0b ‘ð Þ
rm0u2 ‘ð Þ

t2u ‘ð Þ
tAlfven ‘ð Þtb ‘ð Þ Interaction parameter

(large-scale
magnetic field)

L(‘)
b ‘ð ÞB0

rm0u ‘ð ÞO‘
tu ‘ð ÞtO

tb ‘ð ÞtAlfven ‘ð Þ Elsasser number

Lu(‘)
‘B0

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rm0

p t� ‘ð Þ
tAlfven ‘ð Þ Lundquist number

l(‘)
B0ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rm0

p
O‘

tO
tAlfven ‘ð Þ Lehnert (or magnetic

Rossby) number

Ra(‘)
�Dr=rð Þg‘3

kv
tk ‘ð Þtv ‘ð Þ

t2r ‘ð Þ Rayleigh number

Pr v/k Prandtl number
(independent of ‘)

Pm v/� Magnetic Prandtl
number
(independent of ‘)

One recovers the classical expression of these numbers at the integral scale ro by setting

‘ ¼ro. These numbers are also expressed as ratios of characteristic ‘� scale times,

which are defined in Table 1.
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The presence of the magnetic field allows Alfvén waves. Dis-

covered theoretically by Alfvén (1942), these waves couple the

velocity field and the magnetic field (see Chapter 8.09). Follow-

ing the analysis of Tobias et al. (2013), we consider a region

at rest with a uniform and constant magnetic field B0. Introduc-

ing the Elsasser variables z	 ¼ u	b=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rm0

p
, where u and b are

the velocity and magnetic fluctuations, respectively, the

Navier–Stokes and induction equations can be combined to yield

@t
VA �—ð Þz	 + z
�—ð Þz	 ¼�—P +
1

2
v+ �ð Þr2z	 +

1

2
v��ð Þr2z


[17]

In the absence of dissipation (v¼�¼0), eqn [17] describes

wave-type motions, which propagate in either directions along

the B0 field lines, with the Alfvén wave velocity VA ¼B0=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rm0

p
.

In a uniform magnetic field, these waves are nondispersive so

that wave packets of any shape propagate without distortion.

These waves are damped by diffusive phenomena, whose

importance is measured by the Lundquist number :

Lu ‘ð Þ¼ B0‘ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rm0

p
� + vð Þ¼

t� + v
tAlfven

which compares the diffusive time to the Alfvén propagation

time. In liquid metals, where ��v, it reduces to Lu(‘)¼
VA‘/�¼t�(‘)/tAlfvén(‘). When Lu(‘)<1, Alfvén waves are

damped and do not exist anymore. In the Earth’s core, we

have Lu0� 105.

The Alfvén number

A ‘ð Þ¼ u ‘ð Þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rm0

p
B0

¼ tAlfven ‘ð Þ
tu ‘ð Þ

measures the ratio of fluid velocity to Alfvén wave speed. It is

always small in the core (A(‘)<0.01), meaning that these

waves are dynamically important, at least in the directions

perpendicular to the rotation axis.

The ratio of Alfvén to inertial wave speed has been called

the Lehnert number by Jault (2008) and is also called the mag-

netic Rossby number in Chapter 8.03:

l ‘ð Þ¼ B0ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rm0

p
O‘

¼ tO
tAlfven ‘ð Þ

At large scale, l0�10�4 means that the Taylor columns can

form very rapidly (an effect of inertial wave propagation)

before the magnetic field can act on the flow (Gillet et al.,

2011; Jault, 2008). Once a Taylor column is formed, it can

slowly evolve, driven by buoyancy and/or the Lorentz force. At

smaller scale, the time to build the Taylor column increases

and the columns start to wither. Stationary flow can also escape

this Taylor constraint, forming thermal or magnetic winds.

8.06.5.4 What Should Be Considered a Small Scale?

In view of the previous evaluations, there seems to be two main

regimes in the core: the high Rm at large scales and the low Rm at

small scales. Based on Rm(‘), the transition happens at a length

scale ‘�10km or larger, depending on how u(‘) evolves with ‘.

In the high Rm regime, the Coriolis force dominates and

balances buoyancy, leading to strongly anisotropic dynamics,

with predominance of tall coherent structures elongated along

the direction of the rotation axis. The kinetic energy is effi-

ciently converted to magnetic energy, and the transfer between

scales is ensured by both the Lorentz force and the induction

equation.

In the low Rm regime, the Lorentz force dominates the

Coriolis force, which still remains important. The dynamical

structures are anisotropic, strongly influenced by the direction

of the local magnetic field. A significant part of the kinetic

energy is dissipated through Joule heating, but motion along

the magnetic field remains almost dissipationless. The interac-

tion parameter is still large so the inertial terms are unlikely to

be important for the energy transfer between scales, which

happens mainly through the Lorentz force. This regime is

probably well described by low Rm rotating MHD turbulence

at high interaction parameter.

In this picture, the buoyancy is merely a shadow that pro-

vides the driving force. However, the injection of kinetic energy

by buoyancy, which happens presumably at small scales, is of

particular interest for this problem. In particular, it means that

the large scale is possibly the result of a nonlinear cascade of

energy due to the Lorentz force, from small scales to large

scales.

The next section will detail the mechanisms and try to paint

a broad picture of turbulence in the core from large to small

scales.

8.06.6 Turbulent Regimes for the Core

The previous section has shown that the relative importance of

the various forces depends upon the length scale considered. In

this section, we try to infer the actual turbulent regimes that

should take place in the Earth’s core. We consider as given the

various diffusivities and the size and rotation rate of the core.

We further assume that the large-scale flow velocity is known,

from secular variation inversions (see Chapter 8.04), and that

the magnetic field has a dominant large-scale component,

whose typical intensity in the core is also known, from the

observed velocity of torsional oscillations (Gillet et al., 2010).

The actual values we use are listed in Table 3. The questions we

address are the following: At what length scale and timescale is

the turbulence regime dominated by rotation? By the magnetic

field? Can we infer the evolution of flow velocity and

small-scale magnetic field in these different regimes? How

much energy is dissipated? What is the balance between vis-

cous dissipation and ohmic dissipation? Which waves can

propagate?

We perform this exercise step by step, introducing the var-

ious ingredients that affect turbulence.

8.06.6.1 t–‘ Regime Diagrams

We introduce a t–‘ regime diagram that helps retrieve impor-

tant properties of turbulence and that we will use as a guide

when we investigate the effects of rotation and magnetic field

on turbulence. It consists in plotting the timescale t of the

relevant physical phenomena as a function of their length

scale ‘.

Figure 3 shows t(‘) versus ‘ for classical hydrodynamic

Kolmogorov turbulence, in a log-log plot. For the sake of
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illustration, we have assumed that energy is injected at the

integral scale (‘ ¼ro) at a typical timescale tSV¼300 years for

flow in the core at this length scale. Let us draw the relevant

tu(‘) turnover time of an eddy of radius ‘. In Kolmogorov’s

universal turbulence with its E(k)’ e2/3k�5/3 energy density

spectrum, the typical eddy turnover time is given by

tu ‘ð Þ’ ‘2=3e�1=3 [18]

since E(k)k’u2(‘) and (Note that in this chapter, we will occa-

sionally drop 2p factors and other prefactors for simplicity,

since we are mainly dealing with orders of magnitude k�1/‘).

When eddy turnover times are shorter than viscous diffu-

sion time at the same ‘, fluid motions follow Kolmogorov’s

cascade downscale until the tu(‘) line intersects the viscous

time line. Intersection points in t–‘ regime diagrams corre-

spond to scales at which the regime changes. This intersection

corresponds to Re(‘)¼u(‘)‘/v�1, where Re(‘) is the ‘ - scale

Reynolds number, hence the scale at which the regime changes

from the inertial range to the diffusive range.

The energy dissipation per unit mass e is simply deduced

from the ratio of the kinetic energy (per unit mass) at this scale

divided by the corresponding timescale, yielding e¼‘2/tv
3(‘)¼

v/tv
2(‘). Multiplying by the mass of the liquid outer core

Mo¼1.835�1024 kg, we obtain the total viscous dissipation,

which we have indicated by squares along the tv(‘) viscous

line. The squares are a factor of 103 apart, and the TW square

(1 TW¼1012 W) is filled for reference.

8.06.6.2 Turbulent Convection

Convective motions appear in a fluid layer heated at the bot-

tom and cooled at the top when the temperature gradient is

large enough.

8.06.6.2.1 The Rayleigh number
Lord Rayleigh established that the onset of convection is

attained when the Rayleigh number Ra0 reaches a critical

value Rac, where the Rayleigh number (at the integral scale) is

defined as

Ra0 ¼ �Dr=rð Þgr3o
kv

[19]

with ro the thickness of the fluid layer, g the acceleration due to

gravity, k the thermal diffusivity of the fluid, and v its kinematic

viscosity. The �Dr/r term determines the relative density ratio

across the layer. It is equal to aDT when the density variations

are due to temperature alone, where a is thermal expansivity

and DT the temperature variation.

It is not so easy to estimate the Rayleigh number in the

liquid core, because most of the temperature contrast between

the top of the core and its base is due to compression via the

equation of state (see Chapter 8.01). This part defines

the adiabatic (or isentropic) temperature profile, and only the

density variations in excess of it should be included in the Dr
term in the expression of the Rayleigh number. Since heat

conducted along the adiabat is large, it is possible that the

Rayleigh number is subcritical in part of the core. However,

as soon as the density profile departs from the adiabat, the

Rayleigh number can get very large.

We will use the t–‘ regime diagram of Figure 4 to illustrate

this point. One can define a ‘ - scale Rayleigh number Ra(‘) as a

thermal diffusion time tk(‘) times a viscous diffusion time

tv(‘) divided by the square of a ‘buoyancy time’ tr(‘) (which
is analogous to the inverse of the buoyancy frequency used in

stratified fluids):

Kolmogorov universal turbulence

Injection

E(k)=
C K

ε2
/3 k–

5/3

u tSV

1012

1010

108

106

Re (  ) ~1

104

TW

n

W

102

Length scale (m)

Ti
m

e 
sc
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e 

(s
)

10–2 100 102 104 106 ro

Figure 3 t–‘ regime diagram for Kolmogorov’s universal
hydrodynamic turbulence. Energy cascades from the injection scale
(taken here as the integral scale ‘¼ ro with timescale tSV¼300 years)
following Kolmogorov’s universal law tu(‘)�‘2/3є�1/3 down to the
dissipation scale when it intersects the viscous line tv(‘), yielding
Re(‘)�1. Viscous dissipation can be read at this intersection point,
using values graduated along the tv(‘) line.

Table 3 Properties of the core with their numerical values used to
draw the figures, as gathered by Peter Olson Chapter 8.01

Property Value Unit Description

k 5�10�6 m2 s�1 Thermal diffusivity
D 10�9 m2 s�1 Chemical diffusivity
v 10�6 m2 s�1 Kinematic viscosity
� 1 m2 s�1 Magnetic diffusivity
ro 3.48�106 m Radius of the core
Mo 1.835�1024 kg Mass of the outer core
tO 1.38�104 s Rotation time of the Earth

(i.e., 1/2p day)
tSV 9�109 s ro-scale core flow time from

secular variation inversion
(i.e., ’300 years)

tAlfvén 1.4�108 s ro-scale torsional Alfvén
wave time (i.e., ’4 years)

P <1013 W Power dissipated in the core

Note that some properties have large uncertainties (see Chapter 8.01). We also define
the spin-up time tspin-up ¼ ro=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
vO

p ’ 13000 years.
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Ra ‘ð Þ¼ tk ‘ð Þtv ‘ð Þ
t2r ‘ð Þ [20]

where tr ‘ð Þ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
‘
g

r
Drj j

q
, tk ‘ð Þ¼ ‘2=k and tv(‘)¼‘2/v.

Using the diffusivities listed in Chapter 8.01 and given

again in Table 3, we trace the lines defined by tk(‘) and tv(‘)
in Figure 4.

8.06.6.2.2 Density perturbation
All we know from observations about density perturbations

Dr/r is that they are too small to be detected. We pick here a

value Dr/r’10–15, which we will justify in the succeeding text,

to trace tr(‘). Where tr(‘) is halfway between tk(‘) and tv(‘)
defines the length scale ‘ and corresponding timescale at which

Ra(‘)�1. Buoyant fluid parcels with dimensions larger than a

fewmeters will rise with typical rise time of several months. We

have also drawn the line tD(‘) that corresponds to chemical

diffusion. We see that chemical (or compositional) convection

would start for smaller fluid parcels.

We will see later, when we introduce the role of rotation, that

a better value forDr/r is probably about 10�9. The present value

was chosen to be consistent with the hypothesis that large-scale

core motions were due to thermal convection, in the absence of

rotation and magnetic field. One may then relate the large-scale

time tSV to the integral Rayleigh number Ra0 and thus deduce

Dr/r. The scaling law for convective large-scale velocity U is not

that well known. An ad hoc scaling such as U’Ra
1=2
0

ffiffiffiffiffi
kn

p
=ro is

not unreasonable in our range of Prandtl and Rayleigh numbers

(see Ahlers et al. (2009) for a review) and simply yields Dr/r’
ro/gtSV

2 �10�15 and Ra0’tk(r0)tv(r0)/tSV
2 �1017.

8.06.6.2.3 Injection and dissipation scales
One could think that the scale ‘ at which Ra(‘)�1 should be

the injection scale, in the language of hydrodynamic turbu-

lence. This is not the case in nonrotating convection. Instead,

the size of the container appears to be the relevant injection

scale, from which energy cascades down to the dissipation

scale. More precisely, the classical k�5/3 law is retrieved below

what is called the Bolgiano scale (after Bolgiano, 1959). The

Bolgiano scale appears to be the height of the container in

incompressible fluids (Boffetta et al., 2012; Niemela et al.,

2000) and the so-called scale height in compressible fluids

when the Rayleigh number Ra0 is larger than 1011 (Rieutord

and Rincon, 2010). The scale height H¼Cp/ag is the height

over which density has changed by a factor e under the effect of

pressure. In the core, H’8900 km, which is larger than the

radius of the core. Therefore, the Bolgiano scale should simply

be the radius of the core.

We can then estimate what would be the energy spectrum

in the core, if the Earth was not rotating and nonmagnetic. In

the t–‘ regime diagram of Figure 4, we start from the observed

large-scale flow tSV at ‘¼ ro and cascade following

Kolmogorov’s law down to the dissipation scale when the

tu(‘) line intersects the viscous line tv(‘). This happens at a

Kolmogorov length scale of about 1 m. We deduce the dissipa-

tion per unit mass e¼‘2/tv
3(‘)¼v/tv

2(‘)�10�17 Wkg�1, which

yields a total viscous dissipation of about 30 MW only.

The idea that buoyancy, which is the driving force of the

geodynamo, is available to produce turbulent motions within

the core without impeding a specific scale is important to keep

in mind.

8.06.6.3 Turbulence in a Rotating Sphere

We have seen in previous chapters that global rotation imposes

strong constraints upon flow structures. The Taylor–Proudman

theorem implies that the axes of the turbulent eddies are essen-

tially aligned with the axis of rotation of the rotating container.

This has led to the idea that turbulence in rotating fluids is

essentially two-dimensional. Enabling high-resolution numeri-

cal simulations (e.g., Legras et al., 1988) and powerful statistical

mechanics approaches (Robert and Sommeria, 1991), 2-D tur-

bulence has been intensively studied early on (Kraichnan and

Montgomery, 1980). In the absence of dissipation and forcing,

two-dimensionality results in the conservation of the total

enstrophy (the integral of the squared vorticity
Ð
o2), thereby

modifying the classical Kolmogorov cascade into a double cas-

cade: an inverse cascade of energy from the injection scale up to

larger length scales with a spectral energy density spectrum

E(k)�k�5/3 and a direct cascade of enstrophy from the injection

scale down to smaller length scales with E(k)�k�3.

However, in a layer at the surface of a rotating sphere, such

as the atmosphere, there is an essential difference: strong zonal

motions can appear, which are fed by the eddies. Indeed,

vortices that move away from the axis of rotation experience

a reduction of the Coriolis force, which vanishes at the equator.

Turbulent convection
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Figure 4 t–‘ regime diagram for turbulent thermal convection. The
intersection of the ‘buoyancy’ line tr(‘) with a line at middistance
between the viscous line tv(‘) and the thermal diffusion line tk(‘) defines
Ra(‘)�1, where the regime changes from convective at larger scales
to diffusive at smaller scales. The tu(‘) line gives the evolution of the
eddy turnover time as a function of ‘ and is here assumed to follow
Kolmogorov’s law from the integral scale (tu(ro)¼ tSV) down to the
diffusion scale, where the tu(‘) line intersects the tv(‘) line, yielding
Re(‘)�1.
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This limits the extent of eddies in a latitudinal direction and

leads to quasi-geostrophic vortices. On the contrary, azimuthal

velocities, which follow geostrophic contours, encounter no

resistance, except for viscous friction in the Ekman layers that

form at the boundary. These phenomena are nicely displayed

in the atmosphere of giant planets, such as Jupiter and Saturn,

where strong alternating azimuthal jets circle the planet,

entraining and shearing quasi-geostrophic vortices.

Similarly, in a thick layer such as the liquid outer core,

columnar vortices that move away from the axis of rotation

impinge on the bounding spherical shell. There, the non-

penetration condition implies that the velocity component

aligned with the cylindrical radius coordinate must convert

into a velocity component aligned with the rotation axis,

plunging toward the equator from both sides. Such a flow

violates the Taylor–Proudman theorem and is therefore inhib-

ited, while azimuthal (zonal) flows are not affected.

Let us examine the t–‘ regime diagram of Figure 5 to get a

sense of the modifications brought up by rotation in the con-

text of core turbulence. One new timescale stands out: the

rotation time of the Earth tO (i.e., 1/2p day). The intersection

of the tv(‘) viscous line with tO defines the thickness of the

Ekman layer dE ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
v=O

p
, where O is the angular velocity of the

Earth. The Ekman layer is about 0.1 m thick. We also introduce

the spin-up time tspin-up ¼ ro=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
vO

p ’ 13000years and draw it in

Figure 5. The spin-up time is the time it takes for the core to

adjust to a change in the angular velocity of the mantle through

viscous coupling, that is, the time it takes for the whole fluid to

circulate through the Ekman layer.

8.06.6.3.1 Bidimensionalization and Rossby waves
Inertial waves have periods longer than half a day. They are

responsible for implementing the Taylor–Proudman con-

straint on the flows. Flows at timescales shorter than half a

day will not be bidimensionalized. In fact, a blob of vorticity of

size ‘ grows into a bidimensional column at a speed equal to

O‘ (Davidson, 2013). This means that it takes only a few days

for such a blob to convert into an elongated vorticity column,

say, ten times longer than wide, whatever the value of ‘. In a

thin layer such as the atmosphere or the ocean, the columns

rapidly extend across the entire layer.

However, it is important to realize that in a thick layer such

as the liquid outer core, the time required for such a column to

reach the core–mantle boundary is given by tRossby(‘) ¼ro/O‘.
The corresponding line is drawn in Figure 5. We have labeled it

as the Rossby line, because it also roughly corresponds to the

time it takes for a Rossby wave of azimuthal wavelength ‘ to

propagate one wavelength. Indeed, the expression of the pul-

sation of a Rossby wave, as recalled in Chapter 8.09, reads

wRossby ¼�2O
bk’
k2

with b¼a/Hc, where a is the slope of the spherical shell andHc

the height of the quasi-geostrophic column and k is the wave

number of the Rossby wave. Approximating a�1 andHc� ro at

midlatitudes and k�k’, we retrieve tRossby(‘)� ro/O‘.
Above the Rossby line, columns extend across the entire

core: motions are quasi-geostrophic (QG). Assuming that ‘

now defines the diameter of the columnar eddies in the

equatorial plane, the viscous line tv(‘) is unchanged. However,

viscous friction is also present at the ends of the column. There,

the velocity drops to zero at the rigid core–mantle boundary.

The velocity drop takes place across an Ekman layer of thick-

ness dE, thin enough for viscous forces to balance the Coriolis

force. The dissipation per unit mass due to viscous friction at

the ends of the columns can be written

eQG ¼ ‘2

t2u ‘ð Þtspin-up [21]

The intersection of the viscous line tv(‘) with the spin-up

time marks the length scale at which friction on the walls of a

column equals friction at its ends. It occurs for a length

‘¼ roE0
1/4, where E0¼v/Oro is the Ekman number at the integral

scale.
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Figure 5 t–‘ regime diagram for rotating turbulence in a spherical
shell. Rotation yields a specific timescale: tO (dash-dot horizontal line).
Its intersection with the viscous line (magenta) yields the Ekman
boundary layer thickness dE. We also draw a horizontal line for the spin-
up time tspin-up ¼ ro=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
vO

p
. The dotted line labeled ‘Rossby’ represents the

time tRossby(‘) it takes for a Rossby wave to propagate one wavelength ‘.
Its intersection with the viscous line occurs for ‘ ¼roE

1/3, which is the
width of convective columns at the onset of convection. The brown
dotted line labeled r represents the buoyancy line tr(‘). The u’ star on
the Rossby line marks the width (Rhines scale) and velocity of the zonal
jets that would make a turn round the Earth in time tSV. The black solid
line is the eddy turnover time tu(‘) line of nonzonal eddies that we
infer, starting from the Rhines scale in the quasi-geostrophic (QG)
regime. It becomes semi-quasi-geostrophic (SQG) and follows
Kolmogorov’s slope after crossing the Rossby line and might enter
critical balance (CB) at scales smaller than the injection scale (here taken
as roE

1/3). The intersection with tO defines Ro(‘)�1. Turbulence
becomes three-dimensional (3-D) below the tO line. The intersection with
the viscous line defines Re(‘)�1 and provides the amount of viscous
dissipation. Viscous dissipation of the zonal and quasi-geostrophic flows
occurs in the Ekman layers and is read on the Rossby line, where
diamonds are a factor of 103 apart, and the terawatt diamond is filled for
reference.
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We expect that turbulent motions whose timescale and

length scale fall in the triangle bounded by the three lines

tO�tv�tRossby will be strongly influenced by rotation with

elongated eddies aligned with the rotation axis (z-axis). Those

above the tRossby(‘) line will be quasi-geostrophic (QG) colum-

nar vortices extending all the way across the liquid core. We

find it logical to evaluate on the Rossby line the viscous dissi-

pation due to quasi-geostrophic and zonal motions since

below this line, columns will not necessarily reach the surface

Ekman layers. QG and zonal flow viscous dissipationMoeQG is

thus graduated with diamonds on the Rossby line. The dia-

monds are a factor of 103 apart, and the TW diamond

(1 TW¼1012 W) is filled for reference.

8.06.6.3.2 Zonal flows and potential vorticity
We have seen that truly geostrophic motions (i.e., zonal (or

azimuthal) motions in a sphere or a spheroid) behave in a

specific way. In contrast to nonaxisymmetric motions, they get

organized in winds or jets of a given width. Their lifetime can

be extremely long, and they often carry the largest part of the

kinetic energy of the flow. Clearly, these bands will limit the

maximum size that QG columns can achieve, since they are

separated by what appears to be strong barriers. There has been

much debate on the origin and characteristics of these bands.

One idea has become quite successful, which assesses that

bands are the expression of the mixing of potential vorticity

(PV) in a staircase fashion (Dritschel andMcIntyre, 2008). PV q

defined by q¼(wz+2O)/Hc is an important quantity in rotating

fluids because it is conserved when advected by a columnar

flow (wz being the z-component of the vorticity in the rotating

frame and Hc the height of the column), when viscous effects

are ignored. In a stratified medium with linear density profile,

mixing produces a stack of layers in which the density is fairly

homogeneous. These layers remain isolated from each other

because the sharp density jump across their borders acts as a

barrier for small density fluctuations (Phillips, 1972). It is

believed that something very similar happens for PV in a

rotating fluid in a sphere.

The conservation of PV is also at the origin of Rossby waves.

As a column of fluid at rest (outside the cylinder tangent to the

inner core) moves away toward the mantle, its height

decreases. In order to conserve PV, the column acquires a

negative vorticity (in the rotating frame). The opposite holds

for a column moving toward high latitude. Both contribute to

a prograde, that is, eastward, motion. This wave motion is

called a Rossby wave. Note that in shallow layers such as the

ocean or atmosphere at the surface of a rotating planet, Rossby

waves propagate westward because the planetary vorticity gra-

dient has the opposite sign. The velocity of Rossby waves

increases when their wave number decreases. We have drawn

the line tRossby ¼ ro/O‘ as representing the timescale versus

length scale signature of Rossby waves in the t–‘ regime dia-

gram of Figure 5.

The intersection of the Rossby line tRossby(‘) with the eddy

turnover time tu(‘) defines a Rhines length scale ‘Rhines while

its intersection with the viscous line tv(‘) provides the length

scale of thermal Rossby waves roE0
1/3, which appear at the

threshold of convection (Busse, 1970; Jones et al., 2000).

The Rhines scale describes how the sphericity of the core

stops the inverse cascade of energy from small-scale vortices.

8.06.6.3.3 Possible turbulent regimes
Let us now try to infer what would be the different turbulent

regimes encountered in the core if it was nonmagnetic but

rotating. Starting from the ‘observed’ timescale tSV at the largest

length scale ro, we run into a problem: there should be no

motion at this scale, since the maximum diameter of columnar

eddies is set by the width of zonal bands. We should therefore

reinterpret tSV as the typical time a zonal jet takes to circle once

around the core. This sets its velocity u’¼2pro/tSV, which

enters the definition of the Rhines scale: ‘Rhines �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
u’ro=O

p
(Dritschel and McIntyre, 2008). We assume that this defines

the width of the zonal jets. The corresponding viscous dissipa-

tion can be read on the Rossby line. Guided by observations of

the atmosphere of Jupiter, we further assume that the velocity

of the eddies at the same scale (their maximum size) will be

five times smaller, thus defining the starting point of the tur-

bulent regime diagram we want to construct. Note that actual

large-scale zonal velocities are similar to nonzonal velocities in

the Earth’s core (Hulot et al., 2002; Pais and Jault, 2008) (see

the Chapter 8.04).

Above the Rossby line, these eddies are columns extending

all the way across the core. The dissipation of these QG vortices

can be read at the intersection of the tu(‘) line with the Rossby

line. It is always smaller than that of the zonal jets (because we

have assumed eddies have smaller velocities than jets). The

inverse energy cascade yields a Kolmogorov-like law for tu(‘)
in that regime. Below the Rossby line, vortices are still very

much elongated in the z-direction, but they do not necessarily

extend all the way across the core. We label this regime SQG for

semi-quasi-geostrophic. In 2-D turbulence, the conservation of

enstrophy modifies the turbulent cascade: energy cascades

from the injection scale upscale to the largest possible scale

(the inverse energy cascade), while enstrophy cascades

downscale.

8.06.6.3.4 Below the injection scale
What is the injection scale in our case? Near the onset of

convection, it would be the length scale of thermal Rossby

waves roE0
1/3 (Busse, 1970). However, when strong zonal

winds are present, they certainly inject energy and enstrophy

at their (larger) scale. 2-D turbulence scenarios and quasi-

geostrophic numerical models predict a strong decrease of

energy for scales below the injection scale. The thick dashed

line in Figure 5 displays what would be the tu line in the case of

an energy spectrum E(k)�k�5. However, we have seen that

rotating turbulence was not strictly 2-D in this regime (below

the Rossby line). It has been recently proposed by Nazarenko

and Schekochihin (2011) that the flow reaches a ‘critical bal-

ance’ (CB) in this regime that sees the columns progressively

shrink in length until 3-D turbulence is reached at Ro(‘)�1 (at

the intersection of the tu(‘) and tO lines). This is what we have

drawn in Figure 5, keeping Kolmogorov’s slope all the way

down to the dissipation scale (Re(‘)�1), where the remaining

viscous dissipation can be read.

Note that in our scenario, the tu(‘) line barely gets below tO,

meaning that turbulence remains influenced by rotation

almost down to the dissipation scale. Also, note that the total

viscous dissipation (zonal and QG plus SQG) is now of the

order of 100 GW, compared with 30 MW in the absence of
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rotation. As rotation inhibits convection, a larger energy input

and larger buoyancy forces are needed to provide the velocities

we observe. The Dr/r term can be estimated here by assuming

a balance between the buoyancy and the Coriolis forces

yielding Dr/r’2Oro/gtSV�10�9, some six orders of magnitude

larger than in the nonrotating case, hence the position of the

tr(‘) line in Figure 5.

8.06.6.4 MHD Turbulence

Let us pursue our exercise by building a plausible scenario of

turbulence if the core had themagnetic field we observe at large

scales but was not rotating.

8.06.6.4.1 Mechanisms of MHD turbulence
Turbulence in the presence of a strong imposed magnetic field

is quite different from classical hydrodynamic turbulence.

While eddies are the building bricks of hydrodynamic turbu-

lence, it is believed that Alfvén waves are those of magnetohy-

drodynamic turbulence (Tobias et al., 2013), at least as long as

fluid velocities are smaller than the Alfvén speed (u(‘)<VA)

and the Lundquist number is large Lu(‘)�1. In a uniform

magnetic field, these waves are nondispersive so that wave

packets of any shape propagate without distortion. However,

the collision of counterpropagating Alfvén waves does produce

some distortion as the waves then propagate along modified

field lines. These collisions produce smaller scales to which

energy cascades down without dissipation, just like in classical

hydrodynamic turbulence, until the dissipation scale is

reached. Indeed, the half-sum and half-difference of the ener-

gies E+ and E� of the Elsasser variables correspond, respec-

tively, to the total energy and cross helicity
Ð
u �b, which are

both conserved in ideal incompressible MHD.

Two regimes have been identified: weak turbulence, in which

the linear term (VA�—)z	 of eqn [17] dominates over the non-

linear term (z
 �—) z	, and strong turbulence when the opposite

holds. In weak turbulence, it takes several collisions of wave

packets for energy to cascade to smaller scales and the energy

spectral density is inferred to scale as E(k)�k�2, while nonlinear

collisions in strong turbulence are more efficient in that respect,

yielding E(k)�k�3/2. The transition occurs when the Alfvén

wave collision time tb(‘) is of the same order as the large-scale

Alfvén wave time tAlfvén. Turbulence always gets strong at short

length scales. Note that in both cases, one expects an equiparti-

tion of energy between the velocity and magnetic fluctuations

since Alfvén waves are in equipartition. It is also important to

realize that the cascade is for length scales perpendicular to the

direction of the guide field B0: the wave packets retain their

along-field shape. As a consequence, the wave packets become

more andmore elongated in the guide field direction, somewhat

like vortices are elongated along the rotation axis in rotating

turbulence, except that the effect gets larger as the length scale

gets smaller, in contrast to the rotating case.

8.06.6.4.2 Two scenarios of MHD turbulence
Let us try to sketch the turbulent regimes a magnetized

nonrotating Earth would experience. We will discuss two alter-

native scenarios and use the t–‘ regime diagrams of Figures 6

and 7 as a guide. We again consider that we know the values of

the diffusivities and draw a new line for magnetic diffusion as

t�(‘)¼ ‘2/�. The large-scale starting point for the velocity field

is the same as before, deduced from secular variation core flow

inversion. We also assume that we know the intensity of the

large-scale magnetic field. Indeed, the recent discovery of tor-

sional waves in the Earth’s core (Gillet et al., 2010) provides a

profile of the rms intensity of the s-component of the magnetic

field as a function of s, where s is the cylindrical radius.

We infer a typical intensity ofB0¼3 mT,which translates into

a large-scale Alfvén wave velocity VA ¼B0=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rm0

p ’ 25 mms�1.

Note that, in fact, the velocity of torsional oscillations depends

upon the integral of Bs
2 over azimuth and z, so that the contribu-

tion of small scales is included in our estimate of B0. We plot the

line tAlfvén¼VA‘ in the t–‘ regime diagram of Figure 6. At the

largest scale (‘ ¼ro), the corresponding time is about 108 s, that

is, a few years, some two orders of magnitude smaller that the

characteristic time of secular variation. This is just an expression

of the fact thatmagnetic energy is about four orders ofmagnitude

larger than kinetic energy in the Earth’s core. Indeed, when

expressed in Alfvén velocity, the magnetic field intensity directly

compares to flow velocity. The intersection of the t�(‘) and

tAlfvén(‘) lines defines the minimum wavelength ‘ Alfvén waves

can achieve without being completely dissipated. It corresponds

to an ‘ - scale Lundquist number Lu(‘)¼t�(‘)/tAlfvén(‘)�1.
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Figure 6 A highly dissipative scenario for magnetohydrodynamic and
dynamo turbulence. The timescale of the large-scale magnetic field is
tAlfvén, deduced from the velocity VA of torsional oscillations. The green
line tAlfvén(‘) gives the time it takes for an Alfvén wave to travel a distance
‘ at this velocity VA. The red line tb(‘) measures the strength of the
magnetic field at length scale ‘ : it is the characteristic collision time of
Alfvén waves. The blue line t�(‘) is the magnetic diffusion line. Ohmic
dissipation is graduated with squares along that line. The squares are a
factor of 103 apart, and the terawatt square is filled. Here, we assume that
the tu, tb, and tAlfvén lines all intersect the t� line at the same point,
where Rm(‘)�N(‘)�Lu(‘)�1, yielding unrealistic ohmic dissipation of
millions of TW. The eddy turnover time tu continues downscale and
intersects the tv line at very small scales, yielding again unrealistic
viscous dissipation. This scenario is discarded because it would imply
super-Alfvénic velocities.
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Where should we plot the lines for the typical velocity field

tu(‘) and for the typical magnetic field tb(‘) (expressed in

Alfvén wave time)? We apply the principles of the MHD tur-

bulence cascade we just described. Assuming equipartition

down to the magnetic diffusion scale implies that both the

tu(‘) and tb(‘) lines should intersect the t�(‘) magnetic diffu-

sion line at the same place in the diagram, which will thus

correspond to Rm(‘)�1.

8.06.6.4.3 A highly dissipative scenario
It is then tempting to infer that smaller scales will be in a

regime where the small-scale magnetic field results from the

diffusion of the magnetic field induced by the interaction of

the small-scale velocity field with the large-scale magnetic

field. In this diffusive regime, one has (B0�—)u��r2b, yielding

b � uB0‘/�, which translates into tb(‘)¼tAlfvén(‘)tu(‘)/t�(‘).
Since we defined the intersection point by tu(‘)¼tb(‘)¼t�(‘),
the intersection should take place where the t�(‘) and tAlfvén(‘)
lines intersect. This intersection thus simultaneously corre-

spond to Lu(‘)�1, Rm(‘)�1, and N(‘)�1, where N(‘) is the

‘ - scale interaction parameter that measures the effect of the

large-scale magnetic field on the velocity field.

At this intersection point, magnetic diffusion takes over and

we read the ohmic dissipation (¼Mo�/t�
2(‘)) on the t�(‘) line.

It reaches a million terawatts, a value that is clearly unaccept-

able since no core flux can be larger than our estimate of a total

flux from the mantle to the core of 13 TW (see Table 3).

The velocity field is probably reduced at this intersection, but

what remains should still cascade downscale (Plunian et al.,

2013). One can easily check that the interaction parameter

decreases as the length scale decreases in this regime, so that

hydrodynamic turbulence is recovered with its classical Kol-

mogorov cascade, as drawn. Figure 6 shows that we finally

reach the viscous line tv(‘) for length scales below a millimeter

and read a viscous dissipation of a million terawatts again!

There is one problem with this scenario. MHD turbulence

above the intersection point at Rm(‘)�1 would be in the

strong turbulence regime, for which the energy spectrum is

found to be E(k)�k�3/2 (Tobias et al., 2013), yielding

t�‘3/4, as drawn in Figure 6. This means that the tu(‘) line is
below the tAlfvén(‘) line over a large range of scales, implying

that the fluid velocity is larger than the Alfvén speed, which

contradicts the hypotheses of Alfvén wave turbulence.

8.06.6.4.4 A more realistic scenario
We thus take into account the latter constraint and require that

tu and tb remain above the Alfvén line. The new scenario we

build is drawn in Figure 7. We let the MHD strong turbulence

cascade start from the largest scale ro at time tAlfvén and assume

it goes all the way down to the length scale ‘� �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rm0

p
=B0 for

which Lu(‘)�1, at the intersection of the t�(‘) and tAlfvén(‘)
lines. Equipartition is still required, implying that tu(‘) gets

down to times much shorter than tSV to join the tb(‘) line. We

have assumed here a spectrum Eu(k)�k for this part, meaning

that there is more kinetic energy at small scale than at the

integral scale. In contrast with the previous scenario, the inter-

action parameterN(‘)¼tu
2(‘)/tAlfvén(‘)tb(‘) remains large at all

scales, meaning that the large-scale magnetic field strongly

influences the flow. Turbulence in the magnetic diffusive

regime with a strong applied magnetic field has been explored

in laboratory experiments (Alemany et al., 1979). The small

scales of the flow are severely damped by the applied magnetic

field: the kinetic energy spectrum is Eu(k)�k�3, which trans-

lates into a constant tu(‘), as drawn in Figure 7. The magnetic

energy spectrum is even steeper (not drawn), obeying the

induction–diffusion balance. We read an ohmic dissipation

of more than a thousand terawatts, which could be much

lower though if the strong MHD turbulence spectrum was

steeper than k�3/2.

Assuming that equipartition at small scale down to the

magnetic diffusion scale has a drastic influence on the kinetic

and magnetic energy spectra. It is difficult to build scenarios

that do not require an unrealistic ohmic dissipation. We will

see that rotation can help us recover a more viable scenario.

8.06.6.5 Turbulence in Planetary Cores

The Earth is rotating rather fast. On periods longer than a day,

rotation inhibits Alfvén waves (Braginsky, 1970; Jault, 2008).

Only geostrophic Alfvén waves, that is, torsional oscillations,

are not inhibited. They have indeed been detected in the core

(Gillet et al., 2010), and we have used their observed velocity

to set our magnetic time tAlfvén at the integral scale ro. Quasi-

geostrophic Alfvén waves are also possible. But in both cases,

the constraint of rotation prevents Alfvén wave collision to be

the mechanism by which the magnetic energy cascades down

to dissipation.
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dissipation of about a thousand terawatts, as read on the t�(‘) line.
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Using the t–‘ regime diagram of Figure 8, let us try to infer

what turbulence could look like in the core, taking into

account the Earth’s rotation and the presence of a strong

large-scale magnetic field. The main difference with the previ-

ous scenarios is that we do not impose equipartition at small

scales. We let the eddy turnover time tu(‘) decrease with length

scale ‘, assuming a spectrum Eu(k)�k�5/3 in the dynamo

regime. The intersection of the tu(‘) line with t�(‘) defines

the length scale where Rm(‘)�1, below which the flow cannot

generate a magnetic field. Below this scale, if the large-scale

magnetic field B0 is dominant, the small-scale magnetic field is

obtained by the balance between induction and diffusion and

obeys tb(‘)¼tAlfvén(‘)tu(‘)/t�(‘). This time, flow velocities

remain much lower than Alfvénic speeds. Since tu(‘)¼t�(‘)
for Rm(‘)�1, the small-scale magnetic field at Rm(‘)�1 must

lie on the Alfvén line. For simplicity, we have thus drawn the

tb(‘) line following the Alfvén line in the dynamo regime.

The interaction parameter N(‘)¼tu
2(‘)/tAlfvén(‘)tb(‘) is

very large at all scales, meaning that the large-scale magnetic

field strongly influences the flow. Below the scale for which

Rm(‘)�1, we thus enter a diffusive regime with a strong

applied magnetic field, where Alfvén waves are inhibited by

rotation. Following Alemany et al. (1979), we assume a kinetic

energy spectrum Eu(k)�k�3, which translates into a constant

tu(‘), as drawn in Figure 8. The magnetic energy spectrum is

even steeper, obeying the induction–diffusion balance.

Note that in our scenario, the flow is above the Rossby line

in the dynamo regime, hence quasi-geostrophic. Most of the

nondynamo MHD regime lies above the Rossby line, hence

being also quasi-geostrophic (QG). Viscous dissipation can be

read along the tRossby(‘) line for the quasi-geostrophic MHD

flow and on the tv(‘) line for the semi-quasi-geostrophic MHD

motions. Both are very small, below the kilowatt range. Ohmic

dissipation dominates and mostly occurs at the ‘ - scale where

Rm(‘)�1. It can be read along the t�(‘) line, where the dashed
blue line intersects, amounting to a few terawatts for the pre-

sent scenario.

Behind this scenario is the idea that turbulence is very much

hindered under the combined constraints of strong magnetic

field and fast rotation. The rotating magnetized spherical Cou-

ette flow (DTS) experiment provides evidence for this behavior

(Nataf and Gagnière, 2008). We end up with a very sluggish

core, where the smallest eddies are ten meters in diameter and

have turnover times of several years!

Note that the Alfvén line intersects the t�(‘) line below the tO
line. This intersection defines Lu(‘)�1, while the intersection of

the Alfvén line with the tO line defines l(‘)�1. In that region

of the t–‘ diagram, it is possible for Alfvén waves to

propagate without being hindered by the Earth’s rotation

(because l(‘)>1) and without being damped by magnetic dif-

fusion (because Lu(‘)>1). However, such waves will not be

involved in the cascade of energy from large to small scales.

Similarly, fluid motions could be excited at timescales shorter

than a day (e.g., by tides), but they are not part of the energy

cascade.

8.06.7 Summary and Perspectives

Early numerical simulations of the geodynamo have demon-

strated the crucial role of rotation in the generation of the

magnetic field. One of our main messages here is that rotation

could also play a key role in limiting the dissipation of the

magnetic field.

Indeed, the classical scenario of MHD turbulence in the

absence of rotation, based on the collision of Alfvén waves,

predicts dissipation rates far too large for the core. The con-

straints brought by rotation prevent Alfvén waves to be the

carriers of turbulence. Instead, turbulence gets organized in

quasi-geostrophic eddies, strongly elongated along the rotation

axis, and strongly damped by the large-scale magnetic field. We

end up with a very sluggish core, in which the smallest eddies

are ten meters in diameter and have turnover times of several

years. The smallest magnetic field structures are even larger, in

the kilometer range, but their lifetime might be much shorter

(of the order of months). In this scenario, viscous dissipation is

negligible, while ohmic dissipation is in the terawatt range.

However, one should keep in mind that slightly different sce-

narios would lead to largely different dissipations.

We note that a planet like Venus, which rotates much more

slowly than the Earth (rotation period of 243 days), would not
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be in this regime and would not be able to sustain a magnetic

field as large as that of the Earth.

The t–‘ regime diagram that we introduced is a useful tool

for determining the various regimes that can be encountered

when going from the large scales down to the dissipative scales.

We hope it can guide the construction of appropriate paramet-

erizations of turbulence in LES.

In exploring the various turbulent scenarios, we have noted

that key elements were still missing, calling for more experimen-

tal and numerical studies. For example, we do not know how to

relate quasi-geostrophic and zonal velocities in a convecting

sphere. What is the relevant injection scale in these systems?

Furthermore, some fundamental differences between the case of

the atmosphere of giant planets and that of the core might have

been overlooked. Our observation that the time required for a

Taylor column to grow and extend across the core is comparable

with the propagation time of a Rossby wave questions the

validity of quasi-geostrophic modeling of small scales.

MHD and rotating turbulence are even more uncertain. The

scenarios we have built are very speculative and await experi-

mental and numerical backing.

What is the prospect of detecting turbulent structures in the

core? We have seen that the expected relative density variations

are extremely small (�10�9), far too small to affect the prop-

agation of seismic waves or the gravity field. However, the

velocity of seismic waves can also be modified by rotation,

flow velocity, and magnetic field. How important are these

effects? Our t–‘ diagrams can guide us again. Seismic waves

in the core have velocities of about 9 km s�1, yielding a char-

acteristic time of about 400 s at the integral scale ro. Scattering

of seismic waves by turbulent structures roughly scales as their

time ratio: strong effects occur when times are comparable. In

Figure 8, we see that the time that gets closest to the seismic

time is tO : indeed, it is well known that seismic normal modes

of the Earth are split by the Coriolis force. The next relevant

time is the magnetic Alfvén wave time, but it is already 3 orders

of magnitude further away from seismic times, leaving little

hope for detection.
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Abstract

We test the ability of large scale velocity fields inferred from geomagnetic secular
variation data to produce the global magnetic field of the Earth. Our kinematic dynamo
calculations use quasi-geostrophic (QG) flows inverted from geomagnetic field models
which, as such, incorporate flow structures that are Earth-like and may be important
for the geodynamo. Furthermore, the QG hypothesis allows straightforward prolongation
of the flow from the core surface to the bulk. As expected from previous studies, we
check that a simple QG flow is not able to sustain the magnetic field against ohmic
decay. Additional complexity is then introduced in the flow, inspired by the action of the
Lorentz force. Indeed, on centenial time-scales, the Lorentz force can balance the Coriolis
force and strict quasi-geostrophy may not be the best ansatz. When our columnar flow
is modified to account for the action of the Lorentz force, magnetic field is generated
for Elsasser numbers larger than 0.25 and magnetic Reynolds numbers larger than 100.
This suggests that our large scale flow captures the relevant features for the generation
of the Earth’s magnetic field and that the invisible small scale flow may not be directly
involved in this process. Near the threshold, the resulting magnetic field is dominated
by an axial dipole, with some reversed flux patches. Time-dependence is also considered,
derived from principal component analysis applied to the inverted flows. We find that
time periods from 120 to 50 years do not affect the mean growth rate of the kinematic
dynamos. Finally we notice the footprint of the inner-core in the magnetic field generated
deep in the bulk of the shell, although we did not include one in our computations.

1 Introduction

The main Earth’s magnetic field and its temporal variations are generated by the motions of
liquid metal in the core. Provided some assumptions are made, it is possible to infer the large
scales of the flow at the top of the Earth’s core, from observations of the geomagnetic field and
its variations with time, which are commonly referred to as Secular Variation (SV). Because
the crustal magnetic field dominates at small spatial scales, the core field is known only for
the largest scales (up to spherical harmonic degree 13). Similarly, because of time varying
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currents in the magnetosphere and in the ionosphere, the SV produced by core processes can
be isolated only up to harmonic degree 12 to 14 [e.g. Olsen et al., 2014]. Unfortunately, this
inherently also limits to relatively large scales the flow we can reconstruct at the top of the
core.

Direct numerical simulations of the geodynamo, pioneered by Glatzmaier and Roberts
[1995] can be tuned to produce magnetic fields that resemble closely the one of the Earth [e.g.
Christensen et al., 2010, Christensen, 2011, Aubert et al., 2013]. However, the mechanism
by which the magnetic field is actually generated in the Earth’s core is not clear. Indeed,
the parameter range in which those simulations operate is arguably very far from the one
expected in the Earth, and when extrapolating them to realistic Earth parameters, we obtain
a picture where the convective flow is important down to small scales of 0.1 to 10 km wide.
Is this hidden small scale flow (both from numerics and from inversions) important for the
generation of the magnetic field? Or is the large scale flow alone responsible for the induction?
To help answer these difficult questions, the modest goal of this paper is to test the capability
for dynamo action of the large scale flows inferred from geomagnetic field models.

The importance of the Coriolis force in the core arguably leads to flows that are mainly
invariant along the rotation axis, which are referred to as quasi-geostrophic (QG) or columnar
flows. These columnar flows are thought to be relevant at large spatial scales and short time-
scales [Jault, 2008, Gillet et al., 2011]. At smaller spatial scales or more importantly at longer
time scales, the columns are expected to wither: at such scales the Lorentz and buoyancy
forces should arguably be both taken into account. The effect of the Lorentz force is of
particular interest as Sreenivasan and Jones [2011] have shown that the induced magnetic
pumping significantly enhances the dynamo action of the flow.

In this study, we use a columnar flow assumption to infer the flow at the core surface.
The reconstruction of the flow inside the whole core is thus straightforward. We then use this
reconstructed flow in a kinematic dynamo code to explore its dynamo capability. Despite being
a much simpler approach than solving the full dynamical system, solving only the induction
equation has already proven to be useful [e.g. Gubbins, 2008, Tobias and Cattaneo, 2013,
Cabanes et al., 2014]. Although care must be taken when applying anti-dynamo theorems
to bounded flows [see e.g. Bachtiar et al., 2006, Li et al., 2010], the quasi-two dimensionality
of our columnar flows does not a priori help dynamo action [Jones, 2008]. Despite this
fact, columnar flows have already proven to be capable of dynamo action in the presence
of large-scale zonal shears [Schaeffer and Cardin, 2006, Guervilly, 2010]. In addition to the
large-scale shears, both studies stress the importance of time-variability of the flow for the
dynamo action. As for inverted core flows, they never exhibit dominant large scale shears.
To try to boost the dynamo efficiency of columnar flows, we introduce a time-dependence
matching inferred core flows and perturbate the flow with the magnetic pumping described
by Sreenivasan and Jones [2011]. As we will show, only the latter actually leads to dynamo
action.

Even though our flow explains an important part of the observed SV, we do not expect
the growing dynamo field to match any particular feature of the secular variation as, e.g.,
the dipole moment decay rate. The reasons are inherent to the kinematic dynamo problem
and are detailed in section 5. The point we wish to highlight in the present study is that our
flow model, obtained through a geomagnetic field model inversion, and including a physically
relevant magnetic pumping that does not change the surface flow, is efficient to maintain the
magnetic field of the Earth, without the need for contributions from smaller scales.

The paper is organized as follow: in the next section the method for obtaining the core
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flows is described and discussed. Then we describe the procedure we follow to compute
kinematic dynamos from the core flows, and introduce the relevant parameters. The results
are first described in section 4, and then discussed in section 5. We end the paper with
concluding remarks.

2 Inverted core flows

2.1 Columnar flows

Columnar flow can be seen as the outcome of competing mechanisms that propagate infor-
mation inside the core: Alfvén waves due to the magnetic tension in the medium and inertial
waves due to the restoring effect of Coriolis force. On short time-scales and large length-scales,
these latter waves are quicker in propagating perturbations axially (along planetary vorticity
lines) inside the liquid core, as expressed by a small Lehnert number, i.e. the ratio between
Alfvén wave and inertial wave speeds [Jault, 2008, Gillet et al., 2011, Nataf and Schaeffer,
2015].

Schaeffer and Pais [2011] pointed out that equatorially anti-symmetric (AS) features can
be present inside a spherical rotating container as a result of some anti-symmetric excitation.
When looking for this symmetry in core flows inverted from geomagnetic field models, they
further noticed that the AS component tends to prevail for small scale flows [see also Gillet
et al., 2011], which can be understood in terms of a lengthscale-dependent Lehnert number,
λ` = B/`Ω

√
ρµ0, larger for small-scale structures.

In a recent work, Pais et al. [2015] applied Principal Component Analysis tools to the
streamfunction ξ of the QG flow inverted from geomagnetic field models. The ‘data’, which
consisted in the values of streamfunction ξ on a regular spatial grid at the core surface, were
decomposed into a mean flow plus a linear combination of a small number of spatial patterns
multiplied by time-varying coefficients. This approach is particularly useful in the present
context, by providing the means to describe the time-varying flow derived from geomagnetic
field model gufm1 over a 150 year time period with a small number of parameters (see section
3.3.1).

Since allowing for an AS component in inverted core flows improved variation of Length-
of-Day (∆LOD) estimations, Schaeffer and Pais [2011] argued in favor of considering both
flow symmetries in the inversion.

2.2 Obtaining the core flow

The geomagnetic field model gufm1 has been inverted for a large-scale columnar flow and
an AS component, providing for a flow solution for each epoch in the 1840-1990 period (one
independent flow snapshot each year). The inversion accounts for a separation of QG and AS
flows as in Schaeffer and Pais [2011].

The columnar flow verifies the following kinematic condition at the core-mantle boundary
(CMB):

∇H · u+ =
2 tan θ

rc
u+θ (1)

with rc the Earth’s core radius, whereas the AS component satisfies

∇H · u− = 0 . (2)
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Figure 1: On the top row, the mean flow using a Hammer projection centered at the 180◦

meridian (left) and an ortographic projection as seen from the North pole (right). On the
bottom row, the three spatial structures or Empirical Orthogonal Functions characterizing the
first three modes from the PC analysis. The EOFs are normalised and the scale is arbitrary.
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These are the surface constraints of a flow that in the bulk of the core has a QG component,
equatorially symmetric (upper index ‘+’), and an AS component (upper index ‘-’).

In Schaeffer and Pais [2011], the AS component u− had no particular kinematical con-
straint imposed. By using (2) instead, the AS surface flow component can be completely
retrieved from a toroidal scalar T , in the same way as the QG surface flow component can
be retrieved from a streamfunction scalar ξ [see e.g. Pais and Jault, 2008, Pais et al., 2015].

u+ =
1

cos θ
∇H ∧ ξ(θ, φ) r̂ +

sin θ

rc cos2 θ
ξ(θ, φ) φ̂ (3)

u− = ∇H ∧ T (θ, φ) r̂ (4)

where ξ and T are given in rad/yr. In this study, where we test the ability of QG flows to
increase the energy of magnetic field modes that have a similar morphology to the Earth’s
field, we extracted u+ from the inverted flows and did not further consider the AS component
u−.

Besides the two conditions (1) and (2) imposed on the surface flow through quadratic forms
on the flow coefficients multiplied by relatively high regularization parameters, two further reg-
ularizations are used: a penalization of the azimuthal gradients,

∫
CMB[(1/ sin θ) (∂u/∂φ)2]dS

as in Schaeffer and Pais [2011], supporting the observation of structures developed preferably
along parallels in natural rotating flow systems; a penalization of radial vorticity and hori-
zontal divergence,

∫
CMB[(r̂ · ∇H ∧ u)2 + (∇H · u)2]dS , corresponding to the `3 norm used in

Gillet et al. [2009] and favoring a large scale flow.
Following Pais et al. [2015], the streamfunction ξ obtained for the QG flow is analyzed

into a linear combination of a small number of spatial patterns multiplied by time-varying
coefficients, using Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Five modes are retained, which
explain more than 95% of the time variability of the flow. The reduced streamfunction model
reconstructed from these main modes is given by

ξ(rc, θ, φ, t) = ξ0(rc, θ, φ) +
5∑

k=1

PCk(t) ξ
k
EOF (rc, θ, φ) (5)

where ξ0 is the mean flow, obtained by averaging the flow coefficients over the time-period
1840 - 1990, ξkEOF is the Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) of order k depending on
spatial coordinates, and PCk(t) is a function of time, the Principal Component (PC) of order
k. The product PCk(t) ξ

k
EOF (rc, θ, φ) is the kth PCA mode, and explains a percentage of

the time variability found in data. The different modes are uncorrelated in time during the
1840-1990 interval and in space over the whole CMB. Figure 1 shows the flow at the CMB
captured by ξ0 and the first three EOFs. Figure 2 shows plots of the five first PCs that enter
expression 5. Note the resemblance between this flow and those in Schaeffer and Pais [2011]
and Pais et al. [2015]. In all cases, the mean flow shows strong azimuthal currents at high
latitudes centered at -145◦ longitude and at low latitudes centered at 0◦. The three large
vortices at medium/high latitudes described in Pais et al. [2015] are also present.

The polar anticyclone lying inside the tangent cylinder cannot be conveniently retrieved
with conventional QG flow regularization [e.g. Pais and Jault, 2008]. It is nonetheless an
important feature of core flows which has already been discussed in both observations [e.g.
Olson and Aurnou, 1999], and geodynamo simulations [e.g. Aubert, 2005].
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3 A kinematic dynamo problem

3.1 Induction equation

The evolution of the magnetic field within an electrically conducting fluid is given by the
induction equation

∂B

∂t
= ∇× (v ×B) + η∇2B. (6)

where η = (µ0σ)−1 is the magnetic diffusivity, µ0 is the magnetic permeability of empty space,
and σ is the electrical conductivity of the fluid that we assume to be homogeneous. Here, v
denotes the entire three-dimensional flow in the bulk, while u is the flow at the core surface.

The key parameter for dynamo action is the magnetic Reynolds number

Rm = V0rc/η = V0rcµ0σ

which compares the magnitude of the induction term to the ohmic dissipation. We use as
characteristic speed V0 the maximum value of the velocity of the flow field v, and as length
scale the radius rc of the core. The core flows in this study have V0 ∼ 15 km/yr, leading to
Rm ∼ 800 to 3000 for the Earth’s core, depending on the estimated electrical conductivity
[Pozzo et al., 2012].

Dynamo action, which is the spontaneous growth of a magnetic field from the motion of a
conducting fluid, happens when the induction overcomes ohmic dissipation, which occurs for
Rm > Rmc. Numerical computations are generally needed to determine the critical magnetic
Reynolds number Rmc, because it depends on the precise details of the flow. Efficient flows
in spheres have Rmc ∼ 10 to 100 [e.g. Dudley and James, 1989, Jones, 2008]. Note however,
that not all flow fields can ultimately trigger dynamo action, in which case Rmc is not defined.
Finding Rmc and the fastest growing magnetic field B when the flow v is prescribed is referred
to as the kinematic dynamo problem.

In the context of geomagnetism, Gubbins [2008] and Sarson [2003] studied the kinematic
dynamo problem for minimalistic flows that captured some expected features of core flows.
Here, the prescribed velocity field v and its time evolution are expected to be more Earth-like,
since they are derived from the core flow u+ inverted from geomagnetic field observations as
described in section 2. This will be detailed below.

3.2 Numerical procedure

In order to determine Rmc for a given flow v, we compute the time-evolution of B as given
by the induction equation (6), for several values of the magnetic diffusivity η.

We time-step the induction equation (6) numerically, using the XSHELLS code [Gillet
et al., 2011, Monteux et al., 2012, Cabanes et al., 2014], which is available as free software,
and has been adapted for this study [see Schaeffer et al., 2015]. It uses the spherical harmonic
transform library SHTns [Schaeffer, 2013] and finite differences in radius. The integration
scheme is second order in time with the diffusion terms treated by a Crank-Nicolson scheme,
whereas an Adams-Bashforth one is used for the induction term.

Both the prescribed flow v and the magnetic field B occupy the full sphere: we have no
solid inner-core in our computations to avoid the issues arising when trying to reconstruct a
columnar flow compatible with a solid inner-core. Note that the XSHELLS code has been
benchmarked to full-sphere solutions [Marti et al., 2014] and used in a previous study involving
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full-spheres [Monteux et al., 2012]. The mantle is assumed electrically insulating, so that the
magnetic field in the liquid sphere matches a potential field outside the conducting domain.

The magnetic energy is monitored, its growth rate indicating if the flow leads to dynamo
action. However, when starting from a random magnetic seed, transient decay and growth
may be observed before the average growth-rate converges to a constant value. The time
needed to obtain a well converged mean growth-rate is typically a fraction of the magnetic
diffusion time Tη = r2c/η. All our simulations have been running at least for one fifth of Tη
but often one half of Tη and, in a few cases, up to 2Tη.

A typical run is set up with Nr = 300 radial levels, and spherical harmonic expansions
truncated at degree `max = 149 and order mmax = 85. For the most demanding cases (largest
Rm) and to check numerical convergence, we pushed resolution up to (Nr, `max,mmax) =
(320, 250, 150). The computations are always fully dealiased using the appropriate numbers
of grid points in latitudinal (Nθ > 3`max/2) and longitudinal (Nφ > 3mmax) directions.

3.3 Prescribed flow models

3.3.1 Time dependence through PC

It has been shown that the time-dependence can be important for dynamo action [Willis and
Gubbins, 2004, Schaeffer and Cardin, 2006, Tilgner, 2008]. We thus also use flows varying
in time in our kinematic dynamo study, as captured by geomagnetic observations. The
prescribed velocity field u is computed from equation (3), with ξ(t) given by equation (5). In
order to assess if a flow is capable of sustaining a magnetic field against ohmic dissipation, we
need to integrate the induction equation (6) for times comparable to the magnetic diffusion
time. Because the magnetic diffusion time in the Earth is much longer than the time-period
for which the core flow u is computed, we cannot reconstruct the flow for a time long enough
for a simulation to run. To overcome this, we fitted each of the first five principal components
PCk(t) (see eq. 5) with one sine function P̃Ck(t) = Ak sin(ωkt+αk), as represented in figure
2. This allows us to compute a flow u at any time, by extrapolating from decade time scales
at which observations take place to much larger diffusive ones at which dynamo action may
occur.

The prescribed bulk flow v(t) is then reconstructed from the symmetric surface flow u+(t)
using the approach we now describe.

3.3.2 Purely columnar flow

The simplest way to reconstruct the flow at any depth in the core, is to assume a columnar
flow. The cylindrical components (s,φ,z) of the bulk flow v are related to the spherical
components (θ,φ) of the surface flow u+ by

vs(s, φ) =
H(s)

rc
u+θ (θ, φ)

vφ(s, φ) = u+φ (θ, φ)

vz(s, φ, z) = − sz

rcH(s)
u+θ (θ, φ) (7)

with s = rc sin θ the cylindrical radial coordinate and H(s) =
√
r2c − s2 the half height of a

fluid column. Because u+ derives from a pseudo-streamfunction (see eq. 3), mass conservation
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Figure 2: The main five PCs (used to reconstruct the flow using eq. 5) and their fitted sine
functions, each defined by an amplitude, a time period and a phase shift.

is ensured and we always have ∇.v = 0 [see also Amit and Pais, 2013]. Remember also that
in this study, we ignore the AS component u−.

3.3.3 Magnetic pumping

Helicity is another important ingredient for dynamo action as it leads to the so-called alpha-
effect [e.g. Jones, 2008] whereby poloidal magnetic field is produced from toroidal field. Ekman
pumping in columnar vortices produces helicity [Busse, 1975], but it vanishes at small enough
Ekman numbers [e.g. Schaeffer and Cardin, 2006].

On centenial time-scales the influence of the Lorentz force on the flow should be taken
into account. Indeed, when a magnetic field permeates columnar vortices, Sreenivasan and
Jones [2011] have put forward an effect coined magnetic pumping, which produces an axial
flow in phase with axial vorticity, that significantly enhances the mean helicity of the flow and
consequent dynamo action. Because fields of dipolar symmetry have a more efficient mag-
netic pumping, they argued that this effect could explain the preference of dipole-dominated
magnetic fields in their simulations.

The magnetic pumping is proportional to the local vorticity and to the square of the
magnetic field. Sreenivasan and Jones [2011] have computed magnetic pumping solutions for
a simple toroidal field

Bφ = B0
s

rc

z(H(s)2 − z2)
H(s)3

(8)

of dipolar symmetry.
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Because in our kinematic dynamo approach the flow is prescribed by the streamfunction
ξ (eq. 3 and 5), we cannot take into account the retroaction of the dynamic magnetic field.
Instead, we assume the Earth permeated by a simple toroidal field of dipolar symmetry, and
follow Sreenivasan and Jones [2011]. As no explicit expression of the magnetic pumping
is available, we choose to model the corresponding axial velocity vmpz with the following
parametrization that closely mimics the magnetic pumping computed by Sreenivasan and
Jones [2011] (see their equation 3.9 and their figure 1b). Using a Fourier decomposition
ξ(s, φ) =

∑
m ξm(s)eimφ, we prescribe, for all azimuthal wavenumber m:

vmpz = Λ V0 f(z/H(s)) b(s)m2ξm(s) (9)

where f(x) = −7
2x(1−x)2(1+x)2 captures vertical variations due to the above magnetic field

geometry Bφ, and b(s) = 4s(rc− s)/r2c takes into account additional magnetic field variations
with s. The profiles f(x) and b(s) are represented in Figure 3, and the assumed toroidal field
in Figure 4 (left).

The Elsasser number

Λ =
B2

0

µ0ρΩη
(10)

controls the strength of the magnetic pumping, where B0 is the maximum of the amplitude
of the large scale magnetic field, ρ is the fluid density and Ω the rotation rate of the Earth.

Note also that we have approximated the local vorticity by m2ξm, neglecting the contri-
bution of the radial derivative of ξ(s, φ). This approximation allows us to conveniently satisfy
the mass-conservation by adding a contribution vmpφ to the azimuthal flow:

vmpφ = ΛV0 ism ξm(s) b(s)
1

H(s)
f ′(z/H(s)) (11)

Our magnetic pumping flow correction defined by equations (9) and (11) enhances the
helicity of the flow while satisfying the mass conservation as well as the impenetrable boundary
condition at the core-mantle boundary. It is also noteworthy that the magnetic pumping does
not alter the surface flow.

Although we could have parameterized the small correction due to buoyancy forces in a
similar manner, Sreenivasan and Jones [2011] mention that it has a much smaller effect on
helicity. Therefore, and to keep our study simple, we ignore the small deformation of columns
induced by buoyancy effects.

4 Results

We have computed kinematic dynamos with a combination of the two parameters Λ and Rm.
Using only the mean flow u+ averaged in time and a purely columnar velocity field v given by
equations 7, we found no dynamo for any tested value of Rm up to Rm = 2600. This is not
unexpected as Schaeffer and Cardin [2006] also did not find dynamo action with stationary
columnar flows.

In addition, adding the time dependence prescribed by our principal component analysis
did not help, and no dynamo was found up to Rm = 2600. Moreover, we checked that the
average growth rate is exactly the same as for the mean flow only. Willis and Gubbins [2004]
showed that adding low frequency perturbations to a mean flow did not change the growth
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Figure 3: Radial (left) and vertical (right) profiles of our parametrized magnetic pumping.
They were chosen to capture the dependence with s and z corresponding to a simple field of
dipolar symmetry [see figure 1b of Sreenivasan and Jones, 2011].

rate, while higher frequency often enhanced dynamo action. Since our principal components
have periods larger than 60 years, it does not exclude that lower period motions can participate
in the dynamo process.

Nevertheless, as an auspicious result, adding magnetic pumping (eq. 9 and 11) to our
core flows allowed them to produce growing magnetic fields: the larger the Elsasser number
Λ, the lower the critical magnetic Reynolds number, down to Rmc ∼ 250. Below Λ = 0.5, we
could not find a dynamo for Rm up to 1700. These computations are summarized in table 1
and figure 5, showing a regime diagram for dynamo action with magnetic pumping. We note
that the time-dependence has still no effect on the average growth rate, even in the presence
of magnetic pumping.

Since our flow v is symmetric with respect to the equatorial plane, the magnetic field eigen
modes of the kinematic dynamo problem also have a definite symmetry (either symmetric or
anti-symmetric). It turns out that the fastest growing magnetic field is anti-symmetric with
a large dipolar component (see figure 6), which is consistent with the assumption used to
model the magnetic pumping (see section 3.3.3).

Because the growing magnetic field is likely different from the simple assumed toroidal field
responsible for the magnetic pumping in our framework, the resulting kinematic dynamos are
not a priori dynamically self-consistent. As an a posteriori consistency check, we can compare
the growing axisymmetric toroidal magnetic field to the one we have used to compute the
magnetic pumping in equations 9 and 11. As shown in Fig. 4, they are in fair agreement,
although more complexity can be seen in the growing magnetic field. In particular they are
both equatorially antisymmetric.
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Figure 4: Left: the simple magnetic field used in eqs. 9 and 11 to model the magnetic
pumping. Right: axisymmetric part of the growing magnetic field for Rm = 978 and Λ = 0.9.
The colormap shows the azimuthal (toroidal) component and the black contours show the
meridional (poloidal) field lines. The small gray circle marks the size of Earth’s inner-core,
although we have none in our study.
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Figure 5: Growth rate as a function of the magnetic Reynolds number Rm and the Elsasser
number Λ controlling the magnetic pumping. Black squares are failed dynamos (for which
the magnetic field decays) while red circles are dynamos (exhibiting growing magnetic field).
The contour lines are interpolated using the shown data points. The growth rate has been
normalized using the magnetic diffusion time. The data is given in table 1.
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Λ Rm Rm∗ γ Brms/Bdip
0.15 1727 600 -7.6
0.25 1733 602 -0.4
0.3 1303 453 -1.28
0.3 1502 522 1.15 18.1
0.3 1737 604 4.44 17.2
0.4 915 318 -1.5
0.4 1107 385 1.5 13.6
0.4 1308 455 5.3 12.9
0.4 1744 606 14.9 14.7
0.5 800 279 -0.01
0.5 700 244 -1.7
0.5 1000 348 4 11.2
0.5 1400 488 14.5 12.1
0.5 1751 610 27 14.0
0.7 503 176 -2
0.7 596 209 -0.08
0.7 706 247 2.55 8.4
0.7 1059 371 12.7 10.1
0.9 400 142 -1
0.9 489 173 0.74 6.5
0.9 649 230 4.66 7.4
0.9 978 346 14 9.2
1.2 252 91.2 -1.9
1.2 360 130 2.3 5.5
1.2 495 179 6.4 6.4
1.5 201 74.7 -2.9
1.5 222 82.5 -1.6
1.5 274 102 1.4 5.1
1.5 411 153 8 6.2
2 222 80.7 -1.1
2 252 92 0.9 5.2
2 454 165 11 6.9

Table 1: Kinematic dynamo runs using the mean core flow and our magnetic pumping param-
eterization. The magnetic Reynolds number is computed using the maximum velocity (Rm)
or the rms velocity (Rm∗). γ is the growth rate in magnetic diffusion time units, computed
from the temporal evolution of the magnetic energy EB(t) as γ = (2EB)−1 ∂tEB. For the
growing magnetic field cases (γ > 0), the amplitude ratio between the root-mean-square field
in the bulk and the dipole at the surface is given by Brms/Bdip.
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Figure 6: Growing radial magnetic field shown at the top of the core (Aitoff projection). It
has been rescaled to match the assumed Elsasser number Λ = 0.5 (left), Λ = 0.9 (middle),
Λ = 2 (right). For each Λ, the top row is the largest Rm whereas the bottom row is the
smallest Rm leading to a growing field (see table 1 for precise values). The units are µT

5 Discussion

While Guervilly et al. [2012] used a forcing at the surface to produce a dynamic bulk flow
compatible with the observed zonal jets of giant planets, here we decided to entirely prescribe
the flow, as the core flow is more complex and time dependent.

We have observed growing magnetic fields in columnar flows with magnetic pumping, for
magnetic Reynolds number Rm = V0rc/η as low as 252 (for Elsasser number Λ = 2). If we use
the root-mean-square velocity in the bulk instead of the maximum velocity V0, it translates
to Rm∗ = 92. This rather low value of Rm∗ indicates that magnetic pumping in columnar
flows is a rather efficient mechanism for dynamo action.

Our flow is a model of the large scale flow in the Earth’s core where, because the operating
dynamo is saturated, the Lorentz force backreacts on the flow to prevent further exponential
growth of the magnetic field. Flows from such saturated dynamos have been found to still
be efficient kinematic dynamos [Cattaneo and Tobias, 2009, Tilgner and Brandenburg, 2008].
If our flow is mainly responsible for the saturated geodynamo, then according to Cattaneo
and Tobias [2009] it is also a kinematic dynamo for a growing magnetic field not everywhere
proportional to the geomagnetic field and not backreacting on the flow (a passive field). Our
kinematic dynamo calculations thus exhibit the property of velocity fields arising from a
saturated dynamo to lead to exponential growth of a passive magnetic field.

Furthermore, in a kinematic dynamo, the obtained field is an eigenmode, growing or
decaying at the same rate everywhere, effectively enslaving the time variation of the surface
field to the time variation in the bulk. It may be worth emphasizing that because of vanishing
radial velocities at the core surface, the magnetic field there is connected to the bulk field only
through magnetic diffusion. As a result, in a regime of exponentially growing field, the dipole
moment is also expected to grow. In contrast, the present geomagnetic field is expectedly
in a saturated regime, where Lorentz forces play an important role back-reacting on the
flow, although diffusion has probably also a non negligible effect. In particular, the observed
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Figure 7: Anti-symmetric part of the radial magnetic field of gufm1, averaged from 1840 to
1990 (Hammer projection). Units are in µT.

rapid dipole moment decrease has been ascribed to either growth of reverse geomagnetic flux
patches in the Southern Hemisphere [e.g. Gubbins et al., 2006], or advection of normal flux to
the equator and of reversed flux to the poles [e.g. Olson and Amit, 2006]. Hence, particular
features of the observed SV are much dependent on the particular geodynamo regime and
cannot be considered here. In particular, we cannot compare the growth rate obtained for
our passive field with the current decay rate of the geomagnetic (saturated) field strength.
In fact, the present decay of the zonal dipole magnetic field energy which is being observed
for the last 170 years, could in principle fit into the time variability observed in saturated
geodynamos [see e.g. Christensen, 2011, Fig. 6].

Cattaneo and Tobias [2009] have also shown that, in spite of their differences, the growing
passive field and the self-consistent saturated field have similar spatial structures. It may thus
be interesting to compare the spatial structure of the growing magnetic field that emerges
from our kinematic dynamos to the Earth’s internal magnetic field observed nowadays. To
ease this comparison, the mean anti-symmetric magnetic field of gufm1 is shown in figure
7. The morphology of the growing field does not vary too much within the portion of the
parameter space we have explored (see Fig. 6). It is always of dipolar symmetry, consistent
with the simple toroidal field assumed to compute the magnetic pumping (eq 9). As a general
trend, larger Rm have more pronounced small-scale features, and large Λ lead to fewer but
stronger intense flux patches, and also lower amplitude reverse flux patches near the equator.
A noticeable feature is the strong flux patch located right under the Bering Strait, which is
associated with a large vortex in the mean flow, as can be seen in figure 8.

We want to emphasize that a perfect match with the Earth’s magnetic field is not expected.
Indeed, our mean flow computed over 150 years is unlikely to be an accurate estimate of
the mean flow over a magnetic diffusion time (about 105 yrs). Hence, the strong magnetic
flux patch under the Bering Strait, clearly associated with an intense vortex in the mean
flow as seen in figure 8 and having no corresponding feature in the present Earth’s field,
may indicate that this very vortex is not part of the long-term mean flow. However, the
presence of symmetric flux patches in the Earth’s field not far from this location (with northern
hemisphere signatures under North America and Eastern Russia, Fig. 7), may also suggest
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Figure 8: Growing radial magnetic field (colormap) and streamlines of the surface mean flow
for Rm = 978 and Λ = 0.9. Top: Aitoff projection at the core surface centered on the pacific;
bottom: north-pole view projected onto the equatorial plane (the Greenwich meridian is on
the right, as in Fig. 1). The thickness of the streamlines is proportional to the velocity. The
dashed circle marks the boundary of the Earth’s inner-core.
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that the whirl structure has suffered some displacement around its present position, over very
long time periods. The fact that this vortex is also present in the first EOF (see figure 1)
supports our hypothesis.

It is also satisfying that, when rescaling the magnetic field to match the imposed Λ, the
radial field at the top of the core has the same order of magnitude as the Earth’s field. Fur-
thermore, the amplitude ratio between the root-mean-square field in the bulk and the dipolar
field at the surface is around ∼ 10 (see table 1), in agreement with numerical geodynamo
models [Christensen, 2011] and torsional oscillations of ∼ 6 yrs periodicity retrieved from
geomagnetic field models [Gillet et al., 2010].

Another striking result is the footprint of the inner-core in the magnetic field generated
deep inside the sphere, in spite of no inner core being present in our numerical computations.
This display of the inner core presence is manifest in the change of sign of the magnetic field
near the (virtual) tangent cylinder (see figure 4). This is related to the visible dichotomy in
the prescribed flows (see figures 1 and 8).

The mechanism of dynamo generation that is considered in this study involves helicity.
Here, an enhancement of helicity is prescribed in the bulk, which propagates no footprint
whatsoever up to the core surface. It is, accordingly, contrasting with the scenario consid-
ered by Amit and Olson [2004] where the in-phase occurrence of vorticity and flow shear in
the volume is assumed to manifest on the core surface in the form of correlated horizontal
divergence and radial vorticity.

For Λ = 0.25 and below, no dynamos were found for Rm ≤ 1700, as shown in figure
5. It appears that below some magnetic field strength, dynamo action due to the magnetic-
pumping is lost, meaning that a strong magnetic field is needed for this mechanism to work.
This is known as a subcritical behaviour [Sreenivasan and Jones, 2011, Morin and Dormy,
2009]. Our findings thus suggest that today, a subcritical dynamo may actually produce the
magnetic field of our planet. If this is the case, a sudden change in our planet’s field may
occur when in the distant future the magnetic field bulk intensity drops below some threshold.

The magnetic-pumping model used in this study is admittedly crude. A more realis-
tic model, which would dynamically adjust the magnetic-pumping to the actual magnetic
field, would allow more realistic kinematic dynamos, with dynamic adjustment of the pump-
ing flow to the growing magnetic field. It may also be possible to improve the quasi-
geostrophic dynamos of Schaeffer and Cardin [2006] and Guervilly [2010] towards non-linear
quasi-geostrophic geodynamo models.

6 Conclusion

We have shown that magnetic pumping in columnar core flows, leads to dynamo action. The
distinctive feature of our study is to use a prescribed velocity field and its time evolution,
derived from current geomagnetic field observations. This expectedly gives them an Earth-
like nature, exhibiting features with specific geographical location and vorticity distribution
that are most relevant to test their dynamo action. Note also that our kinematic dynamo
approach allows us to reach realistic values of the electrical conductivity.

Furthermore, we show that relaxing the strict axial invariance with a magnetic-pumping is
enough for large scale core flows to produce a dipolar field that resembles the one of the Earth,
without the contribution of small scales. As an additional consistency check, the magnetic
field in the bulk is about 10 times larger than at the surface (see table 1), in agreement with
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the study of Gillet et al. [2010]. Magnetic pumping is arguably an important mechanism for
the geodynamo.

In our computations, the magnetic field generation takes place in the bulk of the core
where the flow is perturbated, and the surface magnetic field is connected to the bulk field
only by diffusion. In the Earth’s core, in a saturated but fluctuating regime, it is still unclear
how much magnetic diffusion can contribute to the SV. Studies bridging numerical dynamo
simulations and geomagnetic field inversions may help to shed more light on the subject, by
providing estimates of the radial diffusion at the core surface.

For about fifty years, time-dependent geomagnetic field models have been used to infer
the geometry and intensity of large scale flows in the core responsible for secular variation.
Are these flow features expected to be present at diffusive timescales, much larger than the
time window where we can constrain them with observations? The answer depends also on
their ability for dynamo action. Our present results, together with previous studies proposing
a possible dynamical mechanism for the main mean flow features such as the large eccentric
jet [see Aubert et al., 2013], suggest indeed that they could be present for a very long time.
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Appendix C

The XSHELLS code

C.1 Description
XSHELLS is yet another code simulating incompressible fluids in a spherical
cavity. In addition to the Navier-Stokes equation with an optional Coriolis
force, it can also time-step the coupled induction equation for MHD (with
imposed magnetic field or in a dynamo regime), as well as the temperature
(or codensity) equation in the Boussineq framework.

XSHELLS uses finite differences (second order) in the radial direction and
spherical harmonic decomposition (pseudo-spectral). The time-stepping uses
semi-implicit Crank-Nicolson scheme for the diffusive terms, while the non-
linear terms can be handled either by an Adams-Bashforth or a Predictor-
Corrector scheme (both second order in time).

XSHELLS is written in C++ and designed for speed. It uses the blazingly
fast spherical harmonic transform library SHTns, as well as hybrid paralleliza-
tion using OpenMP and/or MPI. This allows it to run efficiently on your lap-
top or on parallel supercomputers. A post-processing program is provided to
extract useful data and export fields to matlab/octave, python/matplotlib
or paraview.

XSHELLS passes the full-sphere benchmarks (Marti et al., 2014) as well
as case 0 and 1 of the geodynamo benchmarks (Christensen, Aubert, Cardin,
et al., 2001).

XSHELLS is free software, distributed under the CeCILL Licence (com-
patible with GNU GPL): everybody is free to use, modify and contribute to
the code1.

1Public code repository: https://bitbucket.org/nschaeff/xshells
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C.2 Framework
To solve numerically the induction equation and the Navier-Stokes equation,
spherical harmonic expansion is used together with finite differences in the
radial direction. Spherical harmonics are very convenient for expressing the
Laplace operator :

∆f = 1
r
∂2
rr(rf)− 1

r2 `(`+ 1)f = ∂2
rrf + 2

r
∂rf −

1
r2 `(`+ 1)f (C.1)

where ` is the harmonic degree.
Poloidal/Toroidal expansion is used, and any vector field v can be written

as :

v =

 0 + 1
r
`(`+ 1)Pv

1
sin θ∂φTv + ∂θSv
−∂θTv + 1

sin θ∂φSv

 (C.2)

Where Tv is the toroidal scalar. When the vector is divergence free ∇.v =
0, the spheroidal component Sv is related to the poloidal Pv :

S = 1
r
∂r(rPv) = ∂rPv + Pv

r
(C.3)

In this document we will consider only these types of solenoidal vectors.

C.3 Boundary conditions

C.3.1 Central condition at r = 0
At the center of the sphere, special conditions apply, which are independent
of the physical nature of the field.

For a scalar field S to be consistent, only one value is allowed at the
center, which implies S = 0 for ` > 0.

For a vector field v to be consistent, only one vector is allowed at the
center. This can be ensured by choosing a Cartesian projection vx, vy, vz and
transforming it to spherical components. This gives Pv = 0 and Tv = 0 for
every `, but Sv = 0 only for ` 6= 1. More precisely, we have:

v|r=0 =

 Sv
∂θSv

1
sin θ∂φSv

 (C.4)
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with
Sv(r = 0) =

{
2∂rPv|r=0 for ` = 1
0 for ` 6= 1 (C.5)

C.3.2 Magnetic field
Electric insulator

In the insulator, we have no electrical currents j = ∇×b = 0 which means
∆Pb = 0 and Tb = 0. Hence one has, for a given spherical harmonic degree `
:

∆P = 1
r
∂2
rr(rP )− `(`+ 1)

r2 P = 0 (C.6)

which has solutions of the form

P = Co r
` + Ci r

−(`+1) (C.7)

Here Ci = 0 (resp. Co = 0) if there are no internal (resp. external) sources
of magnetic field.

Without other sources of magnetic field, the normal current at the
boundary j.n is continuous and so is Tb. In addition, the magnetic field b
is continuous too, implying the continuity of Pb and ∂rPb. Hence, at the
boundary, depending on whether the field is computed outside or inside the
boundary, equation C.7 leads to

T = 0 (C.8)
∂rP = `P/r for the inner boundary (C.9)

∂rP = −(`+ 1)P/r for the outer boundary (C.10)

Of course this is only valid if there are no external sources of magnetic fields.

With an applied magnetic field coming from a source not included in
our system, both Ci and Co are non-zero. However, at the boundary with an
insulator, one still has the continuity of the magnetic field’s poloidal scalar
P and its derivative ∂rP .

The total magnetic field produced by different sources is the sum of the
magnetic field produced by individual sources, so that P = Pself +Pout. The
field Pself originating from our system can thus be deduced from the total
field P because the magnetic field imposed from outside is known at the
boundary as Pout = Co r

`. Hence the derivative of eq. C.7 reads :

∂rP = `/r Pout − (`+ 1)/r (P − Pout)
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Similarly, the magnetic field imposed from inside the inner shell is known
at the boundary as Pin = Ci r

−(`+1). Hence the derivative of eq. C.7 reads :

∂rP = `/r (P − Pin)− (`+ 1)/r Pin

And finally the general boundary conditions for the poloidal and toroidal
scalar of the magnetic field at an insulating boundary reads :

T = 0 (C.11)
∂rP = `P/r −(2`+ 1)/r Pin for the inner boundary (C.12)

∂rP = −(`+ 1)P/r +(2`+ 1)/r Pout for the outer boundary (C.13)

Finite-difference formulation. At the boundary, ∆P is approximated
with only two points thanks to the previous boundary conditions. Accurate
to second order in ε, the Taylor expansion gives :

P (r + ε) = P (r) + ε∂rP + ε2

2 ∂
2
rrP

and using the BC :

P (r + ε) = P (r) + ε

(
α
P (r)
r

+ β
P0

r

)
+ ε2

2 ∂
2
rrP

with α = `, β = −(2`+1) for the inner boundary and α = −(`+1), β = 2`+1
for the outer boundary, and P0 the poloidal scalar at the boundary of the
imposed field. Finally

∂2
rrP = −

( 2
ε2

+ 2α
rε

)
P (r) + 2

ε2
P (r + ε) − 2β

rε
P0 (C.14)

From which we write the discrete Laplace operator :

∆P = 2α
r2 P −

( 2
ε2

+ 2α
rε

)
P − `(`+ 1)

r2 P (C.15)

+ 2
ε2
P (r + ε) (C.16)

+ 2βP0

( 1
r2 −

1
rε

)
(C.17)

In XSHELLS, an additional shell containing (2`+1)P0 is stored, so that an
arbitrary potential field can be imposed from outside the conductive domain.
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C.3.3 Temperature field
Imposed temperature

The temperature T at the boundary is imposed. For example the crystal-
lization of the inner-core happens at fixed temperature (at a given pressure).

T = Tboundary (C.18)

There is no need to compute the Laplacian here, as the temperature is im-
posed. This boundary condition is straightforward to impose.

Imposed thermal flux

The flux at the boundary is imposed, that is ∂rT = (∂rT )boundary. For exam-
ple, the heat flux extracted from the core by the mantle is supposed to be
imposed by the mantle.

Finite-difference formulation. From the taylor expansion, one gets

∂2
rrT = 2

ε2
T (r + ε) − 2

ε2
T (r) − 2

ε
(∂rT )0 (C.19)

which leads to the Laplacian of T at the boundary, with (∂rT )0 imposed :

∆T (r0) = 2
ε2
T (r0 + ε) (C.20)

−
(

2
ε2

+ `(`+ 1)
r2

)
T (r0) (C.21)

+
(2
r
− 2
ε

)
(∂rT )0 (C.22)

In XSHELLS, an additional shell containing (∂rT )0 is stored, so that an
arbitrary flux can be imposed at the boundary.

Stationary solution without motion for ` = 0

The temperature equation reads (constant thermal diffusivity):

∂tT = ∆T +Q (C.23)

where Q is a constant accounting for internal heating. The stationary solution
for ` = 0 is then:

T0(r) = −Qr
2

6 + A

r
+B (C.24)
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where A and B are constants defined by the boundary conditions. In par-
ticular, if the domain extends to r = 0 (full sphere), A = 0 and the profile
is fixed besides a temperature shift (B). If the domain excludes r = 0, one
must provide two boundary conditions, either the flux or the temperature at
each boundary.

Central condition

For a full sphere, the temperature is free at r = 0, but only for ` = 0 (see
C.3.1). For ` > 1, there is no problem, as the temperature field at the centre
is fixed to 0.

For ` = 0 we have ∂rT = 0 because ∇T must be defined at r = 0
(implying ∂rT = 0 for ` 6= 1). To summarize, we have:

T = 0 for ` > 0 (C.25)
∂rT = 0 for ` 6= 1 (C.26)
∆T = 0 for ` > 0 (C.27)

Finite-difference formulation for l = 0. Accurate to second order in ε,
the Taylor expansion gives :

T (ε) = T (0) + ε∂rT |0 + ε2

2 ∂
2
rrT0

and using the BC ∂rT = 0:

T (ε) = T (0) + ε2

2 ∂
2
rrT0

Finally
∂2
rrT = 2

ε2
(T (ε)− T (0)) (C.28)

This implies T ∼ Cr2 +B, so that we can compute

1
r
∂rT = 2C = ∂rrT (C.29)

from which we can estimate the Laplacian:

∆T = − 6
ε2
T (0) (C.30)

+ 6
ε2
T (ε) (C.31)
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C.3.4 Velocity field
No-slip velocity

This is the most realistic boundary condition for a viscous fluid : the fluid
follows the boundary.

u = uboundary (C.32)
which translates into

T = Tboundary (C.33)
P = Pboundary (C.34)
S = Sboundary ⇒ ∂rP = (∂rP )boundary (C.35)

(C.36)

For an arbitrary boundary velocity, we thus need to prescribe T , P and
∂rP at the boundary. This allows also to compute the flow in a spherical
sinking bubble.

Finite-difference formulation. From the taylor expansion, one gets

∂2
rrP = − 2

ε2
P0 + 2

ε2
P (r + ε) − 2

ε
(∂rP )0 (C.37)

which leads to the Laplacian of P at the boundary, with P0 and (∂rP )0
imposed :

∆P = 2
ε2
P (r + ε) (C.38)

−
(

2
ε2

+ `(`+ 1)
r2

)
P0 (C.39)

+
(2
r
− 2
ε

)
(∂rP )0 (C.40)

In xshells, we add an additional ghost shell which contains (∂rP )0, so that
the boundary can have an arbitrary velocity.

Stress-free velocity

In order to neglect the thin viscous boundary layers that may form in the
no-slip case, we can alternatively choose to let the fluid freely slip over the
boundaries, that is to impose that the tangential constraint vanishes :

r∂r
uθ
r

+ 1
r
∂θur = 0 (C.41)

r∂r
uφ
r

+ 1
r sin θ∂φur = 0 (C.42)
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Assuming ur = 0 and combining equations C.41 and C.42, one finds :

P = 0, ∂r
T

r
= 0, ∂r

S

r
= 0

which can be rewritten as :

P = 0 (C.43)
∂rT = T/r (C.44)
∂2
rrP = 0 (C.45)

With an arbitrary imposed ur and combining equations C.41 and C.42,
without assuming ur = 0, one finds :

∂r
T

r
= 0 for any ur (C.46)

∂r
S

r
= −ur

r2 (C.47)

which can be rewritten as :

∂rT = T/r (C.48)

∂2
rrP = 2− `(`+ 1)

r2 P (C.49)

One need to add a condition which constrains ur so that P = P0 is known
at the boundary.

We can notice here, that the result obtained by assuming ur = 0 leads to
a different matrix than the case of arbitrary ur, possibly leading to a different
numerical behaviour.

Finite-difference formulation. ∆T is handled like the electric insulator
BC (sec. C.3.2), but with α = 1 (and β = 0) :

∆T = 2
r2T −

( 2
ε2

+ 2
rε

)
T − `(`+ 1)

r2 T (C.50)

+ 2
ε2
T (r + ε) (C.51)

At the boundary, ∆P is approximated with only two points thanks to
the previous boundary conditions. Accurate to second order in ε, the Taylor
expansion gives :

P (r + ε) = P0 + ε∂rP + ε2

2 ∂
2
rrP
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and using the BC :

P (r + ε) = P0 + ε∂rP + ε2

2
2− `(`+ 1)

r2 P0

and finally

(∂rP )0 =
(
−1
ε

+ ε
`(`+ 1)− 2

2r2

)
P0 + 1

ε
P (r + ε) (C.52)

From which we write the discrete Laplace operator :

∆P =
(
ε
`(`+ 1)− 2

r3 + 2− 2`(`+ 1)
r2 − 2

rε

)
P0 (C.53)

+ 2
rε
P (r + ε) (C.54)

Central condition

Section C.3.1 gives geometrical constraints on the Poloidal/Toroidal decom-
position at r = 0. For ` 6= 1, we have enough constraints on the field: T = 0,
P = 0, ∂rP = 0.

For ` = 1, the same regularity conditions for the vorticity field adds ∆P =
0 (toroidal scalar of vorticity) at r = 0. Expanding P (r → 0) = ar+br2 +cr3

gives for the laplace operator:

∆P |`=1
r→0 = 4b = 0

which translates into ∂2
rrP = 0 for ` = 1.

To summarize, we have:

T = 0, P = 0, ∂rP = 0 for ` > 1 (C.55)
T = 0, P = 0, ∂2

rrP = 0 for ` = 1 (C.56)

C.4 Time-stepping scheme
XSHELLS uses a variable step-size Crank-Nicolson Adams-Bashforth scheme
(VSCNAB), as described by Wang and Ruuth (2008), their equation 2.9.
They show in particular that there are no restriction on the time-step changes
for VSCNAB to be stable as dt→ 0 (zero-stability).

Below we derive the variable step-size Adams-Bashforth part.
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C.4.1 Adams-Bashforth with variable time-step
The following Taylor expansion allows us to relate f(t + dt) which we want
to evaluate, to the derivatives at time t:

f(t+ dt) = f(t) + dtf ′(t) + dt2

2 f ′′(t) + dt3

6 f ′′′(t) +O(dt4)

The idea is now to evaluate f ′′(t) from f ′(t) and f ′(t−dto), using another
Taylor expansion:

f ′(t− dto) = f ′(t)− dtof ′′(t) + dt2o
2 f ′′′(t) +O(dt3o)

leading to

f ′′(t) = f ′(t)− f ′(t− dto)
dto

+ dto
2 f ′′′(t) +O(dt2o)

which we can now substitute into the first expansion:

f(t+ dt) = f(t) + dt

[
f ′(t)

(
1 + dt

2dto

)
− dt

2dto
f ′(t− dto)

]
(C.57)

+ dt3
(
dto
4dt + 1

6

)
f ′′′(t) +O(dt4) +O(dt2 dt2o) (C.58)

When dto = dt, we find the classical second-order accurate Adams-
Bashforth scheme:

f(t+ dt) = f(t) + dt
(3

2f
′(t)− 1

2f
′(t− dto)

)
+ 5

12dt
3f ′′′(t) +O(dt4)

C.5 Implementation of variable conductivity

C.5.1 Induction equation
The induction equation reads :

∂tb = ∇× (u× b− η∇× b) (C.59)

C.5.2 Continous variation with radius r
When η ≡ η(r) we can expand the induction equation:

∂tb = ∇× (u× b) + η(r)∆b + (∇× b)×∇η(r) (C.60)
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Poloidal part

We introduce the electrical current j = ∇ × b. The term involving ∇η has
no radial component

r.[j×∇η(r)] = 0 (C.61)
implying the poloidal part of the induction equation is unaltered

∂tPb = η(r)∆Pb + NLP (C.62)

Toroidal part

The toroidal part is obtained by taking the radial component of the curl of
the induction equation:

r.∂tj = r.∇×∇× (u× b) + r.∇× (η(r)∆b) + r.∇× (j×∇η(r)) (C.63)
The second term on the right hand side can be developed:

r.∇× (η(r)∆b) = r.(∇η ×∆b + η(r)∆j) (C.64)
= η(r) r.∆j (C.65)
= η(r) `(`+ 1)∆Tb (C.66)

because, again, the term involving ∇η has no radial component.
The last term expands to:

r.∇× [j×∇η(r)] = r∂rη
(
− 1
r sin θ∂θ(sin θjθ)−

1
r sin θ∂φjφ

)
(C.67)

using the definition of the vector components

jθ = 1
sin θ∂φTj + ∂θSj (C.68)

jφ = 1
sin θ∂φSj − ∂θTj (C.69)

we find after some simplification:
r.∇× [(∇× b)×∇η(r)] = ∂rη `(`+ 1)Sj (C.70)

Since Sj = 1
r
∂r(rTb), we finally obtain the toroidal induction equation:

∂tTb = η(r)∆Tb + (∂rη) 1
r
∂r(rTb) + NLT (C.71)

where NLT is the toroidal contribution of the non-linear terms. This is readily
included into the tri-banded matrix of the Laplacian and can be solved at no
additional computational cost.

Interestingly, equation C.71 can be rewritten as

∂tTb = 1
r

∂

∂r

(
η
∂ rTb
∂r

)
− `(`+ 1)

r2 Tb + NLT (C.72)
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C.5.3 Radial discontinuities of the conductivity
For discontinuous conductivities (ie a solid boundary with a different con-
ductivity), the first jump conditions is that B is continuous across the inter-
face. Hence Pb, ∂rPb and Tb are continuous. The second jump condition, is
(j×n)/σ continuous across the interface, from which we have the continuity
of η∂r(rTb) and η∆Pb (assuming the magnetic permeability µ is the same
everywhere).

Since η is constant everywhere but at the discontinuity, the governing
equation is

∂tb = ∇× (u× b) + η∆b (C.73)
In order to derive the finite difference approximation, we write the Taylor

expansions left and right of the discontinuity located at r0:

f± = f0± ± dr(∂rf)0± + dr2

2 (∂rrf)0± (C.74)

where f± = f(r0 ± dr), and f0± is the limit f(r0 ± ε) when ε→ 0+. This is
the start for a finite difference formulation, with equidistant points around
the discontinuity.

We can isolate ∂rrf

2f± − f0±

dr2 ∓ 2
dr

(∂rf)0± = (∂rrf)0± (C.75)

and add the angular part to have an evaluation of ∆(f/r) at each side of the
discontinuity:

2f± − f0±

dr2 ∓ 2
dr

(∂rf)0± −
`(`+ 1)
r2

0
f0± = (r∆(f/r))0± (C.76)

Poloidal part

Here, we take f = rP in the previous finite difference formulation. In this
case, f0 and (∂rf)0 are uniquely defined (by continuity). Multiplying equa-
tion C.76 by η+η− gives:

2η+η−

(
f± − f0

dr2 − `(`+ 1)
2r2

0
f0

)
= ±η+η−

2
dr

(∂rf)0 + η+η−(r∆P )0± (C.77)

By taking the sum of these equations, we eliminate (∂rf)0:

2η+η−

(
f+ + f− − 2f0

dr2 − `(`+ 1)
r2

0
f0

)
= (η+ + η−)r0K (C.78)
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with K = η+(∆P )+ = η−(∆P )−. We finally obtain the finite difference
approximation of η∆P :

(η∆P )0 = 2η+η−
η+ + η−

(
r+P+ + r−P− − 2r0P0

r0dr2 − `(`+ 1)
r2

0

)
(C.79)

Meaning that, for the finite difference formulation, η must simply be replaced
by its harmonic mean at the interface. Or equivalently σ be replaced by its
mean.

Toroidal part

Here, we take f = rT in the finite difference formulation of equations C.74. In
this case, f0 is uniquely defined (by continuity) and η+(∂rf)0+ = η−(∂rf)0−.
Multiplying equation C.76 by η± gives:

2η±
(
f± − f0

dr2 − `(`+ 1)
2r2

0
f0

)
= ±η±

2
dr

(∂rf)0± + η±(r∆T )0± (C.80)

By taking the sum of these equations, we eliminate η±(∂rf)0±:

2η+f+ + η−f− − (η+ + η−)f0

dr2 − (η+ + η−)`(`+ 1)
r2

0
f0 = 2r0K (C.81)

with K = η+(∆T )+ = η−(∆T )−. We finally obtain the finite difference
approximation of η∆T :

(η∆T )0 = η+r+T+ + η−r−T− − (η+ + η−)r0T0

r0dr2 − η+ + η−
2

`(`+ 1)
r2

0
T0 (C.82)

Note that we do not have to take into account the derivative of η as in C.71,
because η is constant before and after the jump.

alternate method:

Interestingly, starting from the formulation for variable conductivity C.72 we
can set F = η∂r(rT ) which is continuous and can be approximated at the
points r0 ± dr/2 by first order finite difference:

F (r0 ± dr/2) = ±η±
r±T± − r0T0

dr
(C.83)

We can write the order one Taylor expansions for F± = F (r0 ± dr/2):

F± = F0 ±
dr

2 (∂rF )0± + ... (C.84)
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We multiply by ±2/dr and subtract η±`(`+ 1)T0/r0:

± 2F± − F0

dr
− η±

`(`+ 1)
r0

T0 = r0K (C.85)

where K = (1/r0)(∂rF )0± − η±`(` + 1)T0/r
2
0 is the diffusion operator of

equation C.72 (which must be continuous because T is). By adding equations
C.85, one obtains

2F+ − F−
dr

− (η+ + η−)`(`+ 1)
r0

T0 = 2r0K (C.86)

and by substituting F± by its first order approximation C.83, we find for K:

K = η+r+T+ + η−r−T− − (η+ + η−)r0T0

r0dr2 − η+ + η−
2

`(`+ 1)
r2

0
T0 (C.87)

which is the same expression as in equation C.82. This alternate method of
derivation appears less rigorous as it involves two order one Taylor expansion,
instead of one order two expansion. It is however interesting as they show
the coherency between continuous variation and discontinuity.

C.6 Optimization and parallelization

C.6.1 hybrid MPI/OpenMP parallelization
The following guidelines were used to implement the hybrid parallelization
of XSHELLS:

Ensure Data Locality: by working shell by shell (e.g. without computing
the whole spatial fields at once) we strongly reduce the memory requirement
and increase the speed, because the data is more likely to be in cache mem-
ory (close to the computing core and very quick to access compared to main
memory). This also implies that entire shells are distributed to MPI pro-
cesses. XSHELLS can work with as many processes as radial shells.

Avoid transposition: since the different radial shells are distributed among
MPI processes, operations involving coupling of radial shells require commu-
nications. The finite-difference formulation involves only local communica-
tions (with 1 or 2 nearest neighbors). Hence, instead of using the expensive
MPI Alltoall(), XSHELLS communicates with nearest neighbor only.
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C.6.2 blocked LU-solver
The Crank-Nicolson scheme used by XSHELLS for the linear terms requires
to invert a matrix or solve the system

Ax = b.

In fact, in the simple formulation where A involves only the Laplace operator,
all spherical harmonics decouple and we have to solve a large number of
independent systems, one for each (`,m) pair:

A`,mx`,m = b`,m

The straightforward way to solve this system is then to decompose A = LU ,
where L and U are respectively lower and upper triangular matrices. Then
perform two cheap triangular solves, the forward substitution

y`,m = L−1
`,mb`,m

and the backward substitution

x`,m = U−1
`,my`,m

which involve treating all shells sequentially.
A custom parallel LU-solver is implemented in XSHELLS for this task,

which also handles the communications between processes. Instead of solving
each (`,m) sequentially which involves large wait times (a process must wait
for previous ones to finish bofore starting to compute), XSHELLS takes ad-
vantage of the fact that all (`,m) systems are independent so that we do not
need to finish one before starting to solve the other. This means performing
the forward substitution

y`,m = L−1
`,mb`,m

for a small block of (`,m), before passing the result to the next process which
can start to compute without waiting that all (`,m) are finished. Then, when
all blocks are computed and transmitted, the backward substitution is done
in the same way:

x`,m = U−1
`,my`,m

This is illustrated in Figure C.1.
There is an optimal block size. Indeed, if the block size is too large, the

processes will wait idle before they can start computing. Conversely, if the
block size is too small, the increasing number of communications to perform
will slow down the process.
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rank k

rank k+1

rank k+2
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rank k+1

rank k+2

compute

compute

compute

xfer

xfer

Figure C.1: Top: standard forward substitution, the processes (ranks) wait
idle until the previous one has finished, leading to a low efficiency. Bottom:
the blocked solver of XSHELLS reduces the wait time by solving a smaller
number of systems (a block) before transmitting and solving the next block.

To find this optimal block size (which depends on the system details,
the size of the problem, and the repartition of shells between processes),
XSHELLS measures the performance of various block sizes at startup and
chooses the best one. On an IBM Blue Gene/Q machine (Turing), this leads
to a solve time divided by as much as 30.
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Appendix D

A gallery of turbulent
geodynamo simulations

D.1 Overview
In this appendix, we present a collection of preliminary results of geodynamo
simulations at strongly-driven convection and low viscosity. The XSHELLS
code (see appendix C) is used to solve equations 1.1 to 1.5. At both inner and
outer boundaries, the heat flux is fixed, the velocity is zero (no-slip), and the
magnetic field is matched to a potential field outside the fluid domain (in-
sulating mantle and inner-core). The non-convective codensity profile C0(r)
(see equation 1.3) is obtained using the thermochemical model of Aubert,
Labrosse, and Poitou (2009), which accounts for a fraction fi = 0.75 of buoy-
ancy due to light element release at the inner-core boundary:

C0(r) = a

6r
2 + b

r
(D.1)

with

a = −3 1− 2fi
r3
o − r3

i

, (D.2)

b = r3
ofi − r3

i (1− fi)
r3
o − r3

i

. (D.3)
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definition initial jump 1 jump 2 Earth’s core
time span t/µ0σD

2 0.02 0.15 0.015
Ek ν/D2Ω 10−5 10−6 10−7 3 10−15

Ra βαgD4/κν 6.34 109 1.27 1011 2.54 1012 1030 ?
Pm νµ0σ 0.4 0.2 0.1 3 10−5

Pr ν/κ 1 1 1 0.1 - 10
Rm UD/η 700 650 600 2000
A

√
µρU/B 1.5 0.6 0.45 0.01

Re UD/ν 1770 3240 5960 2 108

Ro U/DΩ 0.018 3.2 10−3 6 10−4 3 10−6

Le B/
√
µρDΩ 0.012 5 10−3 1.3 10−3 10−4

Λ B2/ηΩ 5.8 5.7 1.7 1 - 10
Fν Dν/(Dη +Dν) 47% 24% 17% ?
Fη Dη/(Dη +Dν) 53% 76% 83% ?
Nu 30.7 47.0 60.7 > 1

Ra/Rac 4800 4500 4200 > 1
Nr 224 512 1024
Lmax 191 479 893
dt.Ω 10−3 6.25 10−3 10−2

time steps 5 106 4.8 106 106

cores.hours 3 104 7.3 105 1.7 106

Table D.1: Various input and output parameters of our simulations, where
D is the shell thickness, U the rms velocity and B the rms magnetic field.
Fν and Fη are the fraction of viscous and ohmic dissipation respectively. The
Rayleigh number of the onset of convection Rac is bracketed numerically for
case ”initial” (E = 10−5) and then extrapolated for jump 1 and jump 2 using
the scaling Rac ∼ E−4/3.
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Figure D.1: Energy vs time for our 3 simulations. The time has been nor-
malized with the Alfvén time-scale.
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Figure D.2: Kinetic and magnetic energies as a function of time (normalized
by the viscous diffusion time) for case jump 1 (E = 10−6) and for the same
parameters as jump 1, but with no magnetic field. It shows the strong
influence of the magnetic field on the flow.
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D.2 Instant fields

Figure D.3: Azimuthal velocity Uφ in equatorial (left) and meridional (right)
planes, for case intial (E = 10−5, Pm = 0.4, A = 1.5).
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Figure D.4: Azimuthal velocity Uφ in equatorial (left) and meridional (right)
planes, for case jump 1 (E = 10−6, Pm = 0.2, A = 0.6).

Figure D.5: Azimuthal velocity Uφ in equatorial (left) and meridional (right)
planes, for case jump 2 (E = 10−7, Pm = 0.1, A = 0.45).
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Figure D.6: Temperature field in the equatorial plane for jump 2. The mean
temperature of each shell has been removed.
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Ek deep

Ek surface

Em deep
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Figure D.7: Instantaneous spherical Harmonic spectra for jump 2, at two
different depths. ”Deep” refers to a spherical shell at mid-depth, while ”sur-
face” refers to a shell just below the Ekman boundary layer. ”Ek” and ”Em”
refer to kinetic and magnetic energy spectra respectively.
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Figure D.8: Instantaneous z-averaged rms amplitude of equatorial flow (left)
and magnetic field (right) for jump 2 simulation (E = 10−7, Pm = 0.1, Rm =
600, A ∼ 0.45.). The quantity showed is defined as

〈
F 2
s + F 2

φ

〉1/2
, where F is

the field (either u or b) and 〈.〉 denotes averaging along the z axis. Within
the tangent cylinder, the average covers one hemisphere only.

Figure D.9: Instantaneous radial magnetic field at the surface of simulation
jump 1 (E = 10−6, Pm = 0.2).
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D.3 Time averaged fields

Figure D.10: Time and φ-averaged fields for our three simulations: initial
(left), jump 1 (middle), jump 2 (right). Top line represents the averaged
velocity field and bottom line the averaged magnetic field. Colors map the
azimuthal components, while the meridional field-lines are materialized by
black contour lines.
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Figure D.11: Averaged fields at the top of the core for jump 2. The radial
magnetic field is truncated at harmonic degree ` = 13 (color map); the flow
is truncated at ` = 26 (streamlines). It shows the emergence of a large-scale
flow.
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